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Abstract of Thesis 

In this thesis I examine the vocal techniques employed by performers of 
contemporary Greek Pontic and Epirotic traditional music. Combining fieldwork 
analysis with personal experience, I have been able to demonstrate the underlying 
cognitive and physiological processes that inform these techniques. While anatomical 
considerations constitute a central focus of this analysis, I offer at the same time an 
appraisal of vocal bimusicality. The latter issue arises from my own particular 
perspectives, understandings and personal experience in diverse musical worlds. The 
objectives of this research are: a) to identify current vocal techniques in Pontic and 
Epirotic styles, paying special attention to the exceptional use of the larynx and the 
articulation/projection of vocalized sounds; b) to bridge the gap between theory and 
practice in studies of voice and vocal production; and c) to demonstrate how personal 
experience is relevant to ethnographic research in vocal music. 

In introducing the research field, chapter I of this study reflects on my role as a 
native researcher-performer and outlines my choice of case studies. The following 
chapter reviews the Cantometrics project and considers its relevance to Greek folk 
song. In addition, other scholarly literature pertinent to the present analysis is 
surveyed, while there is also consideration of fundamental anatomical and 
physiological issues. Chapters III and IV focus on the central points of analysis in the 
thesis with special emphasis on the vocal production of the Pontic and Epirotic styles. 
Employing verbatim quotations from: a) five co-workers in the Pontic style and b) 
five co-workers and one polyphonic group in the Epirotic style, I analyze the vocal 
production of these two Greek musical genres as currently performed. The main 
conclusions of the research refer to techniques such as: a) the movable larynx, b) the 
extensive use of the soft palate and upper chest area, c) the widening of the mouth, 
and d) the dropping of the jaw, which are equally discussed in detail. In the same 
vein, an analogy is drawn between the vocal production and the size of the musical 
intervals used in both traditions. 

Chapter V deals with my own learning processes in Greek folk culture and 
also in the two aspects of my musicality: the Pontic and Western operatic. Here I 
endeavour to locate myself among my co-workers and also to provide an 'insider's' 
view on the subject of bimusicality. I also comment upon the effect that ensues when 
moving from the Pontic to the operatic vocal style, that is to say, the consequences of 
changing musical systems and musical envirom-nents. The final chapter summarizes 
the findings of this monograph whose practice-based research is also accompanied by 
a DVD containing performances by co-workers and by audio examples. In these 
ways, I attempt to bridge the 'gap' between theory and practice in those aspects of 
vocal production that stem from an aural/oral musical tradition. 
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List of DVD examples 

No. 1 Hrysanthos Theodorides 
In this example Theodorides sings one of his most famous songs, TaKa'-C (Taka't, 
Courage), accompanied by Theodoros Eleftheriou on the Pontic lyra. The song refers 
to poor wretched people whose courage abandons them as time passes. In the 
aftermath of Hrysanthos' death (31-3-2005), this song has become an exemplar and 
point of reference for all other Pontic co-workers (Examples 1-5) in this thesis. 

No. 2 Stathis Nikolaides 
In this example Nikolaides sings two samples: Taka't ('Courage') and Avau-copo) Ta 
za, ýaia (Anastoro ta palea, 'I recall the old times'). The latter was also re-arranged (on 
the basis of an older setting) by Hrysanthos and is one of the most celebrated Pontic 
songs. It refers to the places in Pontos which were involuntarily abandoned after 
1922. The singer is accompanied by his son-in-law, Giorgos Lelekides, playing the 
Pontic lyra. 

No. 3 Alexis Parharides 
In this example Parharides sings Taka't and a MaKPV' Kaftev (Makry Kayten, 'long 
melody') unaccompanied. He learned Makry Kayten as a child from the village elders 
who referred to the piece as 'Divine Melody'. 

No. 4 Theodoros Eleftheriou 
In this example Eleftheriou sings Taka't while he is also playing the Pontic lyra. It is a 
characteristic example of how the lyra and voice ornamentations are interconnected. 

No. 5 Elias Petropoulos 
In this example Petropoulos sings Taka't and also a Kal'U'v (Kayten, 'melody'). 
Again, there is the perceptively strong link between the ornamentations of the lyra and 
those of the voice. 

No. 6 Polyphonic group of Actopetra 
In this example the multi-voiced ensemble sings two polyphonic and one 
heterophonic song from Epirus as taught to them by Vaggelis Kotsou (next DVD 

example). The first polyphonic piece, called AAqupOVCO Kai Xalpopal (Alismono kai 
hairomai, 'I forget and I rejoice') and is a song dedicated to those who left their 
homeland. The second, DC17g&POZOA17ý; TOV Kau7rO (Stis Deropolis ton kambo, 'In 
Deropolis' field') is a heroic song. And the heterophonic example, Aura -ra palria 
Jýpo'p (Afta ta matia Dimo'm, 'Those eyes my Dimos') is a love song. 
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No. 7 Vaggelis Kotsou 
In this example Kotsou as soloist, sings one of his favourite songs. This love song is 
entitled TI KaKO EKOCVa 0 KatlUCVO(; W1 UE AEV OA01 (POVIa (Ti kako ekana o kaimenos 
kai me len oloi fonia, 'What have I done that all consider me a murderer'). 

No. 8 Vaggelis and Anthoula Kotsou 
In this example Vaggelis and Anthoula open with one of Epirus' most famous 
polyphonic songs: Alismono kai hairomai. The second, E)IKO)OUITE OAIYO OAIYO 
(Sikotheite oligo oligo, 'Arise slowly and carefully') used to be sung at the close of 
any social occasion (usually weddings). The third song, Fiavvil pov -ro pavul'Al uov 
(Gianni mou to mantili sou, 'John's Handkerchief ) is another song dedicated to those 
who left their homeland. 

No. 9a) and b) Drossos Koutsokostas 
In this example Koutsokostas gives a characteristic performance of both Epirotic and 
the so-called Greek Anatolian vocal styles. The first, Aivw q7r)7'p' o MapTI7(; 60)6cKa 
(Ainten ipire o martis dodeka, 'It is already 12 March') is a pastoral sung by the 
Sarakatsani. The second sample, To zovEpEvo u-vj0o(;, Uov (To ponemeno stithos mou, 
'My hurting chest') is a love song from Asia Minor. 

No. 10 Nestoras Katsigiannopoulos 
In this example Katsigiannopoulos sings a historic song about Greece's war of 
Independence (182 1) which is called NaKavo-) Ta flovva vaK, ýaiv (Na kano ta vouna 
na klain, 'If I could make the mountains cry'). 

No. 11 Antonis Kiritsis 
In this example Antords sings the monophonic version of Alismono kai hairomal in 
addition to Ma' a pov XcA160via (Maura mou helidonia, 'My black swallows'), which VP 
is also dedicated to those who left their homeland. 

No. 12 Konstantinos Tsachouridis 
This example identifies significant moments in my own musical learning process. 
These are live performances from an open-air concert when I was II years old and a 
recording which was made at my home in Veria, Greece. 

No. 13 Hrysanthos Theodorides 
This audio example is used for the performance analysis at the end of chapter 111. 
Recorded in 1986, it is an old Kayten. 

No. 14 Antonis Kiritsis 
This audio example (recorded in 1996) called MaploAa, 'Mariola' is used for the 
performance analysis at the end of chapter IV. 
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INTRODUCTION 

My wish to conduct research at doctoral level on the performance practice of 

Greek folk vocal music stems from a set of personal circumstances and musical 

experiences. The voice has always been my main musical 'instrument', and in spite of 

my ability to play the piano, the guitar, and percussion, those two fleshy membranes 

(vocal folds) captured my interest since I became aware of myself. The absence of a 

detailed study of the vocal music which nurtured me and the need to document my 

own personal involvement in the song tradition of my ancestors have inspired me to 

carry out the present research. 

In the year 2003, having finished my MMus degree in Ethnomusicology, I 

entertained the idea of completing a PhD in Performance Practice. Considering myself 

more a performer than a theoretician, such an idea seemed altogether congenial. The 

major impediment, however, was that I hailed from a traditional musical background 

where the repertory was ill-suited to the systematically-engendered categories of 

academic musicology. This realization became even more apparent when I saw that 

almost all other performance practice PhD students had been cradled in Western art 

music. 

This left me with the option of ethnomusicology, a field which embraces 

rigorous academic applications together with the essential analytical apparatus for the 

kind of intellectual inquiry I had in mind. Paradigms of ethnomusicological research 

related to the present study include such names as Baily (1995), Johnson (1984), Rice 

(1994), and Zemp (1987,1990). In the broader field of ethnomusicology, scholarship 

in vocal performance analysis remains limited. The main focus tends to concentrate 

on 4 social concerns', leaving performance practice studies (especially those which 
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deal with vocal production) to develop independently. Not that vocal performance 

practice is void of social context; such a view is in my opinion erroneous. It is my 

concern, therefore, to achieve a more equitable balance between the 'social concern' 

of ethnomusicology and the informed analysis of vocal performance practice. Within 

these parameters I offer this study in reflexive musical ethnography with its focus on 

the execution of the vocal performance practice of two Greek folk music genres. 

It is the achievements of performance practice that constantly remodel the 

limitations of music-making and also performance practice itself. The gradual 

increase in performing standards also carry a parallel action in terms of investigation 

and exegesis; for instance, the desire to extend the musical possibilities of their 

instruments has led performers to add extra strings or even to reconstruct the 'body' 

of the instrument. ' Similarly, the vocal demands of a tenor's tessitura range higher 

than ever before, a circumstance that engenders new techniques in terms of vocal 

production. 

With regard to anatomical production and vocal techniques folk song has 

remained neglected by scholars. While there is commendable aesthetic comment 

between social groups and epochs, the study of folk song as a source for vocal 

technique production is relatively unknown. If an operatic singer can sing without an 

amplification system in a large hall, why then do we not investigate the more 

extraordinary ability of certain folk singers to communicate from one mountain top to 

another? How, in physiological terms, is this achieved? 2 And if a coloratura soprano 

is capable of representing Offenbach's mechanical doll 'Olympia' then why do we not 

observe how some folk singers can imitate the flow of water? 

1A characteristic example is that of Hiotis (1920-1970), a Greek bouzouki virtuoso who in the 1940s 

added an extra double string in order to extend the range of the instrument. 
2 An example of this kind of vocal technique can be found in Zemp's film: 'Yootzing and Yodelling' 

and 'Head voice, Chest voice' (1987). 
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Whereas a common denominator exists between the terms 'song style' and 
4 singing style', in this study 'song style' refers to what is sung and 'singing style' to 

how the music is sung. As the analytical part of this thesis employs anatomical 

language, instead of 'singing style' I will use the synonymous 'vocal style' which 

embraces such anatomical considerations. Because my chief concern here lies in the 

actual production of voice in specific Greek folk musical idioms, I will hereafter use 

the term 'folk vocal style' with respect to the action of singing. 

My account attempts to reveal and analyse vocal techniques derived from 

current Greek folk vocal production with a specific focus on the practical side of the 

performance. Two widely-performed folk vocal styles are examined: the Pontic and 

the Epirotic. The methodology adopted here follows the ethnomusicological pathway 

of ethnographic research shared with personal experience in the performance practice 

of these two vocal styles. The question of vocal bi-musicality between Western and 

Pontic music plays also a significant part in this thesis as recorded in the reflections 

and personal experiences in chapter V. 

One of the main concerns here is to bridge the gap between descriptive 

methods used to explore vocal performances on the one hand, and the inner musical 

experiences we have during the action of singing on the other. Thus, the present text 

is a tri-faceted interpretation which lies between personal experience (subjectivity), 

the 'folk view', which employs the analytical tools of the discipline of 

ethnomusicology (objectivity) and vocal articulation. In my opinion, this research is 

of benefit, not because of new theoretical knowledge or of my enthusiasm for the 

voice as a musical instrument or of my innovations in the area of the Greek folk voice 

- interpretations can always be changed, surpassed or even disputed - rather, it is the 

virtues of current practical experience and actual performance practice that reinforce 
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my arguments in this project. Ideas, folk views, academic references, scholarly 

standpoints and scientific analyses are all considered in relation to actual performance 

practice, which thus becomes of itself a living history. 
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Chapter I 

Fieldwork and Methodology 

1.1 Introduction 

In this chapter I shall consider both the nature of the scholarship and of certain 

ethnomusicological issues that relate to the proper understanding of the matters 

developed in the ensuing chapters. As researcher and musician, it is appropriate that I 

begin by defining the concept 'native ethnomusicologist'; for, as matters stand, I am 

both the subject (writer) and object (native performer) of this monograph. 'Working 

in the field' will include the means by which the actual fieldwork is affected. I shall 

also outline certain particular aspects of the case studies I have chosen, as well as 

some concerns of the text presentation in order to provide a holistic view of the 

forthcoming material. 

1.2 The Native Ethnomusicologist 

The investigation of a broad spectrum of performance practices requires 

widely-focussed research. Moreover it is essential to adopt a methodology that is 

concomitant with the analytical path that one chooses to pursue. For this reason, 

scholars such as Hood (1971) and Nettl (2005: 184-196) have offered diverse and 

noteworthy information about the kind of work that has to be completed during 

fieldwork. In so doing they have allocated a range of appropriate suggestions and 

rules for such an initiative. 
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Working 'in the field', has traditionally embraced a form in which the 

researcher, as outsider, spends a specific and, for the most part, fixed amount of time 

among a particular group of people in order to gather data for a subsequent analysis. 

In Nettl's words this is 'the most common kind of field trip [ ... ] which has as its goal 

the making of a general sampling of a community's musical culture' (1964: 66). For 

many years this dimension of anthropology was defined by the exoticism of its 

subject matter and by the 'distance' in terms of culture and geography that separated 

the researcher from the group under investigation. Examples of such ethnographies 

include Rice's (1994) work on Bulgarian music, Baily's (1988) research on Afghan 

music, as well as Baud-Bovy's study of Greek traditional songs -a study extending 

over the first eight decades of the 20th century. Although one could argue the merits of 

each case and of their different approaches, all constitute examples of Western 

scholars who have worked in distant places, sampling a foreign community's musical 

culture. 

The aspiration of adventurous musicologists to explore unknown or unfamiliar 

ways of social interaction within a given group of people engendered the so-called 

C classical' ethnography. In its early years, this study was qualified by epithets, latterly 

eschewed, such as 'exotic'; a term which best described a society evaluated by the 

standards of the West. In recent years, perceptions of a globalized international 

community have changed the scope and aims of such studies. Scholars are now 

required to possess high expertise, technological knowledge, different research 

approaches, and more sophisticated analytical skills. Even from the 1980s, Geertz 

could proclaim that 'we are all natives now' (Geertz 1983, in Peirano 1998: 106). 3 

See also Geertz (I 979a) and Pian (1992). 
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Tangential to these overall changes, the aim of having the researcher as 

empathetic 'native' is of a particular relevance in the present context. Seeger (1987) in 

his paper, 'Do We Need to Remodel Ethnomusicology? ' raises a number of questions 

regarding the form and concept of the discipline in relation to 'Merriam's model' 

(1964) of ethnomusicology. Identifying myself incontrovertibly as 'native 

ethnomusicologist' has significantly influenced the way in which I have approached 

and developed my thesis and its postulates. 

The label 'native ethnomusicologist' 4 describes one who studies the particular 

group of people to which he or she belongs. Examples, in the field of Greek 

traditional music,, would include names such as DragoumiS5, Peristeris 6, Anoyanakis 

(1979), Samiou and Aidonides, 7 and others who dedicated their lives to the study of 

Hellenic folk song. Their contribution to the Greek folk music may on the surface be 

perceived important mostly in terms of collecting and gathering material, but they 

have also established a large field for subsequent anthropological and 

ethnomusicological analyses. At the wider scholarly level, writers such as Jackson 

(1987) and Okely (1983) have offered significant insight into so-called 'anthropology 

at home', thereby contributing a different dimension to modem ethnography. Okely's 

research on British traveller-gypsies, for example, provides valuable information 

nt. about 'native' anthropological research, a pioneer exploration for her day. 

4 See Chiener (2002) and Chaney (2001) 
5 Markos Dragournis' academic interests have focused on the Byzantine tradition (1966a, b) and Greek 
folk music (1975,1976,1977 and 1979-80). His knowledge exhibits a facility of both Western art and 
the Byzantine musical systems and his work in the Greek folk song discography is considered to be one 
of the most significant. 
6 One of the most important scholars in Greek folk song. His publications include song collections from 
Epirus and Moria (1950), Dropoli-northern Epirus (1958), as well as musical studies on the tempo and 
rhythm of Greek native songs (1976) together with instrumental studies on instruments such as the bag- 

pipe music of the Greek Islands (1961). 
7 Both have significantly contributed to the collection, preservation and promotion of Greek folk song. 
They dedicated their entire lives to this endeavour and produced numerous recordings. As singers they 

covered a large part of Greece and their private archives include some of the rarest and most valuable 

recordings. 
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Gourlay (1978), in his paper 'Towards a Reassessment of the 

Ethnomusicologist's Role in Research' argues that 'classical' ethnography treats the 

concept of the investigator-ethnomusicologist as 'neutral' or even as a presumed 

4missing' element from the actual research; in this way, ethnographic results are 

assumed to be objective. Arguments of this sort, however, ignore the plethora of 

social constraints that the ethnomusicologist experiences in his own learning process, 

which subsequently affect the final outcome of a research study. 

In a similar vein, Nettl asserts that 'objectivity, avoidance of value judgements 

based on the investigator's own cultural background and acceptance of music as part 

of cultures are essential' (1964: 11). He disregards the fact that subjective elements are 

somewhat inevitable in ethnography; any analysis requires interpretation and 

ethnographic results are hermeneutic by nature. To be overly critical at this point 

would be unfair since Nettl's statement was written more than half a century ago and 

even he would probably think differently nowadays finding such kind of objectivity as 

anachronistic. 

In that ethnomusicologists are subjects investigating cultural phenomena, 

conventionally external to themselves, they nevertheless frequently raise the vital 

question of 'subject-object relationship' (Gourlay, 1978: 3). Inevitably, subjectivity 

and objectivity are cardinal concerns for the 'native' researcher who must weigh 

his/her findings between those two challenging variables. Values of traditional 

anthropological distinctions such as the 'emic' (insider's perspective) and the 'etic' 

(outsider's perspective)8 may seem to collapse when confronted by the situation of a 

C native' researcher. The latter renders the above distinctions not only invalid but also 

absolute at a certain level of analysis. It is the researcher himself who somehow 

' On the Emic/Etic distinction, see Harris (1976) and Feleppa (1986). 
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creates a kind of schizophrenia as he elucidates, mentally, those distinctions and 

makes them co-exist harmoniously. 

The inevitable challenges expected from this insider/outsider duality might 

further be augmented when the native researcher himself is also a performer of the 

musical genre under examination. The present project constitutes such a case and it is 

well worth noting that research conditions in which the native is both performer and 

researcher mitigate the gap between insider and outsider, since the same person could 

be the subject or object of investigation. Only during fieldwork is the gap significantly 

reduced, at least until the point of writing when subjectivity has to be exercised with 

great care. It would be unrealistic to imagine a performance in which the scholar/artist 

exercises total self-effacement. This diagnosis is obvious as soon as we consider the 

aforementioned plethora of 'social constraints' implied in human condition and the 

fact that they cannot be eliminated but only minimized. 

The native researcher, as performer, 9 enjoys certain advantages such as 

language familiarity, common physical gestures, knowledge of customs, verbal and 

facial expressions, conventions, easy access to informants, an innate awareness of 

how the music functions, establishing viable parameters of artistic evaluation, and so 

on. The disadvantages, though fewer, are nonetheless significant. Owing to their 

innate nature, they are more difficult to assess and eliminate. Familiarity, for example, 

can breed existential prejudice and a clouding of objectivity. 

The evaluator has inherent expectations, based on his own experience of the 

genre, of how pieces 'should' be rendered. Here, precisely, is where I see two 

significant challenges for the native ethnomusicologist. First, to cultivate the ability to 

isolate personal views and assumptions; and secondly, the tendency not to ask certain 

9 See also Koning (1980). 
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questions either because of one's dogmatic orientation or because the common culture 

precludes a cognitive approach to the very formulation of such questions. Fully aware 

of these tendencies, I count myself, in so far as this research is concerned, to be a 

native researcher-performer since my experience of Greek folk song has undoubtedly 

been the primary and most powerful motivation for its undertaking. 

1.3 Working 'in the field' 

Aside from the accrued experience and knowledge I have gained from a life- 

time familiarity with the traditional Greek vocal repertories, I can with satisfaction 

say that my intensive and extensive fieldwork for this thesis was successively 

undertaken between 2004 and 2007.1 was, moreover, able to gather additional 

material during the Christmas and Easter vacations of those same years. At the outset 

I needed to decide how to store my data, which comprised musical performances, 

interviews, and narration. For a study concerned with vocal styles and its techniques, 

it seemed appropriate to employ audio-visual recording equipment. With it, I would 

be able to observe different movements of the singers in the course of a performance 

(such as the use of the upper chest, the raising of the shoulders, the jaw dropping and 

so on). I chose a SONY H18 digital camcorder and a Panasonic Mini DV camcorder 

(with tripod). Having used a handycam as a recording tool in earlier fieldwork on 

rebetiko venues (PEU7rCTa(51Ka, rebetadika) in London, I was convinced that this would 

be the ideal device for my field research. 

For those reluctant to perform before a camera, I employed a Mini Disk 

recorder with built in microphone; a digital photo camera was also useful for 

capturing moments and pictures. Notwithstanding these items of sophisticated 
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technology, I soon discovered that pen and notebook continued to hold a position of 

exclusivity. Much valuable discourse was spontaneously conducted in taverns, 

restaurants, domestic celebrations, and even in a car: moments when machinery 

would disrupt the intimacy that initiated the conversation. Unlike the camera, pen and 

paper record through the exercise of memory, while sustaining the immediacy of the 

exchange. 

As a performer myself, I wanted to make accurate recordings in order to 

provide meticulous paradigms of certain vocal techniques which would shape my 

thesis with clarity and distinction. In time, I realized that, of equal importance, are 

human communication and vocal sound perception. In terms of fieldwork, this meant 

that I should summon up my inner skill in order to detect untold and frequently 

ignored actions that are vital for the full story to be divulged. In that the whole is 

greater than the sum of its parts, 1, as researcher and native performer, struggled to 

operate at two independent, and occasionally, contradictory levels; an exemplar 

situation of the native ethnomusicologist's schizophrenia. Thus, subjective memories 

and experiences of 'being there', in the field, were vital in terms of gathering data and 

also constructing the ethnographic text. 

Being a Greek musician writing about Greek music, inevitably influences the 

final outcome. I am aware, however, that this material should be handled with 

perspicacity and sobriety. As Cottrell asserts: 'It is one thing to have a musician tell 

you directly what they believe they do (which itself may be quite different from what 

they actually do) and quite another thing to have information relayed, inevitably 

filtered and edited by a third party' (2004: 19-20). Additionally, one should take into 

consideration that ethnography and its narration moves from prologue to epilogue in a 
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continuing process of interpretation, definition and translation of fieldwork 

experiences. 

On this point, the native researcher can provide a useful contribution. But even 

an insider is subject to the normal exigencies associated with transferring fieldwork 

data into textual form. In order to temper my subjectivity and establish my thesis as 

academically viable in terms of technical analysis, I arranged to collaborate with my 

vocal tutors, Diana StuaM Norman Beedie and Jeffrey Talbot. Their experience and 

knowledge in recognizing vocal production have contributed significantly to my own 

understanding of this kind of analysis. As such, I would also have a professional 

outsider's opinion to counterbalance my own positions which, in turn, would inform 

the conclusions that I reach. 

Each and every 'field' of research is unique, and while subjectivity on both 

sides (observer and observed) is taken for granted, I nevertheless deem this present 

fieldwork as a momentous experience. It represents an approach that I always wished 

to take, not only as a singer but also for other aspects of my musical life; for instance, 

I was fortunate enough to conduct the last interview of the celebrated singer 

Hrysanthos Theodorides whose voice and biography captivated my interest since 

childhood. As an active singer I already have established contacts with important 

contributors to the Greek folk song repertory and, moreover, have easy access to a 

variety of informants. With such advantages, I eschewed the need to spend time 

familiarizing myself with people and places; I could head directly to the point of 

conducting interviews. 

Working in situ has its own peculiarities and specific problems. I often wanted 

to remove myself from the persona of performer and allow the researcher in me to 
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take over, but my co-workers'o barraged me with questions and obstacles: 'Do you 

actually want to discuss such rubbishT or 'Do you believe that this is going to make 

you a better singerT or 'Leave it for another time' or 'Why do you want to explain 

theoretically such [vocal] techniques, after all music is soundT. On occasion, I 

encountered people who alleged to have specific knowledge but refused to offer it on 
the pretext that such revelations would detract from the authenticity or originality of 

what had been handed down to them from the older generations. For instance, when I 

first met Nestoras Katsigiannopoulos (one of my co-workers for this thesis), he sang a 

traditional song (unknown to me) from his village in the presence of myself and two 

others. When I interviewed him one week later, however, he refused to sing the same 

tune asserting that: 'When my grandfather had sung this to someone like you, the 

latter straight away recorded the piece with foreign instruments and also changed the 

melodic line, so I promised [my grandfather] that I would never sing such songs to the 

younger folk; let them go to the7ravi7y' la (panygiria, local feasts) to hear thern'. " VP 

1.4 Choice of Case Studies and Presentation of Text 

Before embarking on this research project I did not consider that my initial plans 

and thoughts were especially ambitious. It soon became clear, however, that in 

dealing with folk voices and especially with their modes of production, I would need 

to limit my inquiry to particular case studies. Although focusing upon the role of the 

10 By the term 'co-workers' I imply all those whose 'voices' are heard in the text. I worked together 
with these singers in situ while examining their vocal techniques and their method of employment. 

I 11 Interview with Nestoras Katsigianopoulos, 29/7/2004. Original quote: ̀Orav o nannouq Rol) 
Tpayo, 66TIcYE auT6 cyE kvav 6), ), ov cFav augva, aur6; a[Lkaa)qro TlXoyp&Tij(TF- [tc 6t(TXETa 6pyava 

aXXdýovTCCq rq REX(t)&Cc. T-T(Y1 -CoL) 1)7[0(YXk07jK(X 71(1)q 66V O(X 4CCV0CTP0VY01)5ý(Y(0 TtTO10C Tp(x'yOf)5t(X (Yrol-)q 

výouý. Aq irdvE; (Y'rot 71ctvjYf)Pta vot (XKobcYo, )v- 
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individual in a given society 12 is a relatively recent approach in ethnomusicology, I 

strongly believe that the biographies of personalities who may be considered 'musical 

paradigms' of a given tradition should be exposed. More often than not they 

determine to a significant degree the mainstream of musical life. This point is 

exemplified in Danielson's book (1997) 'The Voice of Egypt: Umm Kalthum, Arabic 

Song, and Egyptian Society in the Twentieth Century', where the author focuses upon 

Kalthum's vita both from written texts and oral testimonies. Particular concentration 

is given to her role 'as an exceptional individual in expressive culture' (1997: 9). 13 

It is important for ethnomusicologists to appreciate that in analysing a folk music 

performing genre, anonymity does not always guarantee subjectivity or prevailing 

beliefs with unbiased accuracy; rather, it generalizes the topic through stereotypical 

and wide-ranging notions. 'Focusing in' on eponymous individuals who constitute 

important musical exemplars of traditional Greek music making may offer a more 

valid understanding of performance practice and also of the function of music in an 

individual's life. The crucial choice of case studies used in this thesis comprises a 

penetrating yet questionable part of my analysis, for it appears that I am attempting to 

distil an entire vocal style from the evidence of a few co-workers. On the other hand, I 

would argue that in certain circumstances the range of musical experience possessed 

by one person is of immense interest within the parameters of this present study. 

Discovering the degree to which music is produced and experienced by 

individuals is of primary importance in this research. I have equally been interested in 

investigating what were the conditions under which singers developed their vocal 

techniques while the scrutiny of biographical matter could readily provide valuable 

information about the place of music in someone's life. In terms of vocal 

12 For more information please refer to Nettl (Bruno), 1983: 172-183. 
" See also Currey (1999) and Reynolds (Autumn 1998/ Winter 1999). 
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performance, individuality might imply subjectivity, which again returns us to a trope 

of my initial predicament in questioning how subjective or objective can someone be 

in exploring case studies of a particular individual performance aesthetic. It is of great 

importance, however, to realize that exploring vocal techniques without a specific 

'object' (singer) to analyze is rather idealistic; this is because singing includes many 

invisible actions of the human body which need to be observed during actual practice. 

Nettl has observed that: 'In order to explore the study of the individual in 

ethnomusicological fieldwork we want to look at three selected approaches: 

biography, personal repertory and personal performance practice' (2005: 173). This 

statement provides the framework for the case studies analyzed herein. Moreover, the 

decision to examine Greek folk vocal styles through the medium of particular case 

studies was equally shaped by my understanding, as a singer, that vocal observations 

are clear and crystallized only through particular performances. 

The singers of this project are not isolated; they all know each other and in many 

cases have worked together during their respective musical careers. One ought not to 

deduce that the sample constitutes a narrow range of musicianship. For the most part, 

the co-workers belong to different generations, each has his/her own distinctive vocal 

style, one or other may or may not accompany himself on traditional instruments and 

the reason behind their career choice may also differ. Their inherent diversity will also 

become clearer in later chapters. Finally, even if opinions vary, the examined vocal 

techniques between the co-workers in each style (Pontic and Epirotic) vary 'in degree' 

and not 'in kind' as Anna Johnson asserts in a similar study (1984: 45). 

Twenty-one professional singers, numerous musicians and other admirers of 

both the Pontic and Epirotic musical traditions participated in my fieldwork for this 

project. Each and every one contributed in some way to the final outcome of this 
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research. For the purposes of this thesis, however, I have reported the views of certain 

persons, each related for a specific reason. Thus, the choice of my co-workers in this 

project was based on three chief criteria: a) discography and current performance 

practice, b) technical knowledge of the actual vocal production, and c) position of 

authority amongst the Pontic and Epirotic musical scene (by which I mean old or new 

generation singers, academics or non academics, and, in one case, a renowned singer)- 

Additionally, recordings of about 250 hours of both vocal styles were listened to in 

order to broaden the spectrum of the repertory for the purposes of analysis. These 

recordings contributed to my improved understanding of the vocal styles and were 

instrumental in my decisions about the repertory for my final recital. 

Writing an ethnographic work such as this has the potential to be problematic, 

especially if the author ignores certain parameters of the presentation of the text. 

Scholars like Marcus and Cushman have pointed out the significance of how 

fieldwork data should be represented textually 'as objective discourse about subjects 

among whom research was conducted' (1982: 25). Rice's (1994) work on Bulgarian 

music is particularly relevant here, not only because of the nature of the research but 

also because he clearly rehabilitates personal experience in ethnography, especially in 

the form of interaction with others. The dialogic approach he takes by inserting 

verbatim quotations within his own explanation is justified by his desire 'to keep alive 

the sense of dialogue and discourse' (1994: 11) and also reflects his own experience of 

the leaming process. 

In spite of not being a native researcher-performer, Rice's way of presenting 

his research comprises in a textual sense a paradigm for this research. Although he 

characterizes the structure of his text as 4an experiment designed to illustrate a 

possible approach to ethnomusicological analysis' (1994: 9), Sugarman comments on 
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it by pointing out that: 'Hermeneutic theory, with its emphasis on dialectical 

processes and unmediated sensate responses to one's environment, would seem to 

foreground the fluidity, complexity, and even ineffability of musical "experience", 

and Rice's account largely succeeds in capturing those qualities' (1996: 34 1). 

With respect to the present textual record, my initial thought was to preserve the 

anonymity of my co-workers throughout, as this would keep at bay possible 

misunderstandings from those who did not want to mention their name and, also, 

avoid problems in case of a possible publication. This point was of great importance 

for myself since my interaction and collaboration with the co-workers continues until 

today. As mentioned above, all co-workers agreed to be eponymous; as such the text 

becomes alive with immediacy, specificity, and a greater sense of validity. 

Since it was impracticable to cite all experiences and data gained during the 

fieldwork, I made two decisions in the hope that they would allow me to include as 

much information as possible. First I chose to provide the most informative verbatim 

quotations from the interviews and discussions, accompanied by footnotes in the 

original language; secondly, to incorporate my own voice as a native performer, not 

only separately 14 but also in the body of the analysis. 

In the first instance, I was determined to ignore my own subjective experiences 

and solely demonstrate the findings of my fieldwork, supplemented by further 

evidence from pertinent literature and therefore attaching more validity to my claims. 

The provision of quotations in the original language also enhanced the credibility and 

originality of the given information. In the second instance, I allocated myself in the 

text as another co-worker by referring to my own experiences as well as to my own 

performance practice. In so doing, I added a further dimension to the narrative. 

14 See chapter V, 'Personal Experience'. 
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To counter any association of egocentricity or authoritarianism in my writing, I 

would suggest that it was important for me to deal with the ambiguity of being 

simultaneously both observer and observed. On the other hand a thesis in 

ýperformance practice' implies that the author presents himself neither as observer nor 

observed, but rather as one more co-worker in the tradition. I view this approach as 

scientifically advantageous as it broadens parameters, clarifies such as concepts as 

'bi-musicality' and uniquely introduces the reactions of an insider. 

Regardless of whether quotations arise or not from the 'real' time of fieldwork, 

these are all lived experiences which contribute effectively to the comprehensibility of 

the text. Furthermore, I incorporate verbatim quotations within my analysis. To do so 

achieves two things: on the one hand, it keeps alive a sense of discourse in the text 

and, on the other hand, it allows the voices of my co-workers to become part of this 

thesis. A significant consequence of these circumstances is that I often feel impelled 

to write in the first person, not least, as a native researcher but as a native performer 

whose performance practice parallels that of the co-workers. 

Citing Mary Louise Pratt, Rice emphasizes two writing styles 'the personal 

narrative' and 'the authoritative', concluding that despite the grammatical and 

rhetorical differences, personal experience in certain ethnographies are 'the starting 

point for the interpretation of meaning' (1994: 10). This tactic where the 'researcher' 

interacts with the 'text' may also offer corollaries 'that are not limited to those given 

by so-called informants' (Rice, 1994: 11) and even if the textualization process covers 

the dialogue that occurred in the field, the author's voice may help the reader to keep 

alive the sense of dialogue between reader and author. 

Furthermore, by positioning myself in the ethnographic text, the reader is in a 

position to share my contemplations about folk vocal techniques and their 
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understanding rather than evaluating the approach of this present research as 

egocentric. As a native performer, I would also like to state that quoting verbalized 

and visual extracts from my fieldwork operates like a skeleton. For in this way, my 

observations start to build up, revealing 'at which points my experience resonates 

with theirs and at other times demonstrating the tensions that must inevitably inhere 

between the different perspectives of individuals engaged within the same cultural 

field' (Cottrell, 2004: 26). 
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Chapter 11 

Points of Departure 

2.1 Introduction 

In this chapter I set out to establish the foundation of my analysis in both the 

aforementioned Greek vocal styles. This is accomplished by a critique of the 

Cantometrics project and its categorization of Greek folk song. Subsequently, I 

comment on certain related projects and the academic context of the present study. In 

this way I also aim to define the 'terrain' of my analysis in the later chapters, since not 

all related projects follow the same methodology or areas of interpretation. Finally, I 

shall Provide the essential terminology of some anatomical and physiological matters 

which are accompanied by some pertinent visual material (photos, pictures and 

diagrams) designed for singers. 

2.2 Greek folk song and the Cantometrics project 

Over the last few decades there has been a growing interest in the traditional 

music of Greece and the range of scholarly studies have demonstrated a variety of 

approaches. So far, most endeavours by Greek and foreign scholars have focused on 

the methodical collection, transcription and publication of Greek folk music as well as 

on organology. Investigations into the history of the study of Greek folk song most 

likely began with certain independent studies by foreign travellers of the I 9th century. 
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The systematic gathering of musical material, however, can be dated to between the 

end of I 9th century and beginning of the 20th century. " 

Within the international spectrum of ethnomusicology, numerous research 

projects on folk song have been initiated from a variety of perspectives. The genre has 

chiefly been understood as changeable phenomenon, in view of the fact that the songs 

were transmitted orally, transcribed at a specific moment in its history, analyzed 

within its socio-cultural context, and evaluated as the result of a more broadly-based 

profile of musical activities. While organological studies on traditional musical 

instruments tend to multiply, analogous study on the most commonly used instrument, 

the human voice,, is quite rare. Indeed, our knowledge of voice production in Eastern 

cultures is very limited, unlike the Western vocal style, which has been amply 

examined and documented. In the light of this, I aspire to make this project a 

paradigm for the study of folk vocal production around the world, making due 

acknowledgement of previous work undertaken in this area. 

Cantometrics (1962) is perhaps one of the most fundamental and ambitious 

projects of folk song study. Alan Lomax and his colleagues undertook a large 

intercultural study in an attempt to describe the general features of accompanied and 

unaccompanied song performance. They gathered ten samples from almost four 

hundred contexts; as Feld (1984) asserts (p. 384), the relatively small number of 

samples was justified by the fact that performance models in each society, being 

highly standardized, precluded the need to amass a vast number of examples. On the 

other hand, Driver points out that 'no explicit method is given for choosing these 

relatively small samples of songs from the many recorded for some societies. 

Apparently this was done impressionistically'. (1970: 57) 

15 For more information on Greek research projects, see Appendix 11. 
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Of critical importance was the question: which ten samples were to be 

considered as 'representative' for research purposes? Feld raises a pertinent issue: 

'How can I maintain the integrity of patterns discoverable in large bodies of data 

when the Cantometrics system seems to sacrifice so much significant data in order to 

objectify a "core pattern"T (1984: 385). Although Cantometrics produced a stylistic 

world map and substantiated, in part, the initial premise that 'song style symbolizes 

and reinforces certain important aspects of social structure in all cultures' (Alan 

Lomax, 1968: vii), Feld's research on Kaluli society contradicts Lomax's findings on 

the three patterns of social organization in vocal groups: interlock, overlap and 

alteration. 16 He asserts that: 'no one of these three characterizations predominates', all 

three characterizations are 'equally salient' (1984: 392). Moreover, and concomitant 

with Feld's findings, Lomax's unison (in singing) in societies of low techno-economic 

standard, such as Kaluli, does not exist. 

Of Lomax's ten categories in worldwide song style, he views Greece as 

belonging to two categories: Category VIII, 'EURASIAN, and Category IX, 'OLD 

EUROPEAN'). The 'Eurasian' category is characterized by monophonic- soloist 

singing while 'old European' consists of choral and collective singing (either 

polyphonic or heterophonic); thus, Greek folk song was correctly perceived as being 

monophonic (Eurasian) and polyphonic (Old European). However, Greece was 

mistakenly divided into South (Eurasian) and North (Old European) since such a 

geographical dichotomy would prove to be too general and nalve in chapters III and 

IV. 

16 Lomax used the term 'interlock' for indicating the social organization of musical groups with a 

uniformity of vocal parts, common among non-complex forest societies; 'overlap' for larger societies 

and a more complex organization in musical production, and 'alteration' for those complex societies 

that provide a clear distinction and division between singing parts. 
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What follows comprises Lomax's account of the most important elements in 

the vocal style of each category. Thus, 'Eurasian' is characterized by: 

Singing in solo, by unblended unison, by instruments used for accompanying 

songs or for dance tunes. The tone of these instruments very often corresponds to 

the voice quality, which is ordinarily high-pitched, often harsh and strident, 

delivered from a tight throat with great vocal tension, frequently with an effect of 

being pitched or strangulated. The expression of the singer's face is rigidly 

controlled or sad, often agonized. The singing tone - so frequently soprano or 

falsetto in character, even for male singers - is suitable for the representation of 

long and highly decorated melodic line, where variation is achieved by the 

addition of rapid quavers, glottal stops and the like. The prevailing mood of the 

music is tragic, melancholy, nostalgic or sweet sad, or else, in dance tunes, 

characterized by frenetic gaiety and a rather aggressive release of energy. Control 

and individualism are the key descriptive terms here (Lomax, 1959: 936). 

In the 'Old European' category the findings of Cantometrics reveal that: 

Singing and dancing are basically choral and cooperative. The voice is produced 

from a relaxed throat and the facial expression is lively and animated, or at least 

relaxed. (Even the solo singers of Central Europe use a deeper pitch than 

Eurasian singers; their voices are richer in overtones and their throats and facial 

expression less tense). Old European tunes tend to be comparatively simple and 

unornamented. Blended unison is normal and many forms of polyphony exist. 

The favoured singing pitch is lower than Eurasian area; voices are generally 

rounder, richer in timbre, fuller; a liquid or yodelling tone is sometimes found 

and bass and contralto voices, rarely used in musical Eurasia, are extremely 

common here. The mood of the music, while often affected by long contact with 

the Eurasian style and therefore tragic in tone, seldom expresses the degree of 

agony or frustration found in the folk music of that area. Often, in fact, it is 
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joyous, tenderly sensuous, and noble. Sexual contact does not destroy the 

woman's position (Lomax, 1959: 936,937). 

Research projects of the Cantometrics kind usually invite controversy: the validity 

of approach and the significance of the evidence for future research were raised as 

points of disagreement. In attempting to correlate singing styles and social patterns, 

Lomax and his fourteen collaborators (supported by Columbia University and the 

Institute of Mental Health) gathered, over a five-year period, approximately ten 

samples from 233 different cultures. From these data they created a coding system of 

thirty-seven variables grouped into 56 ethnic units. 17 This was one of the largest 

projects undertaken in the field of ethnomusicology and one of the first cross-cultural 

studies for a poorly documented discipline, namely: the tradition of folk song 

performance and its connection with social patterns. 

Inevitably, many findings from the Cantometrics experiment as well as its 

methodological approaches were criticized; Driver, for example, considered it 

erroneous to adjust all the cultures examined to the Trocrustean bed of Murdock's 

general culture areas' (1970: 58), while Downey, in his review of Cantometrics, 

points out that: 

... we have reason to believe that there was extensive collaboration with 

ethnologists on some of the samples, but in those instances when the 

musicians on the staff had to make decisions without field knowledge of a 

specific musical practice, language, or conditions under which the 

recording was made, the possibility of error was great' (1970: 64). 

More to the point, it was apparent that the equivocal division of the samples among 

the styles of performance practice submitted had 'little concern that all performance 

styles known to a culture were represented proportionally' (ibid). In spite of the 'weak 

points' that Downey identified, however he ends his review by stating that: 'the 

17 See George P. Murdock, Ethnographic atlas (1967). 
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Cantometrics project has given us a system of discovering correlations between 

musical behaviour and cultural patterns. In spite of the criticism directed toward 

various aspects of the system it is certain to stimulate research in new directions for 

musicologists, (1970: 67). 

Henry disapproves of the findings of Cantometrics in North India and suggests 

that his conclusions in such a geographical region jeopardize the validity of the entire 

project (Cantometrics). Based on his extensive fieldwork in Eastern Pradesh and 

Western Bihar (India), Henry's findings stand apart from Lomax. He writes that: 'the 

characterization of Indian folk music (in Cantometrics terms) exaggerates the 

importance of the "bardic" solo style and de-emphasizes the importance of the 

widespread group style' (1976: 49). 

Henry's appraisal also extends to levels of ethos and demagoguery. He points 

out that: 'Lomax dangerously assumes that the song session is polity in microcosm; 

the monopolization of communication space by the singer is thus seen as a signature 

or extension of centralized political authority' (1976: 5 1). Henry's review ends with a 

caustic corollary about Cantometrics: 'To assert that song style is the inevitable result 

of productive arrangements, apart from being economically deterministic, imputes an 

overly monolithic, undifferentiated quality to culture and social culture' (1976: 64). It 

is clear, therefore, that reservations ought to be taken in consideration before one 

attempts to apply the findings of Cantometrics. 

Cantometrics offers only basic points of departure in the present study because 

a) I examine individuals, not groups, b) the methodology which has been adopted in 

this project contains audio-visual observation' 8 and c) although the coding book of 

Cantometrics identifies thirteen categories based on aural results, none includes an 

18 The data of Cantometrics are based on observations made 'by ear' (not visual material) and therefore 

they comprise basic, but nevertheless doubtful information at the level of vocal analysis (Lomax, 1968: 

142). 
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anatomical analysis of vocal production and no investigation has been taken that 

combines performance practice and vocal technique. Finally, even if Lomax's 

findings remain questionable in a number of different perspectives, the Cantometrics 

project must be recognized as a valuable reference point in the field of comparative 

studies. Very few scholars have undertaken research projects so immense and as such 

this endeavour ought to be viewed as a historic achievement from many points of 

view. 

2.3 Academic context and related projects 

This section aims to define the 'terrain' of the analyses in the following 

chapters. When referring to the related research projects, I shall make a brief 

evaluation of their areas of examination insofar as these deal with issues raised in the 

present study. During my MMus research in ethnomusicology, I encountered Hugo 

Zemp's films (1987) 'Yooltzing and Yodelling', 'Head Voice, Chest Voice' and the 

important 'The Song of Harmonics' (1990), all of which inspired me in my practical 

and academic work. The author's conclusions included some remarkable acoustical 

and physiological details about vocal production. 

'The Song of Harmonics' provided valuable information on the advantages of 

using radiographs and also demonstrated explicitly the basic requirements to perform 

a singing style involving two different voices from one singer. This is one of a 

number of projects which deals with physiological analysis, such as how to use the 

tongue in order to create two sections in the mouth cavity, and an unprecedentedly 

unique approach to folk vocal sounds. By making these films, Zemp demonstrated 

that audio-visual material is appropriate for the investigation of vocal techniques and 
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in Yosihiko's words: 'Zemp has made full use of the emerging potential for film in 

musicological research (1994: 388). As a result of this, the present document is 

accompanied by a DVD in which vocal techniques of the styles under investigation 

are demonstrated by my co-workers. 

Zemp's project and the present research, however, differ in their presentation, 

despite the fact that both deal exclusively with vocal production in folk genres. 

Zemp's ethnographic film essentially aspires to visualize music structure and 

performance style while mine is a reflexive, hermeneutic, musical ethnography aimed 

at disclosing folk vocal techniques and how they are employed by singers. Although 

focused more on vocal observation than actual performance practice, Zemp's films 

provided me with an initial approach to examine folk vocal genres that both intrigues 

readers and sustains credibility for academics. 

In similar fashion, Anna Johnson's paper (1984) 'Voice Physiology and 

Ethnomusicology: Physiological and Acoustical Studies of the Swedish Herding 

Song' offers significant information about acoustics as well as vocal techniques. By 

employing mainly voice technology tools (such as radiographs) for her findings, 

Johnson provides crucial parameters of vocal production such as the measurement of 

the opening of the jaw in addition to accurate graphic transcriptions of melismatic 

singing. The singing, however, had to be performed in specially equipped laboratories 

which,, of course, distanced the music from its usual performance environs. For this 

reason alone validity of the results might be disputed. 

The present project gathers its information about vocal techniques from 

performers in situ, not in a laboratory. This is not to say that technology is unable to 

provide useful data, but it does so in such way that the experiment operates at another 
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dimension: through the computer software's virtual reality. 19 The findings here are, on 

the contrary, founded on observations and folk attitudes via the media of audio-visual 

analysis and individual testimonies. As such, my methodology eschews all analyses in 

the laboratory. 

Take, for example, the dropping of the jaw. In Johnson's paper this action, 

examined though a radiograph, carries certain implications both for the realization of 

the results achieved and for the subject of analysis. In a laboratory the acoustics of 

confined space is inappropriate for exercising this technique. Inevitably, the 

conclusions reached will be notably different when compared with an outdoor 

performance. Secondly, radiograph requires the use of X-rays for its findings and, 

therefore, the singer will each time be subjected to a certain amount of radiation. 

ILRA-1garding this approach as unsuitable for my analysis, I chose to focus my 

examination on the techniques of the singing action occurred in current performance 

practice rather than enumerating or presenting graphs of the vocal results. 

I found that Messner's research on 'The Two-part Vocal Style on Baluan 

Island Manus Province,, Papua New Guinea' (19 8 1) and Hatton's paper 'Performance 

Practice of Nothern Plains Pow-Wow Singing Groups' (1974) proved to be relevant to 

my inquiry. Messner's paper includes long, verbatim quotes from fieldwork 

interviews that reveal some magical beliefs. The author concludes his study by 

providing technological observations of acoustical results, such as the partial tone 

spectrum, and by revealing the aesthetic antithesis of vocal perception between a 

Westerner's ear and those of the indigenous perfonners. 

19 Although no software analysis of voice can, yet, inform us on 'how' a vocal sound is sung, a post- 
doctorate level of this research should provide important acoustic results of the vocal genres under 
investigation (through voice technology tools) for a variety of reasons (pedeagogical, didactic and so 

forth). 
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Finally, the author ends this article by reporting on an important correlation 

between Baluan's traditional two-part vocal style and the multi-part singing practices 

in Southern Europe: 'The similarities and congruencies are recognizable in the 

psychoacoustical peculiarities, aural aesthetics (for example, what is consonance and 

dissonance within the traditional codex of aesthetics), as well as in sound-analytical 

results and names for the different parts' (1981: 444-445). Thus, on the one hand this 

offered me one of the very few references with a recognizable degree of similarity to 

my Epirotic folk vocal polyphony (southern Europe) and, on the other hand, it has 

made clear to me that what we call the 'accidental ear' (outsider) might perceive vocal 

results that differ from those of a tradition (insider). 

Hatton's paper is divided into three sections, the second of which refers to 

actual Performance practice. Here the author provides seven different criteria for 

comparing various performance practices. Two of them deal exclusively with 'vocal 

qualities' and 'group sound' respectively. Using neither voice technology tools nor 

verbatim quotations Hatton's findings are weighted more towards personal 

observation. Not withstanding its subjectivity, this approach has provided me with 

useful information in my own text. He also furnishes practical information by 

distinguishing between different categories of folk vocal polyphony based on the 

geographic area to which they belong. These distinctions were helpful to my 

understanding of the differences between Epirotic polyphony and its Albanian 

counterpart (see Chapter IV). 

Rice 1) s paper on 'Understanding Three-part Singing in Bulgaria: The Interplay 

of Theory and Experience' (1988) together with his book on Bulgarian music 'May it 

Fill your Soul' (1994) have served as significant sources of inspiration for this thesis, 

particularly for the manner in which the author has presented his findings. Although 
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Rice is neither a native researcher nor a native performer, his presentation of the 

material was exemplary for locating folk views in ethnographic writing of the kind 

noted above. Uniquely, Rice has captured the fieldwork experience and kept alive a 

sense of dialogue throughout his work, features which I have also adopted in my own 

domnentation. 

Rycroft's study (1967) on Nguni vocal polyphony has also been very useful in 

that it deals exclusively with folk polyphony, one of the two main folk vocal styles 

dealt with here. Rycroft provides landmark information about the relationship 

between solo and choral parts, and by providing transcriptions of the music, he has 

captured all voice parts, entrances, overlapping phrases, stops and repetitions. 

Rycroft's morphological analysis pays no regard to actual performance practice or 

vocal production. It nevertheless opens up a valid approach to introducing folk 

polyphony and provides a comprehensive understanding of each voice part; 

applications which have influenced the conclusions drawn at the end of chapter IV. 

Finally, Baud-Bovy's article (2005)20 on the 'Songs of Northern Epirus and 

Pontos' proved to be invaluable and has shaped this thesis in many of its aspects. In 

this publication, titled 'Essay for the Greek Folk Song', Baud Bovy (the father of 

Greek ethnomusicology) actually reviews some fundamental questions put by himself 

and other scholars with respect to the Greek folk song. He gives emphasis to the 

interaction between ancient Greek and neo Greek music, he likens Greek 

ecclesiastical (sacred) and secular music as 'two faces of the same coin', and he 

differenciates the musical structure between the Greek islands and mainland. 

Although, Baud-Bovy's article on the songs of Epirus and Pontos deals mainly 

with poetic rhythm, he is able to embrace the two poles of the Hellenic world before 

20 The first edition was in 1984; it was the last publication by Samuel Baud-Bovy while he was alive. 
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1922. At that time, the author highlights the mutual relationships between Greek- 

Albanian (Epirus) and also Greek-Turkish (Pontos) musical cultures, while he 

emphasizes the diversity and highly influential musical expressions occurred, under 

similar historic and political circumstances, in these two regions. In Liavas' words: 

'This essay can provide -succinctly but with great density- a holistic image of the 

Greek musical civilization. He [Baud-Bovy] recapitulates his own researches and 

resources, he reconstructs his corollaries, and proves the fact that the smooth 

evolution of the Greek language and music has never been stopped' (My translation, 

2006: 14). 

What truly inspired me in this essay is an enquiry raised by Baud-Bovy 

himself. 'Although, I have tried to study text and music as an inseparable concept in 

Greek folk song, I could not examine either the relationship between Greek 

vocalisation and the way a Greek singer produces the voice nor the projection of the 

notes in terms of achieving the desired vocal result [ ... ] this [essay] is nothing else but 

a starting point, which can only be justified if new discourses and systematized 

researches are provoked'(ibid). Thus, I see this thesis as a partial fulfilment of this last 

quotation; future researches might include analyses not only in terms of performance 

practice but also in terms of language-vocal production, description of sound 

characteristics (through voice technology tools) and educational approaches. 

Finally, given that my family's origins include both these regions (Pontos and 

Epirus), their respective musical styles have informed not only the product of this 

research but, most importantly, my own musical world. Both styles are currently 

heard in Greece and my choice for examining each was virtually unavoidable. No 

detailed study deals exclusively with 'how' Pontic and Epirotic vocal techniques are 

utilized in actual Performance practice. Moreover, when sporadic quotations are 
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referred to, the content is more cultivated within scholars' argumentation rather than 

in exegesis. Their popularity, notwithstanding, these and perhaps other pioneering 

investigations have the dubious status of 'isolated examples' in folk voice 

postulations; hence, my long-standing desire to complete an exhaustive study on the 

manner in which Pontians and Epirotes produce vocal sounds. 

2.4 Anatomy and physiology of the singing voice 

Any definition of voice beyond the anatomical level risks of being subjective 

and inaccurate. For this reason, the term 'voice' in this thesis will refer to the vocal 

sound produced by the vocal instrument as an object of analysis. Briefly put, voice 

here is synonymous with the vocalised sounds produced by singers, which implies 

that such sounds, aside from morphological differences, are also determined by the 

way the vocal instrument is used. I propose to deal with specific aspects of analysing 

the vocal instrument which will help to focus and visualize on certain of its parts as 

found extensively in the styles under investigation. 

As such, the anatomical elements of the human voice will be investigated and, 

as a necessary corollary, some anatomical description of voice physiology will be 

given. The clarifications set forth serve not only to make the findings of my research 

cogent but also to produce an image of the vocal instrument. This will significantly 

aid all readers and singers to visualize the internal adjustments that need to be made 

for a particular vocal nuance. At this point I would like to clarify that, apart from 

certain exceptions, all vocal terminology used in this research project is borrowed 

from the world of Western art music whose contribution in the literature of vocal 

production is both significant and enormous. In the same vein, some parts of my 
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analysis will also be done in a comparative way to Western art singing in order to 

demonstrate the differences between the vocal production of the styles under 

investigation and the matching part of the well-documented vocal style of Western art 

music. 

The human voice is capable of producing a great many sounds because an 

actuating force, or pressure, is brought against a vibrator. This occurs by means of the 

primary ingredients: air in the lungs, the vocal folds in the larynx and the articulators 

(mouth cavity, nasal cavity, lips, tongue and so on). The physiology of the voice 

comprises a combination of all these elements. In that sense, we could say that the 

voice possesses the basic elements common to musical instruments that produce 

different sounds, namely: an activating force (the air from the lungs), a vibrator (the 

vocal folds), and a resonator, (the vocal tract, that is the mouth and nasal cavities). 

Although singing sounds may be understood as voiced sounds, the distinction 

between the two is that the former are sounds which operate in sonic events that differ 

from speech sounds. These 'different' sonic events are conventionally called notes or 

tones in the action of singing. Individual characteristics of the vocal instrument such 

as vocal tract dimensions, the shape of the pharyngeal tract or mechanical 

characteristics of the vocal folds such as length, thickness-amplitude, viscosity, and 

others are factors 'determined by anatomical conformation' (Reid, 1965: 14). Such 

factors are also responsible for generating a unique personal voice timbre and, 

therefore, the vocal potential of an individual, apart from the actual use of the vocal 

instrument, is limited to its own anatomical capacities. 

Differences in vocal expression exist not only between individuals but also 

between groups of people who live in the same geographical area and who share the 

same language and socio-cultural ideas. This is obvious once we realize the 
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significant differences between a variety of vocal genres, such as Indian folk, Irish, 

Caucasian, Persian, Arabic, Mongolic, and so forth. Certainly folk voices have their 

own particular qualities which consist of a response to a variety of combinations of 

the parts of the vocal instrument and it is precisely the nature of these responses that is 

of immediate interest here. 

Given that breathing follows the same procedure in all human beings it is 

rather the way we shape our sounds that gives a distinctive dimension. Thus, it is 

necessary to understand the functioning entity of the different parts of the vocal 

instrument. For such purposes, I will use the term 'anatomy' for the construction of 

the vocal instrument and 'physiology' for its function. Hence, the vocal instrument 

consists of three main mechanisms: breathing, vibration and articulation (Illustration I 

and 2). 21 

The breathing mechanism's main organs are the lungs: spongy structures 

within the rib cage. The most important function of the respiratory tract is to enable 

oxygen to be absorbed from the atmosphere. Such action is achieved by expanding the 

lungs in the thorax (inhalation) and also pushing the abdominal muscles covered by 

the diaphragm in order to blow the air out (exhalation). Small cavities in these spongy 

structures of lungs are known as bronchi; these are also joined to the trachea which 

terminates at the so-called Adam's apple (Illustration 3). The Adam's apple or the 

thyroid cartilage hosts the two vocal folds which are nothing else but muscles shaped 

as folds and covered by mucous membranes (62 in number). 22 

21 It should be noted here that what follows is, for the purposes of this thesis, only a brief description of 
voice anatomy and physiology. Readers eager to learn more about the subject should refer to the work 
of Leon Thun-nan and Graham Welch (2000), Johan Sundberg (1987), Reid (1995) and Miller (1996) 

whose contributions to this field are highly significant. 
22 The length of a newborn infant's vocal folds are about 3mrn long and grow to about 9mm to 13mm 
in females and l5mm to 20mm in males. 
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The larynx or 'voicebox' (Adam's apple) consists of two major cartilages: the 

ring shaped cricoid (at the top of trachea) and the thyroid. On the top edge of the 

cricoid are the arytenoids, to which are attached the vocal folds. These muscles open 

and close the vocal folds during breathing and phonation, always leaving a gap 

between the two folds, called the glottis. The action of bringing together the vocal 

folds is called adduction while the opposite is called abduction. 

)While the primary scope of this action is to permit air to enter the lungs, the 

vocal folds (as well as the epiglottis) protect the lungs so as to avoid any entry of 

water, food or whatsoever liquid. The muscles of the larynx are named according to 

the cartilage to which they are attached. Perhaps, the most interesting muscle for 

singers is the thyroarytenoid muscle, known also as the vocalis. The function of this 

muscle is to form the body of each vocal fold; the shorter and thicker the vocal folds 

the lower the pitch they produce. The shape of the larynx box is a rather narrow, short 

tube about one to two centimetres in length. 23 This tube is located at the lower part of 

a much wider and longer tube, the pharynx (Illustration 4a); the latter extends to the 

two nostrils,, forming the nasal cavity, while at its base is the epiglottis. The tongue, 

which is composed of a number of muscles (indeed one of the strongest muscles of 

the human body), goes well below the upper tip of the epiglottis and originates in the 

hyoid bone. 

The mouth cavity includes the teeth, tongue, lips and the moving of the jaw; 

the ceiling of the mouth cavity is called the palate and is distinguished by a hard 

palate (front) and a soft palate (back). The soft palate, or velum, is important for 

vocalists as it is moveable and guides the air coming from the vocal folds, channelling 

it to the nasal cavity, mouth cavity or both (Illustration 4b); it also constitutes a 

23 For more information, see Tom Harris 1998: 34-48. 
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significant part in the ensuing analysis since its use in both Pontic and Epirotic vocal 

styles is considered to be fundamental. The combination of the pharynx and the 

mouth, known as the vocal tract, is the main articulator of voiced sounds. 

Thus, three mechanisms are involved in the production of voiced sounds and 

each of them has a particular function. Once the air has been inhaled into the lungs it 

moves up from the lungs to the trachea, through the vocal folds (housed in the larynx) 

which vibrate and create the sound in the way that a balloon creates sounds when its 

opening is stretched apart. But this is only the beginning: 'For each cycle of vocal fold 

vibration, one air pulse is generated' (Sundberg, 1987: 7) and as the airstream passes 

through the vocal folds, suction is created. This causes the vocal folds to re-open and 

leave another airstream to pass through. In this way, the airflow is 'sliced' into a 

series of small air waves. This cycle continues until the air supply is exhausted. 

In this manner the vocal folds vibrate and the so-called Bernoulli force or 

Bernoulli EffeCý4 is activated. In creating such a vibration, a tone is generated which 

possesses a certain frequency; the scale of numbers used for measuring the frequency, 

according to Hertz's scale, is equal to the vibration frequency of the vocal folds. Thus, 

sustaining a middle C means that our "vocal folds collide and open 260 times per 

second' (Welch, 2000: 322) and, therefore, the frequency is 260 Hertz. The ability of 

the larynx to rise and lower is of great importance in my following analyses since 

extensive use of the larynx considered to be fundamental in vocal production of the 

Pontic and Epirotic vocal styles. 

The ability of the vocal tract to shape and transmit sounds is highly variable. 

Depending on the frequency of the particular tone to be transferred and, of course, the 

24 Bernoulli, a Swiss physicist of the eighteenth century, described in physical terms that a force is 

activated when an object prevents a flowing substance such as air from streaming freely so that waves 

of the stream can travel longer. Actually, this is not so innovative a discovery as many scientists in the 

past dealt with such problems. It could, however, be seen as a different manifestation. 
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use of the vocal tract together with its anatomical features, each voice timbre is 

different. The frequencies travelling in the vocal tract are called formant frequencieS25 

and are determined by the adjustment of the articulators such as the lips, the jaw 

opening, the tongue shape, the soft palate, and so forth. In this way the vocal tract 

enhance certain values in the final sonic result. As soon as the position of these 

articulators changes the final sonic result also changes. Thus, while the pitch is 

determined by the vibration frequency of the vocal folds, the formant frequencies 

depend on the articulation only. 

From this brief description of the anatomy and physiology of voice, of 

singular relevance to this research are the vibration and articulation mechanisms 

whose manipulation will be the subject of examination in the Greek traditional vocal 

genres of Pontos and Epirus. Before continuing further, I would like to clarify certain 

terms used by singers and which also occur below in this thesis. Although not all 

belong to standard musical nomenclature, these terms and their definitions are useful 

in creating appropriate images which help to visualize and stimulate the vocal 

mechanism in a variety of vocal actions: 

- Good support means an open and high chest, but with widened and dropped 

shoulders. This Provides ample control of the air emitted by the lungs. 

- Singing backwards orftontwards implies that the focal point in the mouth cavity is 

either in the soft palate (back) or in the hard palate (front). Thus, 'backwards' 

sensation is associated with space at the back of the mouth, usually with a slightly 

raised larynx while 'frontwards' sensation is associated with the front of the mouth 

usually producing a nasal sound. 

- vocalflexibility refers to the velocity of the movements of larynx and uvula. 

25 Formant frequencies are different from the voice source frequencies. The latter is the one generated 

above the vocal folds, and, before articulated in the vocal tract. 
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- Melisma, (plural, melismata) is the technique of embellishing a single syllable of 

text with a group of notes. Music sung in this style is referred to as melismatic, as 

opposed to syllabic, where each syllable of the text is matched to a single note. 

- Breakings (of the voice), is a direct translation from the Greek word (spasimata) and, 

by using such term, singers indicate the way melismata are ornamented and delivered. 

It again refers to a single syllable and should not be confused with the Western art 

notion of the 'break' of the voice or the so-called passaggio. 

- Subglottic (or Subglottao pressure is the air impounded in the position of the larynx 

below the vocal folds as it emerges from the lungs. 

- Free singing implies a relaxed vocalization maintained by keeping the larynx in its 

rest position, using the diaphragm for breathing, and keeping a steady airflow 

throughout the whole range of the voice. It is also a common terminology used among 

operatic singers and vocal coaches. 

- Pitch refers to the tonal height of the human voice. 

- Timbre refers to the characteristic quality of sound that distinguishes one voice from 

another or one vowel sound from another; it is determined by the harmonics 

(overtones) of a given sound. 
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Chapter III 

Pontic Vocal Style 

3.1 Introduction 

In this chapter I am particularly concerned with the vocal techniques of 

Pontic singing. I will begin with a historical introduction about the Pontic Greeks and 

then provide information on my principal co-workers in this examination. I include 

certain biographical elements as well as descriptions of fieldwork in order to paint a 

fuller picture of each individual whose performance practice and musical abilities 

have influenced the musical mainstream of the Pontic vocal tradition. 

There follow the anatomical and physiological issues which form a central 

point of the analysis. The information here is drawn in part from my own performance 

practice. This investigation aims to provide a holistic view of how Pontic Greeks sing 

their music, paying less attention to what is sung. From a singer's perspective it will 

include: vocal observations regarding pitch, articulation, breathing mechanism, use of 

the larynx and mask, and various mannerisms of the vocal tract. Furthermore, the 

special relationship that is cultivated between the vocalist and the audience will also 

form a part of this study since it influences the vocal projection. 
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3.2 The Pontic Greeks 

Pontos, 26 a region located on the south Black Sea coast, is today in northern 

Turkey (Illustration 5 and 6). The Greek presence in this region goes back to classical 

antiquity when is mythologically connected with the stories of the Symplegades 

(Clashing rocks) and of Jason with his Argonauts. Chronologically speaking, these 

tales stem from the Bronze Age where Greek seafarers who conquered the Aegean 

Sea advanced further to the straits of the Bosporus and the Black Sea. 27 

From that time and until the beginning of the 20th century Greeks had a 

continuous presence in this region. The First World War, however, heralded a very 

complicated political situation for the Pontic Greeks; it resulted in their involuntary 

28 and forced migration to Greece as dictated in the Treaty of Lausanne of 1923 
. The 

National Geographic Journal (1925) referred to this migration as the 'largest ever 

exchange of populations in the history of mankind' . 
29The 

number of Pontic Greeks 

now living in the modem Greek state is above 1.2 million. There are over 350,000 in 

North America and around 300,000 in Australia. Another 2501000 have made their 

home in Germany and other parts of Europe and about 700,000 are in the former 

30 Soviet Union (Russia, Uzbekistan, Georgia, Ukraine, and Kazakstan) . 

Lying at a critical geographical junction between West and East, Greece has 

experienced the ebb and flow of two cultural currents, a phenomenon that has allowed 

her to assimilate creatively diverse influences. My grandfather, a fine lyra player and 

26 From the time of Homer, the word 'Pontos' (Greek: II&Toý; ) has meant 'open sea', the broad and 
restless sea. For many ancient authors, the term 'Pontos' was identified with Axenus (Greek: A4cvo; ) 
meaning 'inhospitable Pontos', the stormy dark coloured Black Sea. 
27 For more information on the first Greek colonies in Black Sea area, see Petropoulos (2005). 
28 For more information on the genocide of the Greeks of Pontos, see Fotiadis (2002). 
29 For further information see National Geographic Journal (1925) and National Geographic Journal of 
Greece (2007). 
30These numbers have been provided by Professor Kostas Fotiadis (Aristotelian University of 
Thessaloniki), a historian who specialises in Asia Minor and Pontic history. 
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singer, 31 was among those expelled from Pontos in 1922. He was the musician in our 

family and as my father affirms: 'he gave you musical genes'. Since Pontic music is 

the prevailing style in my home environment, my preference to engage in its research 

is more than obvious. In a typical Pontic Greek family, singing is a widely spread 

phenomenon that involves young and elderly. I cannot recall a time when I did not 

hear Pontic music in my childhood. 

While Pontic Greeks are not considered to be a separate ethnic group in 

Greece today (they are Hellenic citizens, not counted as refugees) they nonetheless 

feel themselves to be exiled from their homeland, Pontos. As much as possible they 

maintain and nurture their Pontic culture. My grandfather used to say to me that: 

'Coming to mother Greece was for us like going to the moon. It was sacred, but also 

painful as we left behind houses, friends, families and lands'. Pontic Greeks, both in 

Greece and abroad, try to keep alive their dialect, 32 customs, dances and music as they 

are collectively, these facets of their culture which preserve the memories of 

homeland and history, throughout the generations. It is not an exaggeration to claim 

that music and dance are the strongest of the ties. 

In Greece and beyond, there are many conservatories that teach traditional 

musical instruments (such as the Greek lute, violin, oud, canun, clarinet and others), 

and among the most Popular classes are those for the Pontic lyra. More than 250 

Pontic folk dance groups are active in Greece and in the Diaspora. Young people 

(Pontic and non-Pontic) learn the steps to the accompaniment of the Pontic lyra and 

31 The Pontic lyra is the dominant musical instrument of the Pontic Greeks. It is a bottle-shaped fiddle 

with three strings tuned in fourths (B-E-A). For more information see Mathaios Tsahourides (2007, 

PhD Thesis) and (2002). 
32 The Pontic dialect both morphologically and structurally has its roots in ancient Greek in addition to 

some loan words from Turkish. It also remains the closest dialect in modern Greece to the language of 

the ancient Greeks. For more information see Melanoffides (1910), Topharas (1932), Papadopoulos 

(1958), and Economides (1958). 
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vocal music from an early age and beyond my own immediate family environment: 

this is how I became even more familiar with Pontic culture. 

One particular facet of Pontic cultural expression is the open-air festivals that 

take place every year, both in Greece and abroad, and are organized by local Pontic 

associations. On these occasions, one encounters Pontic singing, lyra playing, dance, 

theatrical performances in the Pontic dialect, books with traditional recipes, 

historiographies, CDs and DVDs of Pontic music, and so forth. Attendance at these 

festivities is remarkably high; families from all over the world come to experience at 

first hand their ancestral 'tradition'. 

Pontic music, intrinsically complex, demands high skill on the part of the 

performer. The best players and singers are those who begin their education in it at an 

1 33 early stage. At the risk of generalisation, I would suggest that Byzantine and Pontic 

music stem from a common origin. Their chief difference lies in the purpose that each 

serves. All my principal co-workers and interviewers referred to Byzantine music as 

the 'root' of all Greek traditional music. It may equally be asserted that Pontic singing 

is to some extent a syncretic vocal tradition that has been influenced by other similar 

vocal genres in Greece and even the Middle East. Historical issues aside, the question 

to be addressed here is: what is there in Pontic singing that sets it apart from Cretan, 

Epirotic, or Aegean vocal styles? The answer may well be found in the actual process 

of vocalizing in each repertory. Insofar as the Pontic vocal style is concerned, 

clarification will be made in the chapters below. 

33 By the term 'Byzantine music' I mean current Greek Orthodox ecclesiastical chant. 
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3.3 Co-workers 

The co-workers presented here, and whose voices will be heard in due course, 

include: 1) a celebrated singer from the past; 2) today's most acclaimed vocalist; 3) a 

highly promising young Pontic singer; 4) a lyra player and singer; and 5) an academic 

and a Byzantine chanter who also plays the lyra and sings Pontic repertory. Since all 

five co-workers have had the opportunity to collaborate with each other on a number 

of occasions, they constitute a network of informants. The advantage of this 

corroboration was that I was in the favourable position of investigating the techniques 

of prominent singers. 

Moreover, on the basis of the data accumulated, I was able to trace the 

movement of the tradition through the generations. Ultimately, my purpose in 

interviewing the players/singers was to determine the degree to which the voice is 

used to imitate the sound of the Pontic lyra. During my fieldwork, I encountered very 

few female Pontic singers and lyra players. Far from implying gender 

discrimination, 34 female musicians are greatly admired and enthusiastically received 

by their communities and their audiences. In view of the fact that Pontic society is 

rigidly patriarchal, the relatively small number of female musicians is to be expected. 

Hrysanthos Theodorides (Illustration 7, DVD example 1) 

Born in OivOq (Inoi), a small village of Kozani (Northern Greece), in 1934, 

Hrysanthos belonged to the first generation that grew up in Greece following the 

34 For more information on gender issues in the Greek folk context, see Cowan (1990) and Dubisch 

(1986). 
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expulsion of his parents from Pontos, the 'homeland -) 35 
as he called it. Raised in a 

deeply rural environment, he pointed out to me: 'I remember that when I used to go to 

the spring to bring some water, song was my only companion; I used to raise the 

funnel and sing through it'. 36 His involvement with the Pontic vocal style was from an 

early age and he learned it through oral tradition. In later life, Hrysanthos developed a 

legendary reputation among his immediate colleagues and even throughout the entire 

Pontic Diaspora. Such reputation stemmed from highly accomplished performances 

and numerous productions of LPs and CDs with unknown (for that time) Pontic 

traditional music. He possessed a vast repertory of Pontic songs as well as in-depth 

knowledge about the inherited tradition that he loved and served. 

After the death of his father, in 1949, during the civil war in Greece, 

Hrysanthos moved to Athens with his family where he became involved with radio 

programmes. He fostered his beloved Pontic tradition until 1958 when the 

programmes were terminated. In 1959 he moved to Thessalonika and continued to 

produce radio programmes but, at the same time, his bent for singing began to be 

recognized and this in due course became his main profession. It presaged a 

significant career in the Pontic musical scene and, as mentioned, Hrysanthos made an 

enormous number of recordings, some of which are considered as monumental in the 

Pontic discography. His live takes from the clubs where he worked as a young 

professional singer are still well known and can be found (tapes and CDs) in most 

Pontic families even though no recording company has ever published them. 

Hrysanthos died on the 30 March 2005. Considering his distaste for cameras, I 

feel extremely fortunate in having conducted, possibly, his last personal interview, 

35 Interview with Hrysanthos Theoclorides, 31/12/2004. Original quote: H narpi6a [1a;. 
36 Interview with Hrysanthos Theodorides, 31/12/2004. Original quote: EW[td[tat 6, cav 71ý'Y(Xjvoc (Y'ri1v 

xqyý va ytpo) v&p6, To Tp(xyoi)6t ýTav il [t6vil (yl)vrpo(ptd [tol). 11)Vý00); t7c(xtpv(xro XOM Kat 

TpayO'06016M [tE ain6- 
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just three months before he passed away. Tributes to him from all over the Pontic 

world (Greece, Boston, Melbourne, Munich) attested to the importance of his musical 

personality. 37 

Of all fieldwork conducted for this research, I would like to devote some 

paragraphs to Hrysanthos' interview. It was New Year's Eve 2004 when I went to 

meet him with Theodoros Eleutheriou who had collaborated with the singer for four 

years, as lyra player. En route by car to Thessalonika to meet him, Theodoros phoned 

him to confirm our appointment. He was in a kafeneio38 that he frequented in order to 

indulge in what was customary on the day before I January: gambling. His first words 

were: 'Let's leave this for another day' (this would have been our third aborted 

interview with him! ). Theodoros pleaded with him to remain where he was until we 

arrived. Eventually, we found him in a gloomy place filled with tobacco smoke, and 

surrounded by his friends: all in their early 70s. 

Upon being introduced, Hrysanthos recognized my sumame; he had had a 

high regard and respect for my grandfather, whom he called Makon o Tsiahourt's, 

('Matthaios Tsahourides' in the Pontic dialect). It was difficult to divine whether or 

not he was really interested in this interview, but out of curiosity he agreed talk to us. 

This was obviously good news, but we immediately needed to find a quiet place in 

this bustling city, largely unknown to me. Theodoros who was a teacher of Western 

traditional harmony at the local municipal conservatory, had ingenious idea of 

accommodating us there. 

36 The Greek copyright company AEPI made referred to Hrysanthos as 'the "nightingale" of Pontos, 

the great interpreter of traditional songs, Hrysanthos, left his last breath on Wednesday, 30/3/2005, in 
Thessaloniki, at the age of 72 years. He was born in [ ... ]' (AEPI newspaper, 2005, Vol., 8). A 

prominent Pontic website noted that: 'The patriarch of Pontos has left us' (http: //www. 

trapezounta. com, March and April of 2005). 
38 Old style coffee shop, mostly for men. Greek: Ka(pcvEio. 
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Within a few minutes I was ready to begin this interview in a place where we 

could hear each other clearly and discuss various aspdcts of his life and his singing 

style. Although I was more than willing to spend a lengthy period with Hrysanthos, 

our en ire interview asted about 45 minutes. The main reason for this was that this 

eminent performer was unable to explain in appropriate terminology his vocal 

technique. His knowledge was purely empirical; his vocal style was a part of his 

natural perfon-nance aesthetic and, moreover, the purpose of such detailed vocal 

analysis was clearly somewhat irrelevant to him. Ultimately most of my information 

n, k 
about his actual vocal technique was derived from the informal conversations in the 

car and in a restaurant where we went after the interview. 

Stathis Nikolaides (Illustration 8, DVD example 2) 

Born in 1958, Stathis Nikolaides is presently the most renowned of Pontic 

singers. His father originated from a region of Pontos known as Matsouka and his 

mother from Kotyora also in Pontos. In 1917 they moved to Sohumi (Georgia) being 

obliged to leave their homeland in order to escape the ethnic cleansing initiated by the 

Turks against all foreign minorities (Armenians, Kurds, Jews, Turkmens and 

Greeks). 39 In 1949 they were expelled one more, this time because of the German- 

Russian war, to Kazakhstan where Stathis, his two brothers and one sister were born. 

He reminisced to me: 'While everybody in the school spoke Russian I found 

great difficulty to adapt myself to this environment, for I did not know the language. 

All of my interests were far distant from Russian cultural life. 40 In 1966 the entire 

39 For more information, see Fotiades (2002). 
40 Interview with Stathis Nikolaides, 21/7/2005. Original quote: Ev6) Rot (TTo (yXoxEjo ý16kofkyav 
P6)CYtKOC EY6) EiXOt 5DUKOME; V(X RPO(Tocpýto(TT6) (YE oti)T6 To 7EFptp&XXov. 'Ok(x gol) T(x Ev5jaytpovTcc ýT(xv 

gaKpiCt WC6 T'9V P6)CYtKTI KOUXTObp0t. 
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family moved to Athens, where they started life anew: in those times our life was 
hard. My family was feeling the pain of having left behind all of our belongings and 

savings. So we decided that mother Greece could be our only solution'. 41 

From the age of 8, Stathis had exhibited a great interest in music, taking his 

first musical steps playing the bouzouki and the accordion. This phase lasted only a 
few months. His father, a Pontic lyra player and singer, encouraged him to take an 

interest in the music of his ancestral home. At the age of ten he was already an 

accomplished singer and by nineteen he had produced his first recording, 01 

KE, UEVT(E-CU17'6C(; (oi kementzetsides, the Pontic lyra players). As he explained to me: 'I 

learned to sing at po)Xa7rc-rea (mohapetia, 'revelries') which was an everyday 

occurrence in those years. In this environment I learned many songs, dance and 

trapeze tunes and, I learned how to play the [Pontic] lyra'. 42 

Aside from singing Stathis is also a competent lyra player although he declines 

from promoting himself as such. 'I wanted to learn a musical instrument in order to 

improve my singing' he explained. 'I felt that this could be the only way to do it'. 43 

Stathis' dedication to promoting Pontic music is manifest in all his recordings and 

collaborations with other musicians. In 1991, he recorded an album with my brother, 

Matthaios Tsahourides (who also plays the Pontic lyra), and since that time our 

relationship with him has remained close. Stathis is also an admirer of Hrysanthos. 

He has also collaborated with Stelios Kazantzides (probably the most 

illustrious singer of modem times in Greece, also from Pontos), to record a Pontic 

41 Interview with Stathis Nikolaides, 21/7/2005. Original quote: EKEiVOI)q TOU; KCEIPOf)q 11 ý(Oý [ta; ýTaV 

615CYKOXTI K(Xt 11 OtKO'YtVEtd [tOl) F-iX& ý&l vt6)CYEt TOVir6vO TOD Va CKPýM; RiG(j) 001) 6XCC TOL 1)7[6[PXOVT6L 

cyoi). 'E-r(yt a7royoccTiaaRE n(o;, 9 [t'qTtpa EXX66a Oa ýTav il R6vq [ta; k6cyll. 
42 Interview with Stathis Niko laides, 21/7/2005. Original quote: 'ERaOot Vot TpayOU660) CCIE6 T(X 

R(OXantTEOC T(X OROW ýT(XV K(X01jREP1V6 TCCtV611EVO. Y716 al)Tt; Tt; CYUVOýKS; t[taffiX ROXXd TP(XyOf)51a, 

97MPOUCtýW K(X1 XOPEI)TtK& K(It E76MIq MO; VCt MAýco Xf)pa. 
43 Interview with Stathis Nikolaides, 21/7/2005. Original quote: 'HOE?, (x va [MCD &U [tOl)(TtK6 6PY(xVO 

ytot VOL P&XTt6)CF0) TO TPCCYOi)6t [LOD, &IOAX 7ECO; [t(5VO ft(Yt [t7rOpObCY(l W TO K6tVC0. 
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album, entitledfvva7rav-rcpav (Sunapanteman, 'the gathering' ). 44 As a result, Stathis' 

popularity dramatically increased, making him probably one of the most sought-after 

singers in the world of Pontic music. He also collaborated with Hrysanthos in the 

music hall Av, ýaia (Avlaia, 'the scene'), in Thessaloniki, and operates (both as singer 

and owner) one of the largest night clubs of Pontic and Greek Anatolian music in 

Thessaloniki, Mithrio. My fieldwork with him took place in June 2005, at his summer 

home in Nea Kallikratia, Halkidiki (North Greece). 

Alexis Parharidis (Illustration 9, DVD example 3) 

Alexis's parents came from the village of Kapikyoi in the district of Matsouka. 

near the city of Trebizon, itself the largest city in Pontos. He was bom in Kozani 

(northern Greece) in 1971 and from 1989 he lives in Thessaloniki. Presently, he lives 

in the urban area of Nikopoli where most of our fieldwork took place. His first 

musical experiences came through his parents, both of whom were fine singers. At 

home the Pontic dialect was spoken; Alexis is one of those young Pontic artists who 

can converse in this dialect. Additionally, he is one of the most promising Pontic song 

writers, composing both lyrics and music. 

In his own words, he had a megalo meraki (a 'great desire and love') to learn 

Pontic songs and so attended the gatherings of the elderly in his mother's village, 

Alonakia, in the prefecture of Kozani. Through imitation and observation, combined 

with a natural musical talent, Alexis learned Pontic songs from an early age. There 

was a moment in his life when he felt that Pontic music took over all his interests as a 

young boy. As he pointed out to me: 

44 It should be noted that 'Synapanteman' became golden, in terms of sales, for first time in the history 

of Pontic records 
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When I was 16 years old I went with my parents to the panygiri of Soumela 45 where all night and at every single table there were lyra performers playing and singing. At dawn, Dimitris Piperides, a lyra player and friend, called me to play some Pontic 
songs. Suddenly, I saw people coming around us crying. I did not actually understand what was happening. We stopped playing after some hours and our table became 
more and more populated. It was there that I felt Pontic singing could do more for me 

46 than I could ever imagine. I will never forget my feelings on that day . 

Before he moved to Thessaloniki in 1989 for studies, Alexis had already worked for 

two years as a professional Pontic singer, still under twenty. In Thessaloniki he soon 

realized that studies were not so important. Upon receiving an offer at a Pontic club in 

Athens he abandoned studies for life as a singer. In 1990 he returned to Thessaloniki 

to work in a famous Pontic night club called Kýeniteas and in the following years he 

collaborated with almost all known Pontic artists, including Hrysanthos and Stathis 

Nikolaides. 

Alexis has also made five CDs and on many occasions has collaborated and 

recorded with other musicians, both Pontic and non-Pontic. Alexis' musical life has 

very much been affected by his meeting with Hrysanthos who influenced his singing 

style and repertory. This encounter occurred at the home of a mutual friend; as 

explained to me: 

I had never seen Hrysanthos before; I only used to listen to him on cassettes and live 
recordings. There was no media promotion for Pontic music, therefore I did not know 
what Hrysanthos looked like until then. I was sitting in the kitchen of that house 
when he came in; I was speechless. He asked me: 'Is it you, the little one, who sings 
so well? ' I then replied: 'Yes, uncle', and because I called him 'uncle' and not 'sir' 

45 Soumela: a religious emblem for Pontic people worldwide. The name derives from the Monastery of 
Sournela in Pontos where a holy icon of the Virgin Mary had been buried during the Greek-Turkish 
tensions (for more see Fotiades 2002,2004). After two decades and further to governmental 
negotiations the icon was dug up and brought first to Athens and then to the Sournela Mountain which 
is in the prefecture of Veria, my hometown. Every 15 August people from all over Greece and Pontics 
from all comers of the world come to pay their tribute to the 'Holy Virgin of Pontos' and to celebrate 
this event with a variety of cultural activities. More than 100,000 people come every August to visit 
Sournela. 
46 Interview with Alexis Parharides, 27/8/2007. Original quote: '6Tav ý[tol)v 16 Xpov6)v 7Eý, Y%tE CyTo 

7ravilyi)pt rq; You[tEkd gE Toi)qyov6q goi) 67roi) 6kilVf)XT(X K(Xt GE K606 TPWEýýl 107TýPXF_ Xf)P(I K(X1 

Tpayob& To X6p%tct o AljgýTPTJ; 1`117EEPi6fl; 7101) EiV(XI XUPdP11; Kai (PiXO; ýWl) CbUC V(X Mli401)ýtE K&EOUX 

Tp0tyoj)6dK1, CC. E, , Ct(PVIK6t Ei5(X ITOXXOf); VOt tPX0VTCC1 '(ýP(L) [t(X;, V(X [M; (XKOf)VF, KOR V(X KX(XiVE. AEV 
117ropof)CY(X VOL K(XTCtX6P(J) TI (XKPIP6); ytv6T(XVE, (TToc[t=ý(Ya[te va naiýou[tE gET6 a7T6 6)pE; Ev6) To Tpantýt 

[totý, ytv&av OXO&Ot K(X1 ge-yctX-6TEpo. EK&i tvtcoaa 6Tt To 7rOVTtCCK6 Tpayoi)& [uropof)(YE va K6LVEIYta 
ptvct K6-rt gapan6vw =6 6Tt v6gtýot. HOTt 66V O(X 4EX6(70) TI &ICOCT(I EKSWIJ T11 [ttpa. 
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he liked me from the first moment. He was a really simple man; he did not indulge in 
airs and graces, not even in his professional life. He then asked me to sing something and it was then that I felt my voice had really abandoned me. I just could not sing in front of a man whose voice made people in my village cry; this echoed in my head 
each time I attempted to sing. So, I said that I want to leave immediately and after that he treated me as a son. 47 

Alexis had also the privilege to live with Hrysanthos for one year (when Hrysanthos 

lived in Athens, having no residence in Thessaloniki). After this experience he was 

convinced that Hrysanthos was 'the greatest school' for all Pontic singers and a 

'Godsend' artist for all Pontians. Alexis, as a new generation artist, is well-known in 

Pontic society in Greece; he sings extensively in local feasts and concerts throughout 

Greece and the Pontic Diaspora. 

Theodoros Eleftheriou (Illustration 10, DVD examPle 4) 

Theodoros was bom in 1964 in Veria and is both a singer and a lyra player. 

Between the ages of eight and fifteen he was involved with Western classical music 

after which the traditional repertory replaced his engagement with the Philharmonic 

Orchestra of the Municipal Conservatory of Veria. As he told me: 'I used to go to the 

[Pontic] club to attend dance lessons as dance was my passion. I then discovered 

traditional music'. 48 He learnt the Pontic lyra at the age of fourteen. There were no 

teachers at hand, so he acquired his knowledge of the instrument from the folk dance 

47 Interview with Alexis Parharides, 27/8/2007. Original quote: 'flort 6Ev FiX(x 6Ei Tov Xpf)(T(xvOo irptv. 
M6vo TOV 6tKOl)'Y(X GE K(X&T&q K(X1 ý(OVVXVgq 71X07PUýDý(YEAq. Aev mýpXocv [tkya irpo6)0ij"q ylýp(j) (=6 
TTIV ROVUCCKý gODMKý GKTJVý K(Xt ft(Yl 6&V b4EPCE KCCV RO)q [tOldý&t 0 XpbuavOoq gtXpt T6TF-. K06[touv 
(YTTJV KODýWOL TOD MEMob 6T(XV ýMýKF, gtmx. 'Egma dyo)voq. ME p6)T'9(YF-: "E96 EiGat 0 [ttKp6q nou 
Tpa'YOA)66F, l Kakd; " Kat TOU a7EdVT7JGa "VCtt OFHO" K(Xt VTF, 15ý TOV EiTla "OEiO" Kat 6Xt ""PtS" ýtE 

mg7rdOTI(YE mr6 TIJV RPWTIJ CYTVYýtý. 'Hrav 7EPWyýWTIK6 ank6q 6Lv0p(jmroq, 5EV TOi) dpEýCEV Ot 

cirtcFrl[t6TrlT&q o1bTF, aTTIV E71cL'y'yEkýt0tTtKfl TO10 ý(j)ý. T6TE ýWl) ýflTTJGE Va TPUY01)6ýG(t) K&TI Kat tmoml 

RpayýWTIKd 7E(J)q Tj ? G)Vý ý101) [tE &'fK0CTtkF, 114e. Ankd 66v ýUEOPOIýGOC VCC Tpay0l)6ý0(1) ýMPOGT6 (TF, 9vocV 

(IVOP(J)IrO TOD 07[oiol) 11 Y(j)Vfl gKocv& 6XO TO X(j)pt6 ý101) V(X Kk(XiEt K(Xt (XVTTIXOf)CFE GTO K696kt [tOA) KdOE 
9OP6 7COU TPOL'YOU60i)(301. TT(Y1 dIM 6Tt OWD VOE 9f)f(J) %ttCF0)q (Xkk6L [Md " 7[XTJCYia(YE Gav 7[aTtpaq RO'U. 
48 Interview with Theodoros Eleftheriou, 3/8/2005. Original quote: DovýOtýoc va mly(Xive) (YTTJ At(TXT1 

, op6; ýVXV TO IE600q [tov. EKEi aVCEK6[k'L)WOL T11 ROCPU60GWKý ý101)GtKfl. 
, yt()t V(X [t(XO(j) 1COMOCK6 ýLIG[q KOR 0X 
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groups at which lyra players tended to repeat the same tunes. Unable to record or to 

remember the entire tune, he would memorise the main motive and then run quickly 

back to his home to play it on his lyra: 

I did not have the opportunity to record these melodies, so I was obliged to 

commit to memory at least the main tunes of the dances. I then ran to the roof 
level of my home in order to play the tunes on the [Pontic] lyra. When my 
father bought me my first tape recorder I felt I was the luckiest person on earth. 
It is sufficient to tell you that within one year I ruined three cassette players 

49 simply through overuse . 

Theodoros has made a number of recordings both as singer and lyra accompanist 

to some of the most acclaimed singers in the Pontic world. He collaborated for seven 

years with Stathis Nikolaides and for four years with Hrysanthos. My discussions 

with him proved to be useful not only in terms of his knowledge and experience also 

in revealing many unknown details about the aforementioned two co-workers and his 

collaboration with them. Being both a singer and a lyra player significantly 

contributes to my assertions that voice in Pontic singing partially imitates the sound of 

the lyra. My fieldwork with Theodoros involved more hours than with any other co- 

worker or interviewer and our meetings generally took place in my home. In this 

congenial atmosphere he was clearly willing to discuss and offer his best to answering 

my questions. His opinions on Pontic music are highly respected by many experts. He 

49 Interview with Theodoros Eleftheriou, 3/8/2005. Original quote: 5EV FiXa Til 61)var6TII'ra va 
g(xyVflTO(P(1)výG(0 (XI)TOi)q TOI)q GKOIEoiý; ftcyt bipEne (x7r6 g6voq goi) va 0, ogij06) Toi)XdXtaTov Tt; Kf)ptFq 

[tEkco6jF,; T(ov Xop6)v. M&Td, 9TpExct nia(0 CYTfl OPO(Pý TOD (77[tTtOf) [tO10 YW VCC Tt; 71(Xi4(t) (TT7JV XIýPOL. OTOW 

o [tjr(x[jjrd; [to7i ay6pa(YE TO 7rp6)TO gaYV7jT6Tcovo, 
&ROCM 0 TEIO TOXE: p6q 6VOP(07EO; TOD Y, 6a[tou. Eivat 

(XPKET6 voc (You mo 6Tt ýtkycc as &(xv xp6vo X6X0KY(X TPW TtTOI(X air6 T1JV 7EOXIý XPýGlj. 
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is one of the few Pontic musicians who, without scholarly qualifications, makes 

academic presentations based on his experience of this MUSiC. 50 

Elias Petropoulos (Illustration 11, DVD example 5). 

Although a Byzantine chanter and a Pontic lyra. player and singer, Elias' 

reputation stems more from his educational background. He is an archaeologist and 

lecturer in Ancient History (his special area is the Black Sea) at the Democritus 

University of Thrace (northern Greece). He is fluent in nine languages, comes from a 

Pontic family, and was brought up in Alexandroupolis (near the Greek-Turkish 

border). His relationship with the Pontic music derives from his family: 'It was 

through my grandmother and the old people of my village that I heard and learned the 

Pontic dialect and the songs, all from an unbroken oral tradition'. 51 His approach to 

performance can be partly derived from a valuable musical publication in which he 

participated, Avý, 8(vyo(; apoOvuia (Anevzigos arothimia, 'Inexhaustible Longing' ). 52 

My contact with Elias was through my brother's friendship with him and our 

interview took place in one of his visits to London during March 2007. Elias holds 

that Hrysanthos and Hrysanthos only is the 'ultimate and most authentic traditional 

Pontic singer'. 53 Their relationship was close; on many occasions Elias had played the 

lyra for Hrysanthos and they had also sung together. As a church chanter Elias is well 

acquainted with the Byzantine repertory and with Greek traditional music in general. 

50 One of the most important papers he has given was in a one-day conference (25-5-2002) at the 
Aristotelian University of Thessaloniki, entitled: 'The Role of Pontic Music in the Forming of our 
Psychological World'. 
51 Interview with Elias Petropoulos, 30/3/2007. Original quote: AKol)y(I g6vO TTIV 710cytd gOl) K(X1 T01)q 

MXXtoj); TOU X(OP10f) K(Xt 6TC71 tR0(l TTIV 710VTUXKý &&XEXTO Kat VX TP(XY0f)61a (=6 gm (X5t6(T7ra(TTq 

RPO(POPIKý MIP6600TI. 
52 This is a pack which consists of six audio CDs and a leaflet bearing important information about 
Pontos. It was published by the Federation of Pontic Associations of Southern Greece in 2004. 
53 interview with Elias Petropoulos, 30/3/2007. Original quote: 0 irXtov tKavo; Kat 7rapa6outaK6; 

ir6vTtoq TP(XY0V6t(YTý; - 
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His Pontic singing style remains unchanged from the time that he learned it: 

'It was never my intention to sing other styles as do many professional Pontic singers; 

I always performed traditional singing in the pure Pontic dialect so I perform it as I 

learned it. I do not like the neo-Pontic songs' . 
54 Performing songs in the microtonally- 

based modes is one of his strengths while his singing technique stems from his two 

main musical influences: Hrysanthos and neo-Byzantine chant. During our fieldwork, 

Elias pointed out the strong relationship that exists between Byzantine and Pontic 

music: Tontic music is the offspring of Byzantine music and as such both styles share 

more similarities than differences'. 55 

3.4 Analysis of vocal production 

Pitch in Pontic singing is usually set above the speaking range of the singers, 

that is to say, in the so-called 'head voice'. 56 There are many factors which might 

impose high registered singing; some of the most important are: a) the tuning of the 

instruments, b) the physical environment in which the music is performed, c) the 

absence of artificial sound amplification, and d) the nature of the lyrics (love, humour, 

pain). The exclusive use of head voice requires singers to adjust certain positions of 

their vocal instrument in order to achieve the desired performing style. 

54 Interview with Elias Petropoulos, 22/3/2007. Original quote: 'AEV UXU ROTE ROU GKO710 VOL 

Tpctyou6ý(7co 6tXXa cyTf)X 67rcoq 7roXXoi 7r6vTtot TPOCYOU61UTtý E7[aYYEX[t(XTi6; K6LVOI)V. fl(XVT(X 1101) 6PEýE TO 
I 

7UCCPa6OGtCCK6 TP(XyOf)6t [tE TTJV 006 OCUTOIý ROVTWKý 616tXEKTO, VCL TO TpayOu66co ftcyt O71(0q TO &ýWO(X. 

A&V ýtOl) (XP9(YO1)V T(X VE: 0-7rOVTt(XK('X TpayOl')&W. 
55 Interview with Elias Petropoulos, 22/3/2007. Original quote: 'HROVTWKý gOl)(YtKý EiV(Xt MXI& T71; 

Bi)ý(XVTIVý; K(Xt &7COg&V(J)q T(X 61)0 OCUT6 GTU tXO10V7rto noW; o[toOTijTE; napd 6tayopý; '. 
56 'Head voice' is a commonly used term in vocal music. Although the term varies widely within vocal 
pedagogical circles and no consistent definition has been still agreed, 'head voice', in the present 
document, refers to the falsetto register. Also, the present document makes use of the term 'modal' in 

contrast to falsetto. For more see Miller (1993), Clippinger (1917) and Stark (2003). 
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High registered vocalisation and, subsequently, the high tonality of a piece are 

qualities found in all of Hrysanthos' and also Alexis' performances (DVD example I 

and 3). Hrysanthos' voice is pure tenor 'sitting' comfortably on high B4 and C4 

peaking at top A4 flat, above the high C5 of an Italian tenor. 57 With his high- 

registered voice Hrysanthos earned a unique reputation for his tessitura. Alexis also 
has a light tenor voice but not with Hrysanthos' range. Singing at this pitch demands 

high breathing support. As Hrysanthos pointed out: 'without solid support [breathing] 

you will sound as if you are "dying out" at the ends of phrases'. 58 

In addition, Hrysanthos explained: 'I sing from my stomach. When I feel that I 

run out of air, through pressure in my thorax, I create space in order to finish my 

phrases without sounding that I run out of breath. I borrowed this technique from the 

zourna players' 59 (see DVD Example 1). In receiving this answer I realised that, 

according to Miller, Hrysanthos' breath management could fall into the two categories 

of. - 'l) those that consist of downward and outward lower abdominal distension [use 

of stomach] and 2) those that consist of inward and upward [thoracic space] 

abdominal and epigastric movement' (1997: XXi). 60 I could argue here that in terms of 

57 Gathering information about Hrysanthos, I discovered that he is beardless. This may seem to be an 
irrelevant observation but in fact it is significant. According to Thurman, the hormones of the body 
play a significant role in forming the vocal instrument as they affect the 'dimensional configuration of 
the body and its parts, such as the respiratory system, the larynx and its vocal folds and the vocal tract' 
(2000: 61). His being beardless suggests that Hrysanthos has fewer masculine hormones than the 
average male, which leads to a number of consequences for the body as a whole. One of these is that 
the vocal range is higher than a normal male person. In a similar vein, castrati singers were castrated in 
order to diminish the masculine hormones of the body and subsequently to enable singers to produce, 
biologically, higher notes. 
58 Interview with Hrysanthos Theodorides, 31/12/2004. Original quote: E&V 56V tXEtq Kaký 1)R0, UTýPt4Tj 

00C UKOb'YE0011, CYCE V(X C701) P'YCCiVEt 11 XVUXý CyTtý KaTaxý4etq. 
59 Interview with Hrysanthos Theodoridis. Original quote: 'Tp(Xyou6dct) ge To CYTO[t6XI, Kat 6Tav 
ott(706v%tat 6Tt T&XFt6)v6t o (XtPccq, 6ta TTJ; RiSCY71; TOU 06)PCCKO;, 61j[t101)PYd) X6P0 ftcT16)(yTe VCC 

TEXEt6Cy(j) qV (pp6CYTJ g0b XCOPi; Va aK0fYY0[tat 6TI 6&v tX(O 6XX'q aVacya'. 
60 Miller (1997) makes use of these two general categories in order, for him, to distinguish the northern 
(English and German) from the southern (French and Italian) national schools of singing. 
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breathing technique, Pontic singing is closer to the Italian school with its appoggiato 
technique, 61 which creates an excessive glottal resistance to airflow. 

I would, however, add that the creation of the thoracic space (upper chest 

area), as indicated by Hrysanthos, reminds us more of the German school of singing 

which advocates high airflow and slack vocal-fold response. It is also noteworthy that 

'thoracic space' creation was taken from the zourna players who, apparently, make 

use of the well-known (among wind players) circular breathing technique. 62 By 

imitating the thoracic movement of the zourna players, Hrysanthos (see DVD 

Example 1, seconds: 0: 30-0: 31,1: 15-1: 16, and 2: 00) adopted this movement realizing 

that it offered him greater capacity in terms of breath management during the final 

seconds of a melodic line. 

Stathis' singing (DVD example 2) reveals a high-registered baritone voice. He 

asserts that: 'Because of the lyra's tuning, 63 
the singer has to ensure that his singing 

voice can reach a high G or A if you are tuned A-E-B. Thus, you are obliged to follow 

64 the music and also to discover your own way of reaching such high notes'. Stathis is 

well known for being able to sing long phrases and this is due to the fact that makes 

extensive use of his diaphragm without raising his shoulders (refer to DVD Example 

2): 'This came naturally through years of practising. In this way I can sing in a more 

61 The technique of appoggio is achieved through a well-maintained chest posture that is associated 
with diaphragmatic breathing. It is also well-combined with the frontal facial area of projection. Thus, 
the two areas of activity in appoggio technique are diaphragmatic (epigastric) breathing and facial 
forward projection. Furthermore, in the Italian school, these two areas of voice placement and breath 
control are never separated and are considered to be one action. For further information see Miller 
1997: 78-79. 
62 Circular breathing is a technique used by players of some aerophones in order to maintain a 
continuous tone without interruption. This technique is accomplished by breathing in through the nose 
and, at the same time, breathing out through the mouth (using the air stored in the cheeks). During this 
action the upper chest area is extensively used. For more see Spring (2006) and Gingras (1990). 
63 Pontic musicians name the strings of the lyra in reverse order (that is from the highest to the lowest 

pitch). According to this, the lyra is tuned in perfect fourths: A-E-B (the descending fifths 'A-E-B' are 
equivalent to the ascending fourths 'B-E-A') or B-F#-C#, creating two fundamental, conjunct 
tetrachords for this modal music. 
64 interview with Stathis Nikolaides, 21-7-2005. Original quote: A7r6 TO KObp&Gýta T11; XbP(X; 0 

TpCt-yO1)5tCyTý; 7rptlrEt VOC K&Et T11 ýDo)vý va PyEt oTo xVil?, 6 IoX ý AaEdV E: iGCtt KOUP6ta[t&o; Aa-Mt-Et- 
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relaxed position and also for many hours'. 65 In a similar vein, Alexis noted that: 'even 

after seven hours of singing it is the use of diaphragm that saves your voice'. 66 

Theodoros' (DVD example 4) and Elias' (DVD example 5) performances 

exhibit bass-baritone voices. In each case, the use of the throat area is greater than the 

stomach. Technically, this arises from the avoidance of employing the diaphragm as 

the main part of the breathing mechanism; additionally, there is greater use of the 

upper chest area and more tension found in the throat area. Taking into account the 

noticeable difference in the breathing mechanisms between Stathis and Theodoros or 
Alexis and Elias, the last informed me: 'This is how I learned it from the old people in 

the village. I cannot give an explanation for it, I was just trying to imitate their sounds 

and their way of singing, I did not want to change it so I kept it as I found it. Although 

some more modem singers tend to employ other techniques, what counts is the final 

sound ,. 
67 

Based on my own performance practice, use of the diaphragm can provide 

more air supply as well as more control during exhalation. However, it is important to 

realize that use of the upper chest area in Elias' and Theodoros' breathing technique 

encourages consequent employment of a movable larynx (discussed below) and, 

therefore, the resulting tense throa t68 allows for characteristic vocal omamentations in 

this style. Comparing all five co-workers in terms of pitch and breathing technique, 

we can see that Hrysanthos is the only singer who makes simultaneous use of both the 

65 Interview with Stathis Nikolaides, 21-7-2005. Original quote: A'L)T6 [101) P'YýKE 91)(51K6 ýmd cur6 

Xp6vt(x GTO TP(XyOf)6t. ME oti)T&Tov Tp67[O g7COP6) VOt TP0t'YO1. )66) RIO 4EKOf)Pot(TT(x Kai y1a 71tO nOW; 

6)PEq- 
66 Interview with Alexis Parharides, 27/8/2007. Original quote: 'AK6ýla Kai [tE-rd an6 7 6)pe; Tpayob& 
TO 6t6[YP(X'Yýt0C EiVOR EKEiVO TEOD C76)ýEt TTIV 9(0Vý GOU'. 
67 Interview with Elias Petropoulos, 22/3/2007. Original quote: 'ETcYtTo '[ta0a a7r6 -ro'u; naktoý6;, Toi) 
XO)Ptof), &V [t7rop6) WE TO E4TJYýCTCO, a7rk6t 7rpO(Ylr(XOOf)CF(X V(X [It[U106) TOV ýXO K(Xt TOV Tp67co iroi) 

Tp(X'yOf)6(Xy(XV, &V ýOEX(X VCC TO CCXX&4(0 KOR 9TCYt TO KPkIlcm 67r(D; TO PPýKOC. AV K(X1 Optaýt&01 

AOVTtPVOt TP(XYO1)6t(W; TF-iVOI)V V(X XPTlGt[tO7EO1ýCTO1)V6XXE; TE)(V1Kt;, (XI)T6 irou [t6TP6tE1 &WOR TO TEXIK6 

alroTtXECTRa. 
68 The term 'tense throat', here, refers to the singer whose throat is shut tight and he/she is trying to 

force air in. The purpose of such throat condition is the execution of Pontic vocal ornamentations. 
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thorax and the diaphragm while the rest cultivate the use of only one of them. In these 

terms, Hrysanthos promoted an ideal Pontic performance which enable him: a) to 

control his breathing (through the diaphragm) and b) to allow vocal breakings 

(through the upper chest area) as will be shown below. This is also the crucial point 

that differentiated Hrysanthos from the rest of the Pontic singers and made his 

performances sound unique. 

Theodoros and Elias admit that their vocalizations are very much influenced 

by their lyra playing. The latter acknowledged: 'Although I first sing and then play 

the tune, after a few weeks I realize that I tend to imitate the lyra's ornamentations in 

some parts of the piece'. 69 Similarly Stathis points out that: 'The lyra's 

embellishments are extremely important for singing. This is why singers who spend 

long periods of time with lyra players find themselves to be "bound" by virtue the 

sounds they produce'. 70 Specifically, the voice's imitation of the lyra is in fact the 

breakings taken from lyra's ornamentations. Given that vocal flexibility can imitate 

the dexterity of the hands, singers not only imitate the ornamentations of the lyra but 

also find a new 'terrain' for extensive embellishment. Thus, for some singers, to 

imitate the ornaments of the lyra is an important factor in the formation of vocal 

breakings. 

From an anatomical perspective, when the voice sings in a high range the 

vocal folds can be stretched to a full length changing their amplitude and pitch 

because of the folds' elasticity and flexibility. Reflecting upon my performance 

practice of breakings as well as my co-workers' breakings, it has come to my 

69 Interview with Elias Petropoulos, 22/3/2007. Original quote: AV Kal 7rP6)TCC Tpay0l)66o) K(X1 ýtETd 

Jr(Xjý(o TOV GKo7r6, f)(: FTEp(x our6 kiyeq EP60[t66E; IC16VO) TOV COCK6 golo Va [Rgof)g(Xt T71 X'6pa US K&ROM 

0-qgda. 
70 Interview with Stathis Nikolaides, 21/7/2005. Original quote: 0 ýXo;, rTj; Xf)pa; Sim 7roxi) 

afl[taVT1K6;, ym T01); TP(X'y01)6tCTTt; KOctyt(x m)T6 Tpay0b6tUTt; ROD EiVCC1 Katp6 RE X1)p6p1j6F,; EiVat 

6SgtV01'qXqTtK6t- 
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attention that they raise and lower the larynx with considerable speed. This 

manipulation of the larynx, not only evokes expressive emotion but also demands 

from the singers precision in terms of pitch. In the Pontic vocal style, movement of 
the larynx is essential, particularly for the production of breakings and those 

ornamentations which provide some of the most characteristic aspects of this style. As 

Hrysanthos confirms: 'Moving the larynx you can create what we call "breakings" of 

the voice'. 71 Moreover, the use of a moveable larynx can create remarkable vocal 

effects in terms of ornamentation and melismatic singing, and thus becomes a 

quintessential component of the performance aesthetic. 

However, Hrysanthos observed: 'This is not the only way to do them 

[breakings]. What I do is to make the uvula of my throat smaller so that I can move it 

very fast; in this way I can perform whichever breakings I want'. 72 Similarly, Alexis 

notes that: 'When moving back and down to the soft palate the "breakings" [of the 

voice] become much easier'. 73 1 was very curious to find out, first, how it is possible 

to reduce the size of one's uvula and make it vibrate faster and, second, why use of 

the soft palate could facilitate the performance of vocal breakings. 

Reflecting on my own performance practice, working with my vocal tutors, 

and searching pertinent literature, I discovered that the correct terminology of this 

action of the uvula 74 is not to make it smaller but to lift it up. Doing so creates more 

space (in the nasopharynx) for the air coming from the larynx, and by moving the soft 

71 Interview with Hrysanthos Theodorides, 31/12/2004. Original quote: RE: TTIV KiV1j(YTl TOI) kdpl)Y'Y(X 

RROPEiq Va 5'9RtO'0PYý(TE1q TaXEy6gevct mrctcyiRaTa. 
72 Interview with Hrysanthos Theodorides, 31/12/2004. Original quote: AoT6q 8Ev Eivat o g6vo; Tp6no; 

II VCC TO K6vFtq. TO T1 KdVO) ROXXýý YOPE: q, glKPORWO T71V GTGC91)ký RkGOC GTOkoug6POD K(Xt tTCYt T7JV KOL)v6) 
ROX16'YPýYOPM ME CWT& TOVTp67ro RROP6 V(X KdVC0 O, Tt (MaUtgO NXO). 

73 Interview with Alexis Parharides, 27/8/2007. Original quote: 'OTCEV "MI'YotiV(D" lri(ya) Kat Kko) (YTqV 
GTOL91Aý VX "(yjr(XcFjg0tT0C"'yjVOVT(Xt IrOf) MO E: bKOX(X. ' 

74 The term 'uvula' (its name comes from the Latin word for 'grape', uva) refers to the small piece of 
soft tissue that can be seen dangling down from the soft palate (at the rear of the mouth cavity). It has 
its own little muscle that helps it stiffen and change shape. Many singers credit the uvula with letting 

them produce a vibrato, a wavy up-and-down sound; for more see Watson (2002). Here, we see a 
different use of uvula by Hrysanthos who employs it in terms of producing Pontic melismata. 
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palate swiftly the singer can actually manipulate the air in the way one wishes to 

shape it. Consequently, the final vocal sound is formed by shifting the uvula and 

moving the soft palate; both are placed in the back area of the mouth cavity which is 

also very influential on the final vocal effect (Illustration 12). By lifting the uvula and 
the resultant creation of 'more space', this practice again approximates the Italian 

ýopen throat' (gola aperta) technique which concerns sensations of openness in the 

nasopharynx. This remains, however, the same practice up to the point where vocal 

breakings in Pontic music take place. 

Watching Hrysanthos' performance carefully one can notice that during the 

breakings the vocal sound alters between the modal and the falsetto voices (DVD 

Example 1, seconds: 0: 40-0: 41,1: 25-1: 26,1: 34-1: 35ý 2: 10) 2: 18). This is probably 

one of the most difficult techniques to acquire; to control such fast changes, of this 

kind, demands many years of practice as well as considerable vocal effort. Such 

modal and falsetto changes of the voice are also found in other sorts of Greek 

traditional singing but not at this speed. In Pontic music, as currently rendered, the 

technique is used by many singers. Hrysanthos was probably the first to introduce this 

effect, which he was able to master for the performance of vocal ornamentation. It is 

also the most characteristic aspect of his technique and most imitated by other singers. 

Inspecting this alteration between the modal and falsetto voices, I was able to 

conclude that the technique is created by the interval leap of the perfect 5 th or minor 

6 th or, on occasion, even the major 6 th 
. That is to say, the note to be ornamented is 

followed by an abrupt, short note at one of the above intervals sung in falsetto voice 

(similar to an acciaccatura in Western art singing). This alteration has to be 

accomplished within less than half a second, making it extremely difficult to perform. 

Theodoros points out that: "This sort of breaking the voice is not the sole 
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characteristic of the Greek Anatolian vocal style nor does it bestow identity. But 

without doubt, it is commonly accepted and is widely used'. 75 Similarly, Stathis 

points out that: 'Although I used this technique quite a lot in the past, I now feel that I 

should only use it in certain places. I do not really like iti. 76 However, this kind of 

vocal ornamentation is an important element in Pontic singers' technique and it is also 

very frequently found in the contemporary performance practice of the style. 

Although the vocal technique of 'alteration' between modal and falsetto voices 

uses the movable larynx and the soft palate,, a further observation can be made with 

regard to articulation. This has to do with the 'focal point' of the voice, that is, the 

time and space where the vocal sound is focused in the vocal instrument before being 

projected. This focal point in Pontic singing is more likely to be found at the rear or 

centre part of the mouth cavity, as it results from extensive use of the soft palate. The 

vocal projection emerges from a 'backwards' position, and, as ornamented vowels are 

always sustained, this is usually achieved also by taking 'backwards' the back part of 

the tongue. 

Consequently, the vowel sound is 'concentrated' on the soft palate as well as 

77 'bringing it' into the nasal cavity . Moreover, the front part of the mouth cavity could 

also act as an important focal point. This is achieved when breakings do not proceed 

from the soft palate but rather straight from a movable larynx. In this case the voice is 

brought forward, creating a less dark timbre. Positions of this kind are used in 

ornamentations that include breakings but exclude quarter tones. Thus, 

75 Interview with Theodoros Eleftheriou, 3-8-2005. Original quote: Ai)T6 To (7716Mýto 6ev EiVCCI Kat TO 

MO X0CPaKTTjP1CTTtK6 yv6pt(: Fýta Tov EWjvo-Av0CTOXtKO1') TPaYO1)6tOf), Of)TE TOD 6iVE1Ta1)T6TflTa. A), ), d 

X(Opig a[t9tPOXia EMU aIC06EKT6 KM XP7jCYtý1O71Ot&iT(X1 Eupkcoq. 

76 Interview with Stathis Nikolaides, 21/7/2005. Original quote: AV Kat Ti1v Xpilut[tonotof)(m (XPK&T6t 

GTO napEX06v, T6)pa vt6)Oco 7r(oE nptirEt va TTIV P6ý(O [t6vo (YE: Xiya litpil, 6&v go-o 7roXi) aptaci. 
77 Use of the nasal cavity might have developed from Byzantine music; as Leonidas Afendoulis, a 

Byzantine chanter and a performer of Greek traditional music, points out: 'The nasal sound helps to 

improve the enhancement of the voice' (personal interview, 2/5/2003). By the term enhancement he 

means the richness of the sound which is usually found in the harmonics produced by a voice. Original 

quote: 0 PMK6ý ýXo; Porlod aTo va EWrXovTiýoi)[tE: Tov 6YKO T11; (PO)Vý;. 
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correspondence between sung music and vocal technique could be reasonably drawn 

here, since the presence or lack of quarter tones in the melodic line can define the 

focal point of the singer. Being more specific, moving the focal point of the voice 

backwards may encourage a more accurate performance of quarter tones, since 

smaller intervals require particular care in performance. In this sense it would seem 

altogether unfeasible that an operatic singer (who usually employs a frontward 

projection) could perform Pontic music (backward projection) and, respectively, a 

Pontic singer could perform operatic arias. 

Additionally, Alexis points out that: 'I feel the breakings of my voice coming 

from backwards to the centre of my mouth in a circular movement. There, it is easier 

to sing them'. 78 Moreover, this sort of vocal production is believed to give an 

individual character to the singer. This last point is also exemplified in Hrysanthos's 

words: 'I first sing for myself and then for the rest. To begin with I must satisfy 

myself . 
79Thus, from the perspective of articulation, it is believed that bringing the 

sound 'backwards' projects a more personal sound of the performer. This position, 

from the performer's point of view, acts as a symbolic action and I strongly believe 

that without such crucial and characteristic vocal adjustments a vocal performance is 

in danger of being rejected by a Pontic audience. Moreover, the accepted range of the 

folk voice does not employ the highest notes of one's range, as in classical singing. 

Even singers with extensive tessitura, such as Hrysanthos and Stathis testify: 'I 

78 Interview with Alexis Parharides, 27/8/2007. Original quote: 'AmOdvoýtctt Ta 46 MrWyiýtaTcc, TTIq (P(J)Výq 

ýtoj) VCE kpX 
ktrcý Kivilail. Eicd civat mo 

Cov, mt ocir6 nimi) MR [jtXpt TO K&TPO Tou cYT6g(xT6q gO10 (YF, KIM, 

6KOka Va Ta RO)'. 
79 Interview with Hrysanthos Theoclorides, 31/12/2004. Original quote: IIP6)T(I TPOLYOD66) YM g&(1 KCR 

[tCT6 Yta TOI)q 6X), oi);. ApXtKd 7EP&EA Va WaVOIUMýGCO TOV E(XA)T6 [toi). 
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always leave one or one and a half spare tones above the tonality I usually sing; this 
80 helps me to express myself without screeching'. 

Folk performances at local feasts may include more than five hours of constant 

singing, which is obviously tiring. In response to my questions about stamina to all 

respondents: 'I never tire when I sing. If I became tired it means that I do not feel 

what I am singing and therefore my soul cannot govern my singing! , 
81 'Tired? Of 

course not, singing is my life, I live my music, and if someone interrupts me, I feel 

lost and have to ask the lyra player to tell me where I stopped. This shows how 

absorbed I am in my performance', 82 c Although I sometimes feel tired after three days 

of singing morning and night; it is the music itself that helps me to overcome this 

condition', 83 'No! I cannot explain it... singing Pontic songs is like receiving energy. 

I never became tired; I can do this all night'. 84 The audience acts as a catalyst for the 

singer's inner world: 'The criterion of the audience is infallible; all of us depend on 

iý 85 
t. Finally, Elias points out that: 'I learned to sing from the audience of my village 

and consequently they play the most important role when I sing. ' 86 

The mutual relationship that exists between audience and singer is directly 

developed through the vocal instrument. The voice, with its unique charisma to 

80 Interview with Hrysanthos Theoclorides, 31/12/2004. Original quote: fldvT(x WPýV(o &(XV ý -EV6[1tcFij 
T6vo 7r6mo our6 Tflv TovtK6T7jToc 7rou cyuvý%)q Tpotym5d(o, ftm ýurop6) Koct cKqpdýoýmt 6iX(oq va 

Tcnpiýo). 
81 Interview with Theodoros Eleftheriou, 3-8-2005. Original quote: ROTt 66V KO'L)pdýOýmt 6TCcv 

III TpayOU66) KCR aV KOUPOCUTO), GTJýWIVE: t 71(1)q ft vt(b0(j) (XI)TO ROU TP(XYOI, )66) Kat tTCFt Tj YDXý ýtOl) UV 
RROPF-i va FUROX110d TOU TPOLYOI)6tof). 
82 Interview with Hrysanthos Theodorides, 31/12/2004. Original quote: KOupwTýt&oq; (Pl-)(YtK& 6Xt, TO 

TpOty0f)6t EMU Tj ýO)ý ý101), ý0) TTJ ýIOUCRKý K(Xt (XV K6L7EOtOq ý16 &OW6WE; t, vt(b%) X%t&O; KOU Rpb[St V(X 

PCOTý(70) TOV Xl)pdpTl YW VOL ýW'L) REt 710-0 CFTaýt6tT1jCTa. T6(yo noku mpocyt&oýtad 
83 Interview with Stathis Nikolaides, 21/7/2005. Original quote: AV K(It V1(00(0 KO1)PC1(T[t&Oq ýtET& CUE6 
TPF, tq ýttff; TpayOb6t [ttp(l Vf)XT0C, 11 ýIOUMKý (x7r6 ýOvfl T1jq ýtF, poij0d va 4FnEpdý(t) al)TýV TqV 
KaT&FMCF11. 
84 Interview with Elias Petropoulos, 22/3/2007. Original quote: `OXt! AEV ýMOP6) VOL TO E411yýmf)... 

TpCtYO1)66)VT0t; 7rOVTt(XK(X EMU (TOW V(X 7[()LipVFtq MPYEUX, ROTt &V KOI)pdý%Wl Rirop6) Va TO KdVct) ATJ 

VýxTa. 
85 Interview with Stathis Nikolaides, 21n12005. Original quote: TO KPITýPtO TOI) 0GýIou dvat 

aX6VOaCYTO Kcct 6Xot [M; GT'Qptý6[t(xcTTE E: KFi. 

86 Interview with Elias Petropoulos, 22/3/2007. Original quote: `EýtaOa V(X TpayOuU) a7r6 TO KOtv6, roo 

X(Optob ROU K(Xt E7[0ý1&0); 7r(jjýODV TOV MO "ýWVTW6 p6Xo 6TOCV TPOLYOU660). 
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combine speech and music, transmits emotions and messages in the most direct way. 
That transmission is not necessarily linguistic; it can also arise from the manner in 

which one articulates a sound or a tune. Many songs in the Pontic vocal style begin 

with a free style of vocalization based on old tunes. 'By starting with a makry kayten 

[a type of vocal improvisation based on a lament] my audience and I enter the right 

mood for this music which 

melancholic'. 
87 

is essentially painful, nostalgic and sweetly 

Stathis also observes: 'It, moreover, depends on the listeners whether I sing 

well or badly, since I follow their emotions. Even when I am physically tired after two 

or three days of singing from eleven at night to five in the morning, it is the response 
88 of the audience that makes me feel that I had not sung at all'. Theodoros also notes 

that: 'For those of us who are preoccupied with this music professionally, the 

audience constitutes the only factor that can take your emotional state from "I must" 

to "I want to" sing'. 89 

Beyond the audience-performer relationship, 90 an important step toward a 

more precise approach in understanding the singer's perspective and techniques 

centres on the physical behaviour of the singer and the observations that they give rise 

to. Music and bodily movement 91 are closely related, especially in the world of voice 

where all singers are, perhaps subconsciously, aware of such actions. I shall here 

87 Interview with Stathis Nikolaides, 21/7/2005. Original quote: ApXiýovTa; ýIE tvaV ýtaKpiw K&Tt ýtaq 
Pdý61 

-FgtVa K(Xt TO KOtv6 [toij- aTilv mocyTý 5td0&G9 TTIq gOUMKýq ROU EM11 KUPi(j); ROVE[IMI, 

VOGTCtkffý K(Xt'yX1)KO-[tE: XCCVXOXtKý. 

88 Interview with Stathis Nikolaides, 21/7/2005. Original quote: EnicyTj; E4apTkat a7r6 auTo-6q nou [te 

CXOIýV F, (! V TP(XYOI)66CO K(XX6L K(XKd [ROC; KOR (xKo), o'u06)Trlv 5t(xftuý Touq. AK6[ta Kat aV Ei[tat 
KO1)PaC7[ttVOq [tET6 a7r6 Ho TpEi; gtff; Tp(XyOb6t (=6 Ttq II &6)q Tt; 5 TO RpWi, TO KO1V6 EMU (X1)T6 

ROD [t& KXCCVEt VOL Vt6)CYO) OU 6EV tXO) TP0EyO1)6fl(M KaV. 
89 Interview with Theodoros Eleftheriou, 3/8/2005. Original quote: Fta E[td; noi) (X(yXOXOf)ýt(X(yTE 

E1r(XyyEXg(XT1K6 gE (XUTýV TTIV [MVMKý, TO KOtv6 sivat o R6vo; 7r(Xp6yOVT(X; ROU tt71OPFi V(X [tETaqkPEt T'9V 

6tct0ccTfl (you (x7r6 TO 'Rpt7rSt' CYTO 'UX(D' VOC TpayO'06ýCTCO. 
90 See also Casey, Rosenberg, Wareham (1972) 
91 Although my scope is not to provide a detailed list, the following papers on musical structure and 
body movements might serve as paradigms: J. Baily 1995,1978-77-76, Bell Yung, 1984: 505-517, and 
Susan McClary - Robert Walser, 1994: 75-84. 
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consider a specific physical expression related to the production of Pontic vocal 

sounds. This occurs during actual performance; it is not a dance movement but an 

ergonomic action employed by the singer to enhance vocal performance. 

This movement consists of an abrupt 'twitch' of the upper chest area as it goes 

backwards (DVD Examples 3, seconds: 0: 14-0: 16,0: 45-0: 47ý 1: 17!, 2: 17-2: 19, 

Example 5: 0: 39,1: 14,2: 31-2: 32,4: 00). During this 'twitch', the singers tend to move 

their whole upper body backwards since they believe; this can create an alternative 

form of vibration in the melodic line. This movement has nothing to do with specific 

parts of the vocal instrument but is rather an attempt to exert the whole vocal tract to 

achieve strong emphasis in terms of melody and the strong accentuation of words or 

syllables. 

This sound-modifying gesture is commonly seen in almost all performers of 

Pontic music. Hrysanthos argues that: 'Through the pressure of the thorax I can renew 

my breath and produce a different accent to the lyrics'. 92 Raising the upper chest area 

at the end of exhalation provides better control of the air and enables the singer to 

finish his/her phrase, avoiding the threat of 'dying out'. Stathis states that: 'By this 

movement (the twitch of the upper chest area) the old singers used to emphasize the 

words and give better rhythm to the tune'. 93 This claim is valid (as also experienced in 

my own performance practice) since the twitch of the upper chest area occurs on the 

strong beat of the rhythm and thus gives a sense of vocal, percussive accentuation. It 

is a technique normally found in table songs and in other forms of non-rhythmic songs 

(such as dirges, or improvisations). 

92 Interview with Hrysanthos Theoclorides, 31/12/2004. Original quote: Atarflv 7demi Tol) 06)P(XKO; 

RROP6) V(X aVaVF, 6)V(t) TqV CCVWEVOý ýWl) K(Xt V(X 66)(70) tVaV 6XX0 Tovt(T[t6 GUE (; Ttx6Xta. 
93 Interview with Stathis Nikolaides, 21/7/2005. Original quote: ME oa)TýV VjV KiVq(; il Ot RaXtOi 

[U10p0i)(TOW V(X 66)CF01)V 9g9OLU71 Ma CYTtX6[Kta Kat P1)0[L6 GTO cmoir6. 
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3.5 Towards the conclusions 

At this point I wish to summarize the techniques characteristic of the Pontic 

vocal style through a detailed performance analysis of DVD example 13, itself an 

actual audio sample. Entitled MaKpv' Kai*tkv (Makry kayten, 'Long tune'), this is 

considered to be one of the most venerable recordings in Pontic discography. It was 

recorded in 1986 and is sung by Hrysanthos accompanied by Kostakis Petrides on the 

94 Pontic lyra. The name of the album is 'Hrysanthos sings Matsouka' 
. This song itself 

is a lament not for a person but for the homeland, Pontos, and for all places that were 

unwillingly abandoned after 1922. 

The tonality of the song is D (HXoq7rpO), roq, Mode 1, in the Byzantine musical 

system akin to the late medieval Dorian mode in Gregorian chant) and the melody 

reaches high A, (the present sample does not contain this high A). What is 

characteristic in this song is that the tonic centre of the vocal line is based on the note 

F, the third tone above the mode's fundamental. D occurs in passing until the lyra's 

final instrumental section which brings the melody that brings the melody back to 

mode's home note. 

The lyrics of the present sample could be seen as a beatitude to all those who 

are fortunate enough to be born and die on the same land. It is a song that depicts the 

tragic loss experienced by the first Pontic generation who left Pontos as a result of the 

disastrous events in 1922. This song is a contrafactum since the melody was played in 

Pontos and the lyrics themselves added later after 1922. Here is the extract I have 

chosen for the present performance analysis: 

94 Matsouka is a region in Pontos, located south of Trabzon. 
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Aulva GavcKavov 7r a7roOdv 

(Kie na san ekeinon p'apothan) 
Kai covTo2rov vTE 7cvvgOcv a. 
(kai son topon de yennethen, hey) 

Kai 7rov K'UPEKEV TaX(OjlaTa'T 

(kai pou ki efeken ta xornatat) 

ar 7rovApKi ýEvmft-cv d. 

(hay poulim ki ekseniteften, hey) 

Blessed is the one who dies 

on the land where he was born 

but did not leave his soil 

A my dear! Or be estranged. 

According to the timescale indicated on the DVD these are the divisions in seconds: 

0: 00 - 0: 06 Title of chapter 13 

0: 07 - 0: 31 Instrumental section on the Pontic lyra. Apart from introducing the main 

theme of the melody, the purpose of this section is to introduce the mode of the piece 

and its intervallic formulations. Voice and lyra perform the same quarter tones, 

resulting in a homogeneous texture. 

0: 32 - 0: 47 Hrysanthos introduces the first vocal line employing a moveable larynx. 

At the beginning the vocal sound is focused more in the front part of the mouth cavity 

since the sung vowel is T; however, in the 38 th second he moves back to the soft 

palate on the vowel 'a' in order to achieve quicker breakings. 

0: 47 - 0: 50 Instrumental response to the voice. 

0: 51 - 0: 54 The so-called 'modal-falsetto' technique on the vowel V. 

0: 55 - 1: 02 In this section the singer changes to the moveable larynx while in the 

final second he renders the final syllable in such a manner as to depict the painful 

message of the lyrics. 
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1: 03 - 1: 14 Instrumental section. 

1: 15 - 1: 18 Modal-falsetto technique on the vowel V. 

1: 19 - 1: 24 A long note, characteristic of how he moves from the vowel V, 

performed in modal-falsetto technique, to 'o' where Hrysnathos focuses on the soft 

palate. This allows for more precision and pace to the following series of breakings. 

1: 25 - 1: 29 Modal-falsetto technique on the vowel V. 

1: 30 - 1: 31 Instrumental response on the lyra. 

1: 32 - 1: 41 Moveable larynx by widening the mouth cavity. 

1: 42 - 1: 47 Modal-falsetto technique followed by the moveable larynx at the end of 

the vocal line. 

1: 48 - 2: 02 Instrumental section culminating in the coda. Characteristic is the manner 

in which the lyra ends the piece with a double string note at 1: 53 that includes the 

home note and the fifth above. 
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3.6 Conclusions 

The Pontic vocal style is a monophonic tradition of singing that encourages 

solo performance and a dialogic relationship between audience and singer/player. The 

use of a relatively high vocal register is to be heard in almost all songs and singers. As 

such, settings in high tessitura are the most popular and well-known in this style. 

High-register singing creates significant vocal demands in terms of breathing and 

articulation. Although Hrysanthos' and Stathis' breathing technique encourages use of 

the diaphragm, others discourage such practice. The ideal Pontic performance in 

terms of breathing technique is to be found in Hrysanthos' singing where an extensive 

use of both the diaphragm and the upper chest area occurs. Imitation of the Pontic 

lyra's ornaments is deemed to be a crucial factor in vocal production vis-d-vis pitch 

and ornamentation. Although the tuning of the lyra is not absolute but adjustable in 

the singer's voice the preference for the upper-register is widely evident from the co- 

workers and from numerous recordings in my possession. 

Singers tend to produce breakings in line with the sounds of the lyra and this is 

achieved by using a movable larynx, an essential device in the vocal production of 

this style. The employment of a movable larynx creates a variety of affects such as 

vocal tensions and a tightened throat, giving the impression of strangulation. A 

movable larynx allows for the creation of breakings which conventionally alternate 

between modal and falsetto voices. Ornamentation of this kind demands considerable 

vocal effort in terms of pitch accuracy and velocity; moreover it cultivates in the 

larynx a remarkable flexibility. This technique differs from to the classical Western 

approach to vocalization where the larynx is kept in its rest position. 
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A movable larynx also influences articulation in the voice, since it encourages 

use of the soft palate as a focal point. Subsequently, the sound is projected from a 

'backwards' position in order to achieve better control over quarter tones. In this way 

singers also tend to feel that their voiced sounds are more personal and expressive. 

The use of soft palate is of great importance for the precise performance of the quarter 

tones found in Pontic music since the given flexibility of this vocal organ enable 

singers to deliver these tiny intervals with reassure and accuracy. 

The upper chest area is 'twitched' backwards largely for two reasons: first, to 

give emphasis on the strong beat of the music, and second, to provide alternative 

accentuation to the song text. This movement is frequently encountered in table or 

other non-rhythmic songs, where the lyra is the only accompanying instrument. Here, 

the voice is used to produce 'percussive' nuances to the melody. The relationship that 

is cultivated between audience and performer is felt to be crucial in Pontic singing. In 

summary, Pontic singers pay particular attention to the accurate rendition of intervals, 

omamentation and 'mood' of the music. 
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Chapter IV 

Epirotic vocal style 

4.1 Introduction 

In this chapter I shall consider the vocal style of Epirus, an area located in 

north-Western Greece (Illustration 13). This vocal style is common to singers on both 

sides of the Greek-Albanian border in the form of folk polyphony, antiphony and 

monophony. The analysis, again focused on vocal production and performance 

practice, will concentrate mainly on the polyphonic and monophonic species, since 

antiphony uses exactly the same techniques. As mentioned above, the objective here 

is not simply to gather folk songs but rather to examine their vocal execution. 

I shall begin with a broad consideration of Epirus and then suggest how 

polyphony is to be understood within the Greek folk context of this region. After 

introducing my main co-workers I shall turn to a discussion of the distinctions 

between folk polyphony, antiphony and monophony. This in turn will lead to a 

presentation on Epirus and its polyphonic song by means of a description of the 

different functions of Epirotic polyphonic and monophonic vocal styles. Each is 

characterised by certain distinctive vocal techniques. 

4.2 Epirus and Folk Vocal Polyphony 

For many centuries Epirus has been a north-Western Greek borderland. 

Throughout its long history this territory, now part of the modern Greek state, 

witnessed the rise and fall of numerous civilizations: ancient Greek, Roman, 
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Byzantine and Ottoman. Its main urban centre is the historic city of Icoavviva 

(Ioannina), but the region also includes a great number of villages, perhaps over one 

hundred. An operation similar to that of 1922 in Asia Minor was implemented when 

in 1944 Greeks from southern Albania were moved to modem Epirus and Albanians 

from Epirus to southern Albania. 95 

According to Samuel Baud-Bovy: 'Had there been proper studies of the music 

of both sides, this cruel action would never have taken place'. 96 His point was that the 

similarities between these two music cultures are so overwhelmingly greater than 

their differences. 97 Owing to its topography, the Epirotic land was difficult to cultivate 

and inhabitants were obliged either to migrate or to start their own business of stock 

breeding. For this reason, most of their folk songs either relate to migration or extol 

nature. Aside from Epirus, folk polyphony can be heard in certain songs from 

Thessaly (the Greek midlands), to a lesser degree among the Greek Vlachs, and 

sporadically in the counties of Kastoria and Grevena (both located in Northern 

Greece). 98 

One of my first contacts relative to my fieldwork in Epirotic folk polyphony 

was a company of young people from Athens whose passion for their village, 

Aetopetra, was overwhelmingly manifest from the first moment. Nikos Zekis, my 

first contact in the group, informed me that: 'Everything is connected to the village. 

There we learnt the polyphonic songs and our dances. We all desire to maintain 

connections with our village; we feel that we belong there. We only live in Athens for 

95 The people who lived in Epirus before the exchange of 1944 were called Tsamides while Liapides 

was the name given to those Greeks who lived in the southern part of Albania. 
96 From the folklore magazine, Apeiros 1998: 32 (the original, in French, was translated into Greek by 

the ethnomusicologist L. Liavas). 
97 For further information on Albanian song, see Sugarman (1989). 
9' One could argue that the polyphony heard in the Ionian Islands could be considered as 'folk', 

although this is debatable, since this polyphony was created under Italian influence; nonetheless, it is 

seen as indigenous music by the locals. 
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financial reasons. So we always find an excuse to visit the village. There every family 

has their own patron saint. So we make every effort to celebrate each name day or 

feast simply to go there! Although the village is a six hour drive from Athens, we 

quite often take the journey even if only for a few hours, and then come back. '99 

The folk music of Epirus continues as a vibrant tradition embedded within a 

specific geographical area. In terms of folk polyphony, performance practice and 

performance history the repertory seems to be exclusive. Instrumental music is also 

well attested in Epirus but the most 'authentic' music for the Epirotes (especially 

those in the far north) is the purely vocal. Divided according to function, the repertory 

ranges from mournful laments to love songs, and from table'00 to dance songs. Poetic 

themes generally refer: a) to those who have left their homeland and migrated for 

financial reasons, and b) to the natural, physical, historical and social circle of life. 

For the Epirotes, the term 'polyphony' usually means the synchronized and 

simultaneous outflow of three or more different voices. This contrasts with the 

prevailing Western notion of the term 'polyphony' where is oftenly equated with 

tonic/dominant 'functional' harmony. A Western-trained scholar might well describe 

Epirotic 'polyphony' as 'heterophony', which, by definition, is a 'form' of polyphony 

in which (a) there is a simultaneous execution of different melodic events; and (b) 

some of the melodic lines are frequently improvisatory. ' 01 In the Greek folk context, it 

is neo-Byzantine music that exhibits ambiguity vis-a-vis the boundaries between 

99 Interview with the polyphonic group of Aetopetra, 8/11/2006. Original quote by Nikos Zekis: 'Ta 

7udvT(x Eiv(xt ybp(o (=6 To X(j)pO, [tdO%ts Ta 7roXi)(pcovwd Kat Toi. )q Xopobq ytaTi 0&x[tr- va6iýta(TTE 

KovTd (YTo Xo)pt6, vt6)0o'oýtt ir(j)q (xvýKoýt& FKpi Kat 6Tt ýob[tc 66) yta owovo[twobq X6yoo;. rldvTct 
PPiGK01L)[t6 6tK(Xt0X0'YiF-; 'Yt0C V(X 716ýte (YTo XcopO. K&OF- otKoytvEi(x (ye (XI)Td TOC [týpll EiXE: K(Xt TOV 6IK6TIJ; 

A, YtO K(Xt Eý19i; 7[P0CF7UC[00f)[t& V(X YtOPT6(Y010ý16 K60E&(xv (x7r6 auTo'6; ýOvO KCR [t6vo 'YW VCt UTJY(XWOUýIE! 

AV KCR TOXcopt6f-Wat TOI)X6[XtCYTov 6 6)pe; 6p6go =6 E66) (yi)xvd 7nj'y(xivo'L)[tF- yta [t6vo Xtyz; 6)PE; Kat 
F-MUTPý(POUgE' (Athens, 8/11/2006). 
100Or as it is known: -rrl,; -rciflAag, tis tavlas. 
101 For further information, see Harvard Dictionary of Music, Bruno Nettl (1956) and Irene Markoff 

(1975: 137,138). 
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monophony and polyphony since the ison (drone) together with the leading voice are 

generally considered to be a monophonic vocal action. 

Elias, a church chanter, points out that: 'The ison [drone] cannot be considered 

to be an independent voice since it exists only below the main melody; therefore I 

cannot call this polyphony although others might do Soý. 
102 On another occasion he 

affirmed that: 'Byzantine music is monophonic' 103 
-a remark also based on the fact 

that the characteristic drone is felt to be merely a buttress for the leading voice and 

exists to maintain the modality. It could be said, therefore, that the ison 'completes' 

the monodic leading voice. In this sense, the Byzantine vocal style is monophonic by 

some. Others, however, insist that the very existence of a two simultaneous voices 

produces polyphony in the Western understanding. 

There are many diverse opinions about the origin of the drone in Byzantine 

music 
104 

and in Epirotic folk polyphony. Lambros Liavas, a Greek ethnomusicologist, 

asserts that Byzantine music has 'undoubtedly influenced' Epirotic folk polyphony in 

terms of its melodic line and the presence of the drone (1998: 19), while Kostas Lolis 

(2006: 46), a native researcher in this genre, suggests that the drone might not have 

existed in the oldest folk Epirotic polyphony but was added later, under the influence 

of Byzantine chant. He bases this claim on the fact that there are still vocal songs with 

102 Interview with Elias Petropoulos, 2/5/2003. Original quote: To'I(Tov 66v Eivoct Kdrt To (xvE; 4dpTijTo 
I cyav (p(ový aXX& iYjt&pXEt g6vO KdT(D (17EO TTIV KI)PtCE ýtEXO)&(X, c7ioji&v(j)q Uv [urop6) To Tuo auT6 

7rOXU9(1)Vi0E CIV K(X1 OP1Gj1&VOtdXXOt l. 171OPEi Va TO X&V. 
103 Interview with Elias Petropoulos, 22/3/2007. Original quote: H 131)ýavTtVý g0wytKý EiVal 

lIOV090MKý. 

104 The earliest notification of the drone in Byzantine music seems to have been made in 1584 by the 
German traveller Martin Crusius (see Levy, 1980: 561). This, of course, does not mean that drone 
practice began at that time; it must have begun earlier than this. Conomos, in his article 'Experimental 
Polyphony, "according to the... Latins" in Late Byzantine Psalmody' (1982) takes the matter even 
before the 16 th century by introducing Greek figures (like Ioannes Plousiadenos and the lambadarios 
Manuel Gazes) who, influenced by Western polyphony, also introduced polyphonic chants into the 
Byzantine rite. In a personal communication with Prof Conomos, he pointed out that it is significant 
that in the musical treatise by Manuel Chrysaphes (written in July, 1458 and deals exhaustively with 
the eight modes and their phthorai) there is no mention whatsoever of the use of the drone-ison. If the 
ison existed at all, it would most certainly have been mentioned by him in this text on the theory of the 
Art of Chanting (edition 1985). Thus, it is likely that the ison appeared in the late 15'hor early 16th 

century. 
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no drone at all. 105 There is, therefore, little evidence either way and the matter is open 

to speculation. 

Voices in folk polyphony are blended in such a way as to produce 

'homogeneous sound-shapes' (Emsheimer, 1964: 44). Unification in the sound 

production of Epirotic folk polyphony (and presumably in other kinds of folk 

polyphony) reaches a point where it is impossible to separate one voice from another. 

This observation is based on the fact that each voice (apart from that which leads) 

relies on the existence of the neighbouring voice so that, together, they produce an 

interactive vocal result. Whenever I attempt to distinguish the voices I have great 

difficulty, as do my colleagues. 

There are three main kinds of folk singing style in Epirus: monophonic, 

antiphonal (or responsorial) and polyphonic. The monophonic style is sung a capella 

or it may be accompanied by instruments, while the antiphonal is based on a 'call and 

responseý exchange. The result is a type of a responsorial singing where a group of 

voices alternately replies to the lead singer by repeating his main vocal line - not 

strictly in unison (homophony) but with variation in the vocal line. The polyphonic 

style is the most complicated of all because of its three, or sometimes four, different 

vocal lines sounding at the same time. In both the polyphonic and antiphonal styles 

the vocal technique of the leading voice is very similar, and for this reason, I will, in 

this chapter, dwell only on four-voiced polyphony. 

As already indicated, polyphonic song in Epirus involves a vocal multi-part 

organization of three or more non-identical melodic lines which aim to achieve an 

optimally balanced sound. Included are: a) the main melody, b) the drone and c) the 

overlapping phrases (explained below). All voices (minimum 3 people) employ vocal 

105 Another assumption by Lolis (2006) about the drone element in folk polyphony is that it could have 
been aroused in imitation of the sound of bag-pipe in Epirus. 
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techniques which combine different skills and give rise to relatively complex forms of 

folk polyphony. The musical setting itself is strophic in form and is usually sung by at 

least three singers, although this number can vary depending on the occasion. While 

male singers predominate in such contexts, this does not imply the exclusion of 

female or mixed groups. 

This kind of polyphony is mostly found in regions near the Greek-Albanian 

border, such as JpOiroýtj, Dropoli, Aa 10 
'KKa(; H(t)yo)v' v, Lakkas Pogoniou, the villages 

of K&rrca, Konitsa, and in the greater area of Hcoycovi, Pogoni (around 36 villages, 

see map). Each of these regions has developed its own form of folk polyphony 

through shared songs that differ essentially in terms of pronunciation and small 

variations of melody. Thus, one can encounter many local idioms such as the 

AP07rOAlTlKO (dropolitiko, from Dropoli), K-riaua-riO-)TIKO (ktismatiotiko, from the 

village Kriqyara, Ktismata), and HapaKaAaPIO)'IIKO (parakalamiotiko, from 

HapaKdAayog, Parakalamos). The vocal techniques examined in this chapter are 

concerned with the polyphonic songs of Ktismata since my co-workers originate from 

this village. 

Pantelis Makos relates that: 'We could not sing with the others. We, alone, 

made our own way. The way in which the Politsani sing polyphonic songs, the 

Dervitsani or Hlomo do not. And we speak about nearby villages, very close, only one 

hour away from each other. In fact, we always talk about travelling on foot'. 106 

Although typical disparities involve linguistic idioms, tempo or melody, the vocal 

techniques employed are clearly identical with those of the entire area of Epirotic 

polyphony. 

106 
Published interview by Labridis (1998: 25). Original quote: `O7U(J)q TO TpaYOU66EI 71 flOkf)TCY(XV71,5EV 

TO TP(XYOA)6(161 il AFpptTcy(xv7l ý TO X), CO[t6. Kat ýttkdgF- YM X(J)pt6t ROD FiV(Xt 7EOkf) KOVTd, Rta 6)pct 6p6go 

-Kat gEt; [tt), (Xge Ir6tvTa " T(X n66m. 
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Each singer is given a title according to his or her role in the ensemble. 

Because the leading voice is that which7ralPvEi (assumes) the tune its singer is known 

as the '7rap'rll(; ' (partis, 'the one who assumes the melody'). The second voice 

F normally responds to the partis' main melody and is called yvpzurqý; (gyristis) or 
F WaKlo-rqg (tsakistis) ('the one who "turns" or "cracks" the melody'). The rest of the 

group sustains a drone and are appropriate called luoKpa-rEg (isokrates, 'drone 

holders'). 

In this arrangement one very often encounters a functionary named the 

KAOM-pp; (Vostis, 'the one who "threads" the melody') in order to liken this voice to 

the movement of the fingers that thread cotton through a needle. Less frequently, we 

meet the pIXTIN (rihtis), the singer who pIXVc1 (rihni, 'throws') the tune, usually at the 

interval of a perfect fourth below the home note of the piece. Since the vocal line is 

of limited range (only two notes), the rihtis' part is usually sung by one of the drone 

holders. This group formation can be modified only with respect to the gyristis whose 

role may be assumed by the klostis; thus, of the 'usurper' the locals say, Oa 7raci 

KAa)UTO (it will go to the klosto, if there is a part for the klostis) or Oa7raEluE yv'plupa 

(it will go with a gyrisma, if there is a part for the gyristis). Rarely do the roles of 

gyristis and klostis occur in the same group. 

This arrangement can be found in both male and female groups. In the case of 

a mixed group, however, the partis is usually female, the gyristis or klostis is male 

(though many believe that female voices could better take the role of klostis, because 

of their naturally high range) and the isokrates could be either male or female. There 

is no specific proportion between male and female singers in these groups apart from 

the aforementioned fact that in a mixed group the leading voice is usually female. In 

all other cases the gender composition of the group depends on the occasion. The 
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position of the singers is also very important for achieving a satisfying polyphonic 

rendition. Vaggelis Kotsou provided the following information: 

In the centre we have the main singer, the partis, who places the gyristis or 
klostis either to his right or left hand side. Beside them we have the strongest 
droners and by this I mean those most able to keep the tonality. All are placed in a 
semi-circle. Occasionally we have a droner at the end of the first line of the semi- 
circle who also takes the role of rihtis. 

107 

The following diagram, schematically, represents this description: 

Isokrates or strongest gyristis or partis gyristis or strongest isokates 
rihtis isokrates klostis klostis isokrates or rihtis 

It must be noted that such arrangements of the singers is designed to face an audience; 

normally in a Ka(PEVE10 (kafenio, 'coffee shop') or in venues where the sense of a full 

circle rather than a semi-circle is normally created. There is no specific maximum 

number of people that might be involved in a polyphonic song, although the minimum 

number is usually three. 

107 Interview with Vaggelis Kotsou, 18/4/2007. Original quote: ETo KMpo ýXouýtc Tov 71p6)TO 
TpOt'(OD&GTý, TOV RaPTý, 0 07TOiO; 676(Yfl; OUTOY(X(YiýF-t T11V OtGfl TOD YDPMTý ý Kk6)GTfl EiTE; GTU k4td 

TOD Effi; GM (XptCFTEPd TOD. AiRkCt GE OWTOf); tXOD[tE TOD; MO 61)V(XTOf)q t(TOKPdTF,; K(Xt ýIE (XI)T6 &Vvo6) 
Toi); 7rto cvTctOr-pof); cm1v TovtK6TijTct. '0kOt EiVUt GE G)(ýýW 11ýHKDKWD. KdnotE; (popt; tym)[tc tvav 
tGOKp6Mj (YTfl 7(j)Vi(X Tfl; 7EP6)TIJ; YpOtýtýtý; TOD 11[ttKI)Kki0l) 0 07TOiO; FjVCR 71CtiffEt KOR TO p6kO TOD PiXT11. 
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4.3 Co-workers 

faced considerable difficulties in assembling polyphonic groups for the 

purpose of interviews. The singers are scattered and only gather together on special 

occasions. My investigations led to the fact that there are probably no more than eight 

to ten organized polyphonic groups in Greece while near the Albanian border (see 

map) there could be at least a further six to eight organized, Greek-speaking 

polyphonic groups. 108 By referring to 'organized' groups I do not necessarily mean 

professional ensembles, but more informal gatherings created either by the local 

village community or, during summertime especially, the influx of people returning to 

their villages on vacation from the large cities. 

The Epirotic vocal style, however, is not confined only to polyphonic singing 

but also to monophonic. Certainly individual performers were vitally involved in the 

conduct of this research. Polyphonic singing nowadays tends to be organized more in 

folk clubs and other organizations. Traditionally, polyphonic groups were formed, 

randomly, at kafeneia, or under a venerable plane tree in the village square during the 

harvest. It was generally a social event, one of many village activities, religious 

ceremonies or local customs. Female singers constitute a significant proportion in the 

Epirotic polyphony while this is reduced when it comes to the monophonic style. 

I especially sought young people who were engaged in musical performance 

in order to undertake comparative research with older practitioners. There is a 

pragmatic element in this approach: on one hand the older generation with its greater 

experience, and, on the other, the younger generation that perpetuates the vocal 

tradition transmitted to them. Of primary interest for this research, however, are the 

108 For a more systematic listing of Greek polyphonic groups near the Greek-Albanian borders, see 
Kostas Lolis, 2006, 'The Epirote Polyphonic Song' (pp. 65-80). 
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current vocal techniques in Epirotic polyphony; therefore both old and young co- 

workers have contributed to the findings. 

I also worked with two categories of co-workers in order to gain a holistic 

view of the field: (i) those that specialize exclusively in polyphonic singing; and (ii) 

those that confine themselves to the monophonic forms. This is not to suggest that the 

co-workers are incapable of singing both kinds of Epirotic song, but in their 

recordings and after years of experience I have been led to believe that for the 

purposes of focus, this distinction is justified. Thus, my findings have been based on 

investigations involving one group with two individual cases of polyphonic singers, 

and three individuals of the monophonic tradition. 

Polyphonic group from Aetopetra (Illustration 14, DVD example 6). 

My first contact with Aetopetra's polyphonic vocal group was made through a 

friend, Nikos Zekis, who once lived and studied in London. He originally comes from 

Aetopetra village but now lives in Athens. His passion for Epirotic polyphony led him 

and his companions (also from the same village) to set up an amateur polyphonic 

group in Greece's capital: 'We felt that polyphonic singing is part of our identity and 

for this reason we called a professional and traditional singer, to teach us a few things. 

This is how we started'. 109 Nikos and I had had discussions on previous occasions 

nil about Epirotes, their polyphony and the manner in which they sing and dance in this 

109 Interview with Aetopetra's group, 8/11/2006. Original quote: NtMa[16 710)q TO 710X1)(P0)VtK6 Eivat 
RtpOq TTJ; TCCDT6TTjT(x; R(X; K(Xt 'YtCC (11n6 K(XXftF(XRE EMXV &7Ea'Y'YEXR0LTi(X VCC [t(Xq 66646t Xi'Y(X llpd'YR(XT(X. 

TT(Y1 Kd7E(j); 4EKWýCYCC[M 
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region of Greece, but my first meeting with the group was on the 8 November 2006 in 

Galatsi , Athens. ' 10 

They assemble at least once a week to sing and learn new pieces. The 

gatherings take place in an extremely friendly environment; this was evident from the 

first moment I met the group. The combination of a good sense of humour, food and 

drink, gives the iiinpression that this is a real family. As they said to me: 'We have a 

really good time together, we enjoy [polyphonic singing]. Jokes, poking fun, village 

tales, eating and drinking are all part of our coming together. ' 1 

Impressive was the group's commitment to and enthusiasm for polyphonic 

singing. In spite of the fact that they had not grown up in Aetopetra, and that their 

everyday activities in Athens finished around 9 pm, they eagerly looked forward to 

the moment when they would convene to sing and engage in village talk. The same 

were also chief organizers of local feasts at Aetopetra and took responsibility for 

arranging the annual panygiri. Performing as a group, they spend the year in 

committed preparation for performances at the village. 

Vaggelis Kotsou (Illustration 15, DVD example 7) 

Vaggelis, bom in Athens, in 1958, is a fourth generation singer in the Epirotic 

polyphonic tradition, a genre that he learned from his family - especially his mother, 

Anthoula Kotsou, and his grandfather, Spyros Matsias. 'My mother is considered to 

be a highly accomplished singer in polyphonic song by many scholars and my 

grandfather was 'The Singer'. I can never forget that even just before he died, he was 

110 The group regularly consists of around six people though sometimes other friends might join in. In 

the text I refer to this assemble simply as the 'group from Aetopetra'. 
III Interview with Aetopetra's group, 8/11/2006. Original quote: 1IFpv6[1F, FtktKptvd (Opaia, To 
6taoxs66ýouge. MYTEW, oktpa, tuTopieq =6 To Xcopt6, yayilT6 Kat ntoT6 civat n6vTa gýpoq T(t)v 
O-L)V(XVTý(TEO)v ga;. 
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still singing! 1112 Vaggelis' family is from the village Ktismata in the region of Pogoni, 

not far from the Albanian frontier, an area renowned for its Polyphonic singing. 

He is a professional teacher of Greek folk song and his years of performing 

have made him one of the most respected singers and champions of Greek folk 

polyphony. He also studied Western classical music at local conservatories where he 

cultivated his lyric tenor voice. Whatever he has learned about Greek folk song has 

come from within his family environment. Vaggelis directs his own polyphonic group 

which performs worldwide and has produced recordings in Greece, France and 

America. By virtue of his musical education he is able explain aspects of polyphony 

in technical terms; a fact which has contributed substantially to my understanding of 

this repertory and its vocal production. 

His group has also collaborated on stage with other polyphonic ensembles 

from Albania, Romania, Bulgaria, the former Yugoslavia, and southern Italy, in 

concerts that he conceived, organized and produced in Athens. My own fieldwork was 

conducted in Athens, and Vaggelis' willingness to contribute to this research was 

obvious right from our first telephone conversations. He guided me to rare recordings 

while our discussions on vocal polyphony straddled many hours. 

Anthoula Kotsou (Illustration 16a, DVD example 8) 

Anthoula Kotsou, Vaggelis' mother (Illustration l6b), was born in Ktismata 

(in the county of Pogoni, Epirus) in 1935, a village considered to be in the heartland 

of Epirotic polyphony. At ten years of age, during the Greek civil war, she moved 

with her family to Ioannina and then to Athens where her father's first cousin resided. 

112 Interview with Vaggelis Kotsou: 18/4/2007. Original quote: H ýtqTtpx [tou Nxopdmt Kopi)(pai(x cyTo 

7EADY(OVIKO TPOCY01ý51 =6 7roXXof)q [tEXE: 7Ttq K(11 0 ROMR0b; ýTOCV '0 TP(Xy0j)61(YTý; '... 6EV ýUCOP6) V(X 

4EX&Rf) To 6Tt 7EPOTOi) VOL IEE06tVEt TPa'Y01)80b(TE! 
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Owning to difficult circumstances she remained in Athens where she was adopted by 

her aunts, yet every summer she returned to the village and to her parents. It was there 

that she learned to sing polyphonic songs from her father, Spyros Matsias. 

As she pointed out to me: 'My father was the best singer in the village and a 

very good man. He was always singing. I remembered once when he sang for a 

wedding all by himself, on unaccompanied [ ... ]- At 87 he sang like a bird. A half hour 

before his death he asked that we sing: 

Lucky are the mountains, lucky are the fields; they do not wait for death and Charon 

does not know them; but they look forward to the Spring and wait for Summer to come. 

She continued: 'How, then, could I not learn the polyphonic style? ' 13 Anthoula has 

participated as a soloist in many recordings in Greece and abroad. Folklorists such as 

Domna Sarniou, and scholars such as Labros Liavas consider Anthoula to be a 'living 

history' of the polyphonic song. It is said that she knows almost the entire repertory 

of Epirotic polyphony and she is seen as someone who values tradition in her 

everyday life, and is very loyal to the legacy of her forefathers. 

My discussions with her also took place in Athens. Since my earlier interview 

with Vaggelis lasted a whole evening, we arranged to call his mother the following 

morning, in order to sing some polyphonic songs together and also to acquire 

information about her method of learning and performing in this tradition. What 

struck me during the interview was how mother and son, in singing together, 'teased' 

each other with little twists and turns of the melody. Although Anthoula refused to 

perform either as gyristis or klostis, as partis she took over the phrases of Vaggelis' 

113 
Interview with Anthoula Kotsou, 19/4/2007. Original quote: 0 iraTtPOL; ýWb TJTOLV 0 KOLV)TCPOý 

TPWYOU&GTýý Kat &(Xý ROV) Kak6q 6v0pc07EOq, Tpa'YO1)5ObCFE: 716(VTOC, 01-)[tdýtat RM YOP6 7101) EiXE K&Et 
tvav ydgo p6voq TOU [t6vo [tE TIJV (PWVý... 87 XPOV6)V K(It TP0LYO'L)6Of)CY6 GOCV 7101)Xi, ýUOFý (bpGt 7EPOTOb 

7CE06VEI [tol) 67EE VCC TPOLYOI)6ý0010[tE: K(XX6TI)X(X EAV' M POI)V(X, K(Xk6TI)XOt EW 01 KdýU[01,7101) E)dCVaTO 
6E K(XPTETOf)V K(Xt X&PO 6E 7[aVTEi)01)V, 7EOU KCEPT6PObV T'qv Avot4'9 va 'POEt TO K(XkOKaipt! ... 

ft(Yt 7E(I)q 

RIEOPOf)CM VOL gTIV ýH! 0(0 TO 7EOX1)ýD(0VtK6; 
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line, making him laugh at her vocal ability to combine both roles. Anthoula was 

clearly playing the role of a strict Epirote mother who wanted to control every aspect 

of her son's life; she was even making complaints about Vaggelis' hair cut: 'how are 

you like that, you became a morik'. 1 14 

Drossos Koutsokostas (Illustration 17, DVD example 9a and b) 

Drossos, a professional singer of Greek traditional music, specializes in the 

monophonic vocal style of Epirus. Born in 1966, in Thessaloniki, his family is of 

Sarakatsanil 15 and Pontic origins. As such, he proved to be an ideal co-worker for 

this thesis. Drossos is a scholar of Byzantine chant and a co-founder of the En 

Chordais conservatory of Thessaloniki, one of the most accomplished academic 

institutions within the field of Byzantine and Greek traditional music. 

Drossos' performances are very popular and he has been invited abroad many 

times to perform the repertories in which he specializes. He has collaborated with 

some of the most respected traditional singers in Greece as well as in the Middle East. 

He sings tenor and has numerous voice students who work with him in Greek 

traditional music. Although not a Pontic singer, Drossos has learned to execute the 

Greek Anatolian vocal style from Asia Minor (this uses similar techniques to the 

Pontic style) and also Epirotic song. 

My fieldwork with Drossos has allowed me to appreciate the vocal changes 

that take place when comparing the repertories of Epirus and Asia Minor. One of 

Drossos' ambitions is to teach singing in an open air school as he believes that the 

114 Interview with Anthoula Kotsou, 19/4/2007. Original quote: 'Mo)pt n6); sioat ftm, KaMyEpo; 
&YtVE;,. 
115 For more information on the nomads of Sarakatsani please refer to John Campbell, 1964, 'Honour, 

Family and Patronage'. Sarakatsani use what I here call the 'Epirote vocal style' in their traditional 

songs and therefore their music is part of this analysis. 
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voice changes form when exercised in such environment. He explained that: 'This is 

what our grandfathers used to do. They did not have concert halls but sung either in 

their homes or in the open air. We have also inherited these techniques and this is why 

I want to teach voice out in the open. ' 116 

Although I heard Drossos' performances in recordings and at En Chordais, my 

first personal contact with him was in England where he was engaged in a series of 

recordings for the MediMuses' 17 project which took place at London's Hellenic 

Centre. Subsequently, I met and interviewed him often at his home. My engagement 

with him extended from 2005 till 2007. Drossos demonstrated considerable interest in 

my thesis; he also pointed out the fact that: 'We are so many singers, but none has 

attempted to explain "how" we sing and not only "what" we sing'. ' 18 

Nestoras Katsigianopoulos (Illustration 18, DVD example 10) 

Nestoras is from Daskio, an isolated village located at the Pieria Mountains of 

central Macedonia in the prefecture of Imathia, where my hometown, Veria, is the 

main city. He was born in 1954 and his main occupation is as a builder. I discovered 

his capabilities and his interest in the Epirotic vocal style while he was working at the 

church, in my village, Mikri Santa. When I first heard his voice I thought it was on a 

neighbour's radio. It struck me that this kind of music, unknown to our Pontic village, 

must be a performance by someone from other parts. Following the sound of his voice 

116 
Interview with Drossos Koutsokostas, 17/4/2007. Original quote: 'Ai)T6 kKCEVCtV K(X1 Ot Rotm[Oi&; 

lict;, 6Ev EiXotv OtotTp(x. Tpotyoi)6of)(T(xv ý cyTo curffi ý t4(o. Ft(x UUT6 KXT1POV011ýCYCLý1E KCR TtTOIE; 

TEXVtKt; KCR YtCt CCVT6 ftkco va 6664(o 94co'. 
117 The MediMuses Project was part of a European Union Heritage programme aimed at studying the 
performance practice of folk voices from Mediterranean countries. With regard to my fieldwork with 
Drossos, the three day conference (24 to 26/2/2005) in London offered me a shot of eight hours of 
vocal performances of which Drossos' formed a major part. 
118 Interview with Drossos Koutsokostas, 12/9/2005. Original quote: 'Ei[t(X(TTE T6GOt TP(1YO'L)6t(YTt; Kott 

III KaVEiq pa; &V 7EpO(T7r6t0'9(YE; Va K6VEt KaTt 7CaPO[tO10 YM TO 7Z70)(; TPCtYO1)66[1C KC[t 6XI Yla TO T1 
Tpayo, 066[ts'. 
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I spotted Nestoras among the other builders (who were silently listening to their 

colleague). I moved towards him and when I introduced myself he recognized my 

sumame, as do the older generation of neighbouring villages. ' 19 Despite his initial 

hesitation, he agreed to the first interview which took place at my home in Veria, on 

29 July 2004 

Nestoras learned to sing in the Epirotic vocal style by oral transmission. He 

has never had lessons either in Western classical or in Byzantine chant; neither has he 

sung in concerts. When I questioned him about this, he replied: 'I never wanted to 

sing for others; singing is very personal to me, I sing whenever I want to and 

whatever mood I am in to. As such, my singing would be of no interest to others'. 120 

The places where he would normally sing are at work (while building) and in his 

garden, in the village of Daskio. Nestoras' voice is in the range of a bass-baritone. He 

was seldom interested in answering my questions and I had to work hard to get any 

information from him. This was not because he was reluctant to help, but because he 

is an instinctive singer who had difficulty in articulating his singing technique or 

methodology. 

Antonis Kiritsis (Illustration 19, DVD example 11) 

The last co-worker was Antonis Kiritsis. At present he is one of the most 

lauded traditional singers in the Epirotic style. He has collaborated with many 

important folk clarinet players, amongst them Petroloukas Halkias, a legendary 

clarinettist of the Epirotic tradition. Antonis is from a village in the Greek Midlands 

119 Mikri Santa, mY village, is located on the opposite mountain to Daskio, Nestoras' village. 
120 Interview with Nestoras Katsigiannopoulos, 29/7/2004. Original quote: 'HoT9 &V ýOF-xa va 
TP(XYOI)66t6) Y10L TOU; dkkou;. TO TPOC'Yof)6t Eivat nokf) 7rpo(T(i)7EtK6, ytcc R&0C'Y1CCTi TpayouMco 6T(XV KOR 6TI 

vub0o). 'ETUt TO TPOCYO1651 UV O(X EiXE 6V61(X? tPOV YUX KCLVtVCEV'. 
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called Koskina in the county of Karditsa, which borders Epirus. His father who was a 

teacher and Byzantine chanter gave him his first musical lessons. Singing beside his 

father from an early age at weddings and baptisms, Antonis was initiated into Greek 

traditional music and Byzantine chant. 

After finishing school he moved to Athens to study Greek plainchant 

professionally. Antonis also acknowledges a significant connection between sacred 

song and Greek folk music: 'Byzantine music is similar to Greek traditional music. 

The modes, the rhythms and the character of the music are in general terms very 

close. ' 12 1 Following his military service he decided that because singing was his one 

and only passion, he would endeavour to make a career out of it. This required 

considerable effort in terms of building up a folk song repertory from each region in 

Greece. As he pointed out: 'I was lucky enough to work with very good 

instrumentalists, mainly clarinet players. They are usually very good singers with an 

enormous repertory; so, beside them, I learned many things, very many things. ' 122 

Antonis is a lyric tenor and his discography includes many LPs, CDs and live 

recordings. He is one of the few Greek folk artists who has worked with artists from 

other countries, such as India and Africa. 123 He has also performed Epirotic music in 

A 
many international music festivals (for example WONL.,. D and WOMAX), and in the 

Greek Diaspora festivities. His collaboration with the clarinettist Petroloukas Halkias 

began 25 years ago, and they are considered to be one of the most successful duets in 

the traditional musical scene of modem Greece. 

121 Interview with Antonis Kiritsis, 19/4/2007. Original quote: H BuýavTtvfl [io1)(YtKfl Eivat nap6[tota 

[tE T7JV EWJVWý R(XpCC60GIOCKý ýWIXYWý. Ot 6p6ýtot, Ot PUOýWi K(Xt 0 ýWUC710q XapaKTýpaq -sivat cys 

YEVIKt; Ypag[ttq lEOX15 ROV) nap6gota. 
122 Interview with Antotnis Kiritsis, 19/4/2007. Original quote: 'Hgoiw (XPK&Td TI)XEp6q va 6ouxtwe) gE 

ROV) K(XkOf); 0P'YCtV011(XiXT&;, Kl)pi(0ý K), (xptvi(Y-c&;. Eiv(xi (Y1Wfl0(j); ROV) K(XkOi TP(X701)6t(YTt; [t& TEPdGTIO 

penEp, r6pto. 'ET(yt 6ii0ax ac ainob; tRaOa nokkd 7rP6tY[taT(x, irokkd npaygdTa- 
123 His CD, titled 'Greeks and Indians' (1998) has been widely praised by scholars, performers and 

academics as a unique work in terms of an intercultural level of music collaboration. 
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4.4 Analysis of vocal production 

The role of the Partis in polyphony and monophonic singing 

The partis is considered to be the leading voice of an Epirotic polyphonic 

group; he must be in full possession of a song since the other singers rely on this 

vocal line. Vaggelis indicates that: 'He is the one who starts the song and therefore 

introduces the tune's modality and rhythm'. 124 Not usually, the rhythm may change 

during the course of a piece. All singers follow and extemporise on the partis' 

melodic line, especially at the openings and the codas. The partis never sings in 

unison with any other voice in the group. Rather he is considered to be the lead singer 

who introduces the 'spiritual essence' of the composition. 

The partis invariably begins the song in a recitative-like declamation. 125 This 

could occupy the entire first verse (see DVD Example 6, seconds: 0: 09-0: 15,0: 42- 

0: 48ý 1: 15-1: 22, Example 8, seconds: 0: 08-0: 13,0: 38-0: 44) a half of it, or merely the 

first syllable (see DVD Example 8, seconds: 6: 17-6: 19,6: 49-6: 51,7: 22-7: 24,7: 53- 

7: 55,8: 24-8: 26) or a few of the opening syllables. He then breaks off this vocal 

preamble (or 7capmpo [parsimo, 'taking' ])126 allowing the rihtis' (if there is one - this 

depends on the song) and all voices together to begin the song (see DVD Example 6, 

seconds: 0: 09-0: 19,0: 42-0: 52,1: 15-1: 26). What is interesting in this vocal genre is 

that no song commences tutti. As a leading voice, the partis is normally an 

experienced singer. Nevertheless, his melodic range covers no more than a perfect 

fifth. 

124 Interview with Vaggelis Kotsou, 18/4/2007. Original quote: ai)T6; (XpXiýEt TO K%tg6TI Kat 6POL 

91061YU TTIV TOVtK6TilT(x Til; [tEXC06W; K(Xt TOV IYL)O[t6. 
125 Such beginning could imply the use of another role called npo?, oytaTý; (prologistis, 'the one who 
introduces the song') but we usually find that this introductory musical phrase is sung by the partis. 
126 See also Appendix 11. 
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The partis' initial recitative-like introduction (see Appendix 1) tends to be 

more accelerated than that of the song, which begins at a regular pace once all the 

voices sing together. As for the role of the partis, a difference may be observed 

between the north-Epirotic (south of Albania) and the Pogoni style. According to 

Vaggellis: 'The practice of having the partis introduce the entire first verse is to be 

seen only in the north, but even here not in all songs. In Pogoni, he introduces only 

the first syllables' (Kotsou, 1998: 20). 

Epirotic polyphony is formed from a unique pentatonic scale which eschews 

the semitone (such as G-A-C-D-E). Within these parameters the partis is 

automatically obliged to sing larger intervals than the ones performed in Pontic 

singing. That inevitably involves 'wider' vocal progressions between the notes. In 

observing my co-workers' performances it has come to my attention that the distance 

(ambitus) of a partis melody is limited to a fourth or perfect fifth. The intervals, 

however, of the pentatonic scale require accurate pitch movements; any inaccuracy 

could immediately ruin the polyphony. 

The pitch range normally chosen for this repertory is related to the speaking 

ambit of apartis'voice, an observation also raised by Kostas Lolis: 'In every case the 

melodies are developed within the middle register of the human voice' (2006: 37). 

However,, Anthoula recalls that: 'The older singers used to sing higher than us; I 

remember my father singing high without becoming tired, I found that very hard. 

Vaggelis is now like him. ' 127 Accurate as this may be, I would argue that the chosen 

tonality of a piece is always subject to the people who patticipate in this musical 

action. Thus, for a mixed group (male and female) it is the partis' responsibility to 

adjust the key according to the vocal abilities of the group; the same would apply if 

127 Interview with Anthoula Kotsou, 19/4/2007. Original quote: Ot irocktoi Tporym6of)(mv WjjX6, TEpa ajr6 
F, gdq. E)I)g6goct TOV gj[0[[t7[6 [tOl) R01) TPOLYOD50f)(YE: WIJX61 K(Xt 6EV KOA)PCCý6TOCV, o Boryy&q; EivmT6)p(X 
(YCCV K(X1 (XI)T6V. 
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the group is only male or only female. Generally, the chosen pitch in this collective 

singing action is lower than that found in Pontic music. 

f Customarily, almost everyone who sits around the partis joins in as IUOKpawý 

[isokrates, 'drone holders' (discussed below in this chapter)], the least demanding role 

in terms of the vocal skills required. In this way, the 'audience' becomes a part of the 

actual performance, a practice that summons not only collective musical action but 

also collective social action. All follow the flow of the partis so that 'the song can be 

heard as clearly as a 'bell' ('va aKOV'YCTal Kap7rava', Na akougetai kambana), using a 

familiar adage. Most of the recordings indicate a baritone vocal ambit for the male 

singers and an alto or mezzo-soprano range for the females. The tenor voice is 

preferred for the partis' role since it offers greater clarity and colour, appropriate for 

the main tune. Of course, being a tenor or soprano does not necessarily mean that 

high-register singing is expected. 

Articulation and vocal projection also differ from those for the Pontic style. 

The partis regularly 'spreads out' his voice rather broadly, by which I mean the he 

widens his mouth in order to achieve more volume. He does this by relaxing his throat 

and opening his mouth in order to create greater space in the mouth cavity and also by 

maintaining a continuous 'air' flow (see DVD Example 7). This technique does not 

normally prevail in the Pontic style where singers tend to sing with a tense throat. The 

only occasion when a Pontic singer might 'widen' his mouth is in the case of some 

breakings occurred in the head register; this point is indicated in Alexis' performance 

(see DVD, Example 3, seconds: 1: 20-1: 21,2: 04-2: 05). 

By widening his mouth, the leading voice in the polyphony can maximize the 

volume of his voice. This is not surprising since the partis has to be heard over the 

other singers who follow his melodic line. Anthoula confirms this point when she 
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says: 'Being the leading voice in the group, you have to sing loudly with your mouth 

wide open'. 128 When exaggerated, the 'open mouth' technique provokes a level of 

'shouting' position with a pronounced dropping of the jaw. I observed this with 

Vaggelis and Anthoula Kotsou during our fieldwork (DVD example 7 and 8). In 

occidental terms, operatic singers would describe this jaw dropping as putting tension 

onto the throat. In order to avoid tautness of this kind, operatic singers tend to use the 

resonators in the mask for volume by lifting the facial muscles. 

This vocal action (mouth widening with a dropped jaw) is always 

accompanied by high subglottic pressure, which must be strong enough to produce the 

desired acoustic effect and to support the long phrases which are to be sung without a 

break, especially in the preamble. Tension is gathered in the mask area and Vaggelis 

Kotsou asserts: 'I feel the voice coming out from the centre of my head just above the 

nose,. 129 Many other singers of this genre place tension in the stomach and abdominal 

muscles, a technique that offers better control over breath exhalation. Here the larynx 

is relatively calm when compared with that in the Pontic style, although it may be 

raised in some instances. 

In that the partis usually employs 'open-mouth' projection of the voice, this 

has some further consequences. First, it creates more space at the back of the mouth 

cavity and therefore allows air to be projected faster by releasing more air waves. 

Second, it changes the singer's focal point which is now transferred to the mask and 

to the hard palate thereby creating a frontward singing position. Such focal point also 

has an effect on the breakings of both Epirotic and Pontic styles. By maintaining the 

focal point in the soft palate, Pontic singers are able to perform their breakings with 

128 
Interview with Anthoula Kotsou, 19/4/2007. Original quote: DXV Kf)pt(X (PWVý T11; 0[td5(X; Tlpb[St V(X 

Tpayou&!; 6uvomd, [te avotXT6 To aT6[ta. 
129 Interview with Vaggelis Kotsou, 18/4/2007. Original quote: NtMct) T11v ye)vý va Pyaim t4o) (Xlr6 To 
K&TP0 TOD KCYaXtOlý Rov, [t6kt; n6v(o a7r6TTIV ýtf)Tlj ý1010. 
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increased speed. At the same time, they comfortably sing the quarter tones of their 

modal scales. With respect to Epirotic singing, the partis is able to produce prolonged 

notes with greater clarity and to render certain distinctive breakings with less 

demanding speed. 

In addition, the extensive use of the jaw also contributes to the execution of 

breakings in Epirotic polyphonic song; whereas in the Pontic style, breakings are 

rendered using the soft palate and larynx. The vocal line of the partis is always 

syllabic, but there are occasional breakings in some phrases. In striving for a 

collective, homogeneous vocal effect, the partis avoids singing embellished and 

individualistic vocal lines. His sensitivities turn to the timbre of the voice than to 

producing ornamentations. 

The strophic form of the songs, their recitative-like character and the repeated 

leaps in the partis' line collectively run the risk of producing a somewhat monotonous 

vocalisation. To a large degree this is avoided by the vitality and breakings of the 

other voices. Not to be ignored is the fact that polyphonic singing in this northern 

region generally involves a large number of ad hoc participants who cheerfully join 

the performance and take pleasure in becoming involved in this action. As a result, the 

musical themes, their structure, tempo and the 'laconic' impulse (Lolis, 2006: 37) of 

the partis need to be comprehensible to all participants who themselves come from 

heterogeneous backgrounds. 

For the leading voice in Epirus' monophonic singing style technical details are 

more complex. Here, the performer alternates between three main vocal applications: 

articulation, projection and the technique of breaking. Although articulation is 

produced by the normal mouth position (not an open mouth technique), the singer still 

'widens' the sound by spreading out the voice when using the middle range of his 
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voice. Again, as in Pontic vocal production, all co-workers for this chapter 

emphasised the fact that the older singers used to sing higher than singers in the 

following generations. The presence of amplifying systems has led to a lowering of 

tonality since there is no need to sing loudly in order to be heard. Voice projection is 

straight forward in terms of volume, but in terms of timbre, the voice displays a 

variety of mannerisms, especially when it tries to imitate the sounds of nature, 130 and 

particularly in the technique of breaking. 

Nestoras Katsigianopoulos is enthusiastic about vocal imitation of the sounds 

of a forest; he finds it most inspiring. He points out that: 'I began to sing from the age 

of twelve. I had to quit primary school in order to go and tend my father's sheep. This 

is when I felt that song was my only companion. But what to sing? After repeating a 

few songs that I could remember from the village, I began to produce my own lyrics 

and to sing with the sheep, trees, springs, weather and everything else. ' 131 

The association made by Drossos between the environment and music making 

in this style includes an intriguing metaphoric parallel since he likens these breakings 

to the shape of a circle. During our interview he pointed out to me that 'the circle is an 

important shape for Greeks. This is obvious from almost all aspects of our life: the 

way we once built our villages, the way we sit down and sing the polyphonic songs, 

the way we dance, even the Dance of Isaiah 132 makes a strong connection with this 

130 Nature and people in this comer of Greece are connected to the degree that Eirini Stathi, in her 

comments about the film 'Epirus of Theodoros Aggelopoulos', likens the people of Epirus to the 
6natural extension of the landscape' (1998: 5 1). 
131 Interview with Nestoras Katsigianopoulos, 29/7/2004. Original quote: ApXt(T(x va Tporyol)56) (TT(I 
66)6EKOC [10, L). T7rpE7rE V(X GTOL[LOLTýCyct) To 6%toTtK6 K(Xt V(X R&O V(X POGKý(70) Ta np6p=a TOD ROCTtp(X'ýt. 

EKL TO TP(Xyoý)& ýVXV Tl [t6VTI MVTPO(pt6l, akkd Tt vct Tpotyoi)5ýuEt;; [tF-T6c otn6 kiya Tpoty66ta 7rou 

ftg6[tot)v (171' TO Xo)pt6 tp(xýoc 6tK6 [tou X&yta Kat TPaY01)6O'6G0C gE Ta np6paTa, TO[ UVTP(X, TO vF-p6, Tov 

Katp6 Kat ft o-uýt[taýEbErafl 
132 According to the Orthodox marriage ritual the couple makes three circles around a table bearing 

their wedding crowns. This is known as the Dance of Isaiah, as recorded in the Prophecy of Isaiah who 

also danced for joy, see Isaiah 7: 14-15. 
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shape. I recall my grandfather's description of his konaki, 133 which is again a circular 

living space. Looking closer at these breakings we see that they are no more than a 

cycle of repeated notes (see DVD Example 9a, seconds: 0: 13-0: 16,0: 26-0: 28ý 0: 31- 

0: 33,0: 50-0: 52,1: 57-1: 595 2: 09-2: 11). The way we perform them is also a 'rounded' 

way of breaking the voice; not abruptly. This is a curve, not an angle'. 134 

Antonis claims that these 'circular' breakings 135 (see Appendix 1) are usually 

produced by the full use of the throat: 'You cannot sing these breakings with your 

136 
stomach; you must use your throat if you want them to be sufficiently fast'. This 

partially justifies the required tension in the throat, which substitutes use of the 

ni.. abdominal muscles and diaphragm and encourages the use of the larynx in order to 

perform rapid breakings. Antonis is known for using the throat in this way (see DVD 

Example 11, seconds: 0: 19-0: 22,0: 49-0: 51,1: 16-1: 18,1: 32-1: 35,1: 49-1: 50,2: 04- 

lK 2: 20-2: 21). 

In terms of vocal projection, Drossos claims that: 'In the Epirotic style the 

sound is somewhat harsh and uncultivated because we do not devote as much 

importance to the intervals as in the Greco-Anatolian style'. 137 This suggests that 

musical intervals influence the actual performance of the voice; a statement that will 

be closer examined in chapter V (see also DVD Example 9a and b). Epirotic singing 

133 Konaki is called the hut of the sarakatsaneous which has the shape of a perfect circle. Sarakatsani 
are Greek nomads; for more information see Campbell (1964). 
134 Interview with Drossos Koutsokostas, 12/9/2205. Original quote: 0 Kf)KkO; EMU G7JV0[VT1K6 CYXý[M 
ytaTov; T-), kTjvc; Km ain6 Eiv(xt 9(xvep6 (TE ROW Rp6yga TU'rqq ý(Oýq ýMq: o rp6no; irou XTi(aýte Ta 

X0)Pt6C ýtaq, 0 Tp67Eo; 7101) K06ý10KYTE VOL TpWfOI)6ý(701)[LF, 7EOk1)? (0VtK6,0 Tp6no; 7rou yopp-boi)ýtF, aK6[ia 
Kat o Xop6q Toi) H(Y(Aa 5Tj; W)voiw iroUd yi(x cn)T6 To cyXýýtoc. Na... 01)ý16ýtctl TOV MXTýPOC ýtob Rol) [tol-) 
tk&YE 71(l TO KOVdK1 ROIL) dvoti, evctq KbKXoq ýttua aTov onoio ýEtq. AV 6ob[tE: K(W)TEpot ctind Ta 

MUCKTiRCEM O(X 60i)[tF, 6Tt np&EtToct YM &(XV KbKXO EnavaXaRp(xv6ýt&v(ov (p06yy(j)v. 0 Tp67roq irob Tct 
Xt" EiV(X1 MiGlj; K1)KX1, K6q KM 6Xt (xn&oýtoq. EMXt K(X[t7rbk'q 6Xt yawict! 
135 By the term 'circular breakings' I mean the repeated notes sung during melismata, which create the 

sense of a 'circle' to the singer. For instance: D-C-D-E-D-C-D-E-D-C-D-E. 
136 Interview with Antonis Kiritsis, 19/4/2007. Original quote: 6Ev ývropciq va Tpotym)6ý(YEtq al-)Td T(x 

cFn(x(Tig(xT(x [tE To aToýtdXt. rlptnst vot XpTjcyt[tonotý(YEt; Tov Xoaýt6 cyou E&V 06; V(X FiG(Xt aPKET6 

ypýyopoq- 
137 Interview with Drossos Koutsokostas, 12/9/2005. Original quote: Y-To HnEtp6MKO TPWYO, 661, tXOU" 

tVCCV RtO 0CK(XXXtkP'Y'9TO ýXO 'YI(XTi 66V 6ivougc T6CYT1 CYTJýWKYW aTa 6muTýg=(x 67rcog (TTo tXkTjvo- 

CCV(XTO)UK6 (YTbk. 
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is further characterised by frequent glissando passages, which sound more like a sigh 

than a musical phrase. These glissandi are subject to the poetic themes of the lyrics; 

moreover, they are not sung on the words but on specific vowels such as 'oh' or 'ah'. 

These might be interpreted as expressing loneliness and nostalgia for those who 

migrated. Antonis points out that: 'many songs are dedicated to those who departed 

from Epirus and left behind their families; this is why our songs are KAaVlapIKa 

(k1apsiarika, 'painful songs')'. 138 Such glissandi usually are located at the end of a 

musical phrase, but occasionally even within the phrase. 

One of the most important species of song in Epirus is the lament. Since this 

region lost much of its population through migration and war, the lament has come 

into its own as a significant form of musical expression. Nestoras points out: 'It is not 

for nothing that even our weddings begin with a lament. It may seem bizarre, but it is 

meant to refer to those who are absent [dead relatives] from the marriage. Then we 

move on to joyful pieces and finally we close the occasion with yet another 

lament. ' 13 9 Drossos suggests that: 'Of all monophonic species, the Epirotic lament is 

140 
the most represented' , while Kiritsis considers this genre as 'the most difficult to 

sing! ý 141 since it contains rapid breakings, extensive use of the throat and expressive 

emotion (DVD example 14). 

The Epirotic lament is indeed a 'terrain' upon which a variety of vocal 

abilities are located. The singer must be able to perform fast circular breakings as well 

to improvise both lyrics and music. I was quite taken aback when Kiritsis had a phone 

138 Interview with Antonis Kiritsis, 19/4/2007. Original quote: IXE: 66v Ta pad Tpayof)5ta Eivat yta 
CCI)TOf)q 916'YCEV KOR 6971(Y(XV 76(70) Ttq O1KO'Y&EtS; TOI-);. Fta (xt)T6 Ta Tpotyof)6tcc ýmq Eivat K), (XytdPtK(X. 
139 1 Interview with Nestoras Katsigianopoulos, 29/7/2004. Original quote: AEV Eivat Tupto oTt (xopt 
KCCt GTOV; 'YdýtOl); 4EKW6ý1& [tS [totpok6t. MROPEi V(X (PcdVETat 71EPiFPYO (Xkxd eivat Rm (Xva(POP6 (76 

ai-)Tof); irov Wiro-ov (=6 Tov y6t[Lo Tfl; OtKO'Y&St0L;, RFTd R&RC CYT71 XOtpd Kat T0.0; KAZWODRS TOV 'YdRO 

[tE RotpoX6t ird), t. 
140 Interview with Drossos Koutsokostas, 17/4/2007. Original quote: [To gotpo?, 61] Fivat air6 Tt; Tito 

cFoktcyTtKt; [toixymt; (p6pgsqGT1JV'H7rE: tpo. 
141 Interview with Antonis Kiritsis, 19/4/2007. Original quote: Eivat TO Irto 6f)(TKoko ym va 
TpayO'L)6'qOF, i. 
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call during our interview: a mother wanted him and his group to sing dirges at her 

son's funeral. 'It was his wish', she said. Kiritsis seemed to be used to such requests, 

but, as he explained: 'This requires a lot of inner strength and dedication from us 

because singing laments is not an easy task, not an easy task all'. 142 

The role of the gyristis and the klostis in Epirotic polyphony 

The role of the gyristis, generally sung by men, demands a flexible voice in 

order to perform the breakings; perhaps, the most flexible in the polyphony of Epirus. 

This voice usually enters after the partis ends his/her preamble. The vocal range of 

the gyristis is somewhat restricted; it moves solely between the tonic, the leading note 

and on occasion, a perfect fourth below the tonic. Unique for the part of the gyristis is 

that at the middle and end of each verse it cadences on the leading note or a fourth 

below, rather than the tonic. 

In addition another voice with the same function is to be found in this context: 

the klostis. The klostis probably has the most prominent voice in the polyphonic songs 

of Epirus. His part demands significant vocal effort and imagination as the singer 

must embellish the partis' melody in an original way, by combining unique vocal 

breakings without losing the polyphony of the team. As such, the klostis must be 

extremely accurate in his vocal movements, and this is why his part is conventionally 

sung by experienced singers who know the modal vocabulary, the specific polyphonic 

style, and are capable of performing complicated vocal embellishments. These unique 

melodic gestures are based on the intervals tonic-dominant, tonic-minor seventh and 

tonic-major sixth. 

142 Interview with Antonis Kiritsis, 19/4/2007, Original quote: Anarrd nok6 MPYEW K(Xt (UPO(Ti(OUT1 

ct7c6 E: [t6cqytotTi To v(x ýtotpokoyci; 6ev EMU d)KOX0 7rp(X'j[W, K(X06X01) 6KOXO!!! 
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The main difference between the gyristis and klostis is that the latter makes 

extensive use of the falsetto voice during the breakings and that usually occurs above 

the tonic of the piece. The gyristis, however, makes seldom use of falsetto voice and 

moves mainly below the tonic of the piece. The sung melodies of both the klostis and 

gyristis bear little relationship with the lyrics of the song because the soloist is 

confined to singing vowels such as 'a' or V. Thanasis Moraitis provides an 

interesting metaphor: 'On the technique of the klostis and of the partis we can detect 

the imitation of gaida (bagpipe) playing' (2004: 49). In performing these movements, 

the klostis tries to create a 'harmony' on the main melody rather than a separate vocal 

line; the same occurs with the gyristis. 

The performance practice of the gyristis and the klostis is highly distinctive 

within Epirotic polyphony. Vaggelis argues that its specific vocal contribution reveals 

a 'folk Epirotic counterpoint as they sing on the main melody [the partis' line] 

creating the harmony'. 143 The voice of the gyristis or tsakistis (synonym) is heard 

when the partis completes his preamble. The gyristis' first line, usually a vocalisation 

on the vowel 'o' or 'och', signals the entry of the remaining singers. At this point 

polyphonic progression is initiated. The gyristis' opening phrase sounds like a painful 

sigh, as if sharing the anguish of the partis' introductory strain. He then embellishes 

the song or, in the local jargon, 'cracks' the melody, without a stop, until the end of 

each verse (DVD Examples 8 and 6). 

The gyristis' vocal line is not demanding in terms of its intervals or tessitura 

since the range is usually lower than that of the partis. The gyristis' part is known for 

its unusual medial and final cadences in the successive stanzas. At the coda the soloist 

rests on the leading note as opposed to the tonic, which is the home note of the other 

143 Interview with Vaggelis Kotsou, 18/4/2007. Original quote: Eivat pa Ka0apd Rapa5oatar, ý 

H7rF, tp6), rtK'q (xvTimt4ij [tt(X; K(Xt TP(XYOI)60f)V 7rdV(0 GT, 9V [tEX(06iot 5TjgtoA)P76)VT(xq T11v (Xpgovi(X. 
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singers. 144 He does this by stopping abruptly (see DVD Example 8, seconds: 0: 36, 

1: 07,2: 39,3: 38,6: 48,7: 20), an effect called 'cutting' or ýcreasing' (in the singers' 

argot). Vaggelis explains that: 'Cutting is made by stopping the voice from the lungs, 

and not simply by closing your mouth. If you have powerful lungs and a good larynx 

then you can sing traditional songs'. 145 

The gyristis' part is highly demanding in that, below the moving notes of the 

partis, he embellishes these same notes with accentuated flourishes, formed by 

complex rhythmic improvisations. Although he typically dwells on two notes (tonic 

and leading notes) he may also reach a fourth down to the tonic. He crosses such 

intervals with great command in terms of tempo and also 'harmony'. It could well be 

argued that it is the gyristis who creates the polyphony since the partis has the main 

melody and the isokrates merely holds the low drone. Vital to the formation of the 

polyphony, the gyristis uses his jaw in a special manner in order to execute the 

intervallic leaps tempo presto (cf Vaggelis' technique in DVD Example 8). 

This manipulation of the jaw could be compared with the moveable larynx 

observed in Pontic singing; both techniques support the production of breakings, each 

in its own aesthetic context. Jaw-dropping is undoubtedly the most common of the 

vocal techniques for breakings as sung by the gyristis in the polyphonic tradition It 

allows for dynamic crescendos which are essential if the gyristis is to be heard over 

the notes. Aside from increasing volume, the gyristis is able, by jaw- ropping, to 

make his voice dart about quickly within its limited range. In this way he can render 

with impressive agility the characteristic breakings that define his role within the 

144 Peristeris, one of the most important of the earlier researchers of Greek traditional music opines that 
different accentuation in the endings of the syllables may eliminate these cadences. For him the 

existence of cadences is dependent upon accentuation of lyrics. 
145 Interview with Vaggelis Kotsou, 18/4/2007. Original quote: K(! vFt; To K6yt[to GT%1(XT6)VToCq TTJ 

qct)vý cur6 M nvouýt6vta K(xt 6Xt WEX6 KWV0VT(X; To cyTo[tcc. Edv 9X,, Et; 6ANUT6 KV M ý1,6VW K(X1 KaM 
X(Xpf)yyt ýtgoffj; VCE Tp(XY01)6ýMt; 7TCEPOL60MOK& KOýt[LdTlot. 
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polyphony. This is also one of the main technical differences between monophony 

and polyphony in Epirus; namely, n the Epirotic monophonic tradition, preference is 

given to laryngeal techniques than the dropping of the jaw. 

The greater his musical imagination is the more effective can the gyristis 

perform his artistic tasks. Vaggelis states that: 'This is in fact the only role where 

improvisation is required; hence, the gyristis must be an experienced and gifted 

singer'. 146 Apart from his standard intervallic movements, the gyristis' melodic line is 

not otherwise constrained and its accrued extemporisation is proportionate to the 

performer's instinctive vocal and technical abilities: 'Elsewhere we may find greatly 

enriched vocal lines [for the gyristis] but this depends on his personal capabilities' 

(Lolis, 2006: 38). 

Here, improvisation is not affected by changes in the quality of the vocal 

sound but rather by the singer's choice to supplement his pitch vocabulary to include 

movements of the major second or even the minor third above the fundamental. In 

other words, the term 'improvisation' carries the sense of the singer's ability to 

elaborate: a) harmony, in that the selection of the intervallic steps will have diverse 

repercussions on the polyphony, and b) rhythm, because the gyristis or klostis can 

innovate and influence the tempo or metre of the group either by division or 

extension. Consequently, he is a function of exclusivity. His enhanced vocal abilities 

reflect the soloist's musical status. 

The manner in which a relationship is formed between the partis and the 

zvristis or klostis during a live performance is a lesson in itself According to 

Anthoula: 'Once we have all begun the song, the gyristis takes over as if he were 

146 Interview with Vaggelis Kotsou, 18/4/2007. Original quote: Am6; Eivat npayp'nKa o [tovo; p6ko; 
7rob Xýmt6ýEmt cn)ToaXF, 6tacF[t6 K(Xt 'YI(X ai)T6 YUPICTTý; [t7EopFi [t6vo va dvat tva; 9[tIMPO; Kat 
TOC?, OCVTOf)XO; TPOCYOU&GTý;. 
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competing with the partis'. 1 47 The gyristis accomplishes this by creating a counter 

melody - not by imitating the melody of the partis. The vocal demands on the gyristis 

augment as he produces breakings in the low register of his voice. Both the gyristis 

and klostis eschew semitones in order to maintain the pentatonic-based Epirotic 

polyphony. On occasion, they boost the speed of the breakings while at the same time 

stabilizing the tempo and the level of embellishment in their vocal line. 

The co-ordination of the partis and the gyristis or klostis is also affected by 

simultaneous gesture and ocular engagement: 'You look into my eyes, to know when 

I am to come in, when to go back, and when to recapitulate [the song]. With the eyes! 

Do you understandT (Labridis, 1998: 25). 148 In reality, therefore, no two performances 

of the same piece are ever identical. Each song is its own composition 'in the making' 

because of the 'vocal correlation'. A correspondence has to be established between 

the singers in order to achieve the most favourable conditions for homogeneous vocal 

projection. 

The role of the klostis is equivalent to that of the gyristis. In substituting the 

gyristis he seldom performs the same song. Vaggelis points out that: 'Once more it is 

the klostis who affects the polyphony by alternating between the tonic and leading 

note. This time, however, he sings a minor seventh above the tonic' 149 (that is to say 

an octave above the major second of the gyristis' cadence). Many scholars and 

perfonners interpret these leaps and steps as depictions of distress; yet the klostis 

often sings melodies set to lyrics that have nothing to do with sorrow or inner pain. 

147 Interview with Anthoula Kotsou, 19/4/2007. Original quote: `OTc1v tpvýIE 6xot ga; 4F-KtVýmt TO 

Tpay0f)6t 0 'YUPWTý; TO IE(XiPVEt k6; Kt (XVT(Xy(j)VtýE; Ta1 TOV napTý. 
148 Original quote in Greek: 'O(X KOiT(XýE;; Sg&(X CFT(X [t&W Rob 0a R7rco, 7E6TE O(X TO Yl)pt(Y(J), ROTE OCI 

K&VCO T71 CYTPO(Pý. ME Ta [tdTta. KaTdkaPE;; ' 
149 Interview with Vaggelis Kotsou, 18/4/2007. Original quote: 0 KX6)CYT'q; EiVat Rdkt ai)T6; iroi) 

7ECEP6EYE1 TTJ 7EO)W(P(J)Vi(X XPTj(Tt[tO71Ot6)VT(X; T(X 5MOTý[MM TTJ; TOVtKfl; KCU T71; IMOTOVWý; (xXkd al)TýV T11 
I 9Op6t TP(X'YOA)66)VT(X; ýtm EP66ýtq gtKpý 7U6VC0 (x7r6 T71V TOVIK11. 
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The klostis can be either male or female voices, and in either case the head 

voice or falsetto is used. Liavas has compared these 'idiomatic breakings sung in false 

voice' (1998: 18) with the Tyrolese 'yodler' singing style. Baud-Bovy, on the other 

hand, has likened these vocalizations to the movement of the 'hand which keeps the 

spindle and spins' (Liavas, 1998: 34). Use of this register identifies to the locals that 

the song is KA(ooro ('klosto' from the word klostis) or AaAia (lalia, 'loud voice'). 

Falsetto singing is used only for the upper minor seventh, not the tonic. The singer 

must make precise alterations between the modal and false voices. 

In middle range, the upper minor seventh can be sung using one's chest voice. 

The klostis, however, characteristically sings falsetto. Certainly, this requires less 

vocal effort than normal high-register singing, but it may well be that the function of 

falsetto singing might be intended to enrich the entire ensemble's middle range and to 

avoid any indication of monotony. And even if the song is pitched high, falsetto 

singing can give the effect of coloratura-like singing to ornament the melody and add 

a striking vocal timbre to the group's performance. 

The klostis might trope his melody by adding, on occasion, notes at the minor 

third, perfect fifth, or rarely, the major sixth. The endings of each musical phrase are 

usually on the seventh or the tonic and the klostis may be seen as the one who 

maintains the tempo in accordance with the partis' opening melody. There is no rule 

that determines whether the song includes a klostis or a gyristis. Nikos Zekis from the 

Aetopetra group informed me that: 'We can decide either for the klosto or the 

gyrisma,, there is no regulation about this. It depends on how we learnt it; [ ... ] also, 
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there are certain songs that are compatible more with the voice that suits the klostis or 

gyristis. This at least, is what we believe because this is how we were taught 150 

The roles of the isokrates (drone holders) and the rihtis 

The ison, one of the radical neumes in Byzantine musical notation, represents 

a repeated note; the word 'ison' (Greek: 1UOv, drone) originally only referred to the 

graphic sign 
C-- 

, which instructs the chanter to sing the same pitch as the previous 

note. Sometime in the late 16th or early 17t" century the meaning of 'ison' was 

changed to mean a prolonged holding sound (or drone) under the plainchant. 151 In 

Wellesz's words: 'All the time the tone remains on the same level, the Ison is sung' 

(1962: 288-89). The bourdon or drone can be found in many musical genres around 

the globe; its role in Epirotic polyphony is to 'fill in' or 'support' the main melody 

and is considered to be a vital part of every singing group (see Appendix I and DVD 

Example 6). 

Because the part of the rihtis is very brief he is often chosen from among the 

isokrates. The musical contribution of the rihtis is made at the end of the partis' 

preamble where he intones, legato, the note a perfect fourth below the tonic (see 

Appendix I and DVD Example 6, seconds: 0: 15-0: 17,0: 49-0: 50,1: 22-1: 24,1: 56- 

1: 58). In so doing, he creates a feeling of 'casting' (rhino='cast') the tonality of the 

piece. This melodic gesture is followed by a break before the singers continue with 

the next phrase. Vaggelis adds that: 'This void resembles a pause wherein every 

150 Interview with the polyphonic group of Aetopetra, 8/11/2006. Original quote: Mnopof)" va To 
RO'6ýtE EiTE KXo)cFT6 ciTE [te yi5ptcy[tot, 6EV 1M&PXEA K(xv6v(xqyt(x (x'uT6. E4(XPT6T(Xt 71(1)q TO ýt60%tF,.. - F, 76"; 

lMdPXO'L)V OPt(T[ttVCC TPGCYOi)610E 0 KX6)(TTIJ; ý0 YUPVTTý; TOA); nftt neptacykEPO ý TOUX6XIGTOV 9TCYI 

VO[dý01)[tF, [R(Xý K(Xt W ýL60%tF- 9TCFt. 

15 1 Today ison-singing tends to resemble a basso continuo. 
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participant considers the forthcoming phrase to be sung'. 152 This same point was 

confirmed by Dimitris, a member of the polyphonic group of Aetopetra: 'It is [a short 

silence] placed there to make space for the others and prepare for the ensuing 

polyphony'. 153 The Khtis is not featured in all songs; not uncommonly, his vocal 

exclamation is sung by the klostis (singing a perfect fifth above the tonic), or even by 

the partis (at the minor third above the tonic). 

Conventionally, the rihtis performs sedately and in a slow tempo. His long 

glissando once again carries associations of painful sorrow. The soloist is placed in 

the centre of the ensemble beside the partis and the gyristis or klostis. The only vocal 

demand imposed on him, beyond the largo pace, is, as before, accuracy in performing 

the leap of the descending fourth. This requires aptitude in vocal stability and pitch 

control. In some rare instances the Khtis has been known to use a vibrato technique in 

order to embellish his brief line. 

On occasion, when the partis concludes a phrase, the rihtis may introduce a 

breaking, thereby bringing the line back to the tonic by means of a long glissando. It 

is still debated whether the Khtis should be considered as a separate performer or as a 

drone holder who adds occasional breakings and idiomatic glissando phrases. Lolis 

suggests that 'without excluding other explanations, it is our impression that the 

Khtis' vocal line with all its influences and contemporary functions, was elicited from 

the drone holders' line' (2006: 42). 

The isokrates should be understood as a group of singers who hold the 

fundamental note of the scale and follow the flow of the composition. Using a local 

expression, the Epirotes refer to this function as gemisia ('filling') or kambana 

152 Interview with Vaggelis Kotsou, 18/4/2007. Original quote: AuT6 TO K&v6 EiVat GaV ýtta ira-b" 6nou 

6Xot ot p6Xot g7ropof)v v(x (xv(xXoyt(YTof)v Ti1v &7r6[tEv, 9 ypdcFil nou O(X Tp(Xyov6ýcTo1)v 
153 Interview with the polyphonic group of Aetopetra, 8/11/2006. Original quote: Eivat To71o0CT1jg&0 

EKEi YW VCE 66)CY&t X6)PO V(X ETMýWGTOf)V Ot dtXXOt YKE TTIV 7UOX1)(P(J)Vi(X. 
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('bell'). Essentially, there are two ways of performing the ison: a) when the isokrates 

sing nasally throughout the whole piece, usually on the vowels 'a' or 'e' or T 

(depending on the last vowel of the lyrics), b) as a syllabic ison, where the isokrates 

sing the lyrics of the song on the drone note but following all the dynamics, rests and 

note values in the main melody. The isokrates begin singing once the partis, gyristis, 

klostis or Khtis have ended their assigned melodic phrases. 

On the surface it may appear that the part of the isokrates is somewhat simple 

to perform. At the same time these singers are required to provide a rich sound, 

perhaps the most important factor of homogeneity in Epirotic polyphony. Chiefly, 

however, they are faced with the highly responsible musical task of maintaining a 

single and steady note over a long period. Any minute tonal digression could destroy 

the polyphony and with it, the entire performance. If these conditions are not satisfied, 

it is said that the song 'does not ring'; it 'dies out'. Occasionally when things go 

badly, performances have been stopped for rectification. 

At first, when I considered isolating the partis and gyristis voices from the 

isokrates in order to concentrate on the individual melodic lines, I received a negative 

reaction from all members in the group of Aetopetra: 'Polyphony is sung collectively; 

we cannot perform the song that way'. 154 Moreover,, a proper positioning of the 

singers is very important in this kind of singing both for acoustic and physical 

reasons. It is crucial for the leading voice to be heard above the collective sound of 

the ensemble. Furthermore, if the location of a singer distracts the direct ocular and 

acoustic contact with the others, this can ruin performance homogeneity. 

Consequently, proper eye contact and accurate acoustical 'access' by all voices in the 

group are deemed to be fundamental for the success of a performance. 

154 Interview with the polyphonic group of Aetopetra, 8/11/2006. Original quote: H no), 'L)(P(Ovi(x Eivat 

0[10L&Ký, 5EV [t7rOPOf)gE VOC TO 7rOf)g& ftCYt. 
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4.5 Towards the conclusion 

Since the roles within the polyphony have been described and listened to DVD 

examples six, seven, and eight, this section is a summary of the techniques found in 

the Epirotic monophonic style. DVD Example 14 is an audio sample of an Epirotic 

monophonic lament. It is a rare recording which has never been marketed by a 

recording company and it includes MaploAa, Mariola, one of the most well-known 

laments in this kind of traditional repertory. This live recording, which was made in 

the Netherlands in 1996, is preserved in the personal archives of Antonis and it was 

kindly given to me for the purposes of this research project. The lament, sung by 

Antonis himself, is accompanied by the clarinettist Petroloukas Halkias, a living 

legend of Epirotic traditional music. 

Mariola is set in the familiar non-semitonal pentatonic scale in Epirus and in 

the present sample it is performed on G (G-A-C-D-E). It is usually sung ametrically, 

as are all laments and dirges in the Greek tradition; its breakings are improvised in 

accordance with the singer's disposition. All informants in my research consider 

Mariola to be one of the most difficult of songs to perform. The lyrics relate to a 

mythical dialogue between the singer and the deceased Mariola, who is believed to 

have been a real person. The singer calls for Mariola to come out from her grave to be 

seen by the sun and the moon. Mariola replies that she is powerless to arise. This 

lament has been popularised in numerous perfonnances and by a variety of singers. 

Not uncommonly it is sung at the beginning and at the end of Epirotic musical events. 

The following has been selected for performance analysis: 
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Opt "'K(O Mapyi6Aa a7ro Til y)l Arise Mariola, from the earth 

(ore siko Mariola apo ti yi) 

Ki a7rO To pa6po X6, ua, Map7i6, Aauov And from the black soil, my Mariola 

(ki apo to mavro homa, Mariola mou) 

The timescale on the DVD indicates the following divisions in seconds: 

0: 00 - 0: 07 Title of Chapter, example 14. 

0: 08 - 0: 11 Instrumental section. 

0: 12 - 0: 18 Kiritsis immediately introduces what is the most characteristic Epirotic 

vocal ornamentation,, the 'repeated circular notes'. Here, the first collection of 

repeated notes is: D-C-D-E. 

0: 19 - 0: 30 A long glissando phrase that covers all notes in the pentatonic scale from 

D to G. The phrase ends with repeated circular breakings. 

0: 30 - 0: 33 Instrumental drone as the clarinet extemporises on pentatonic intervallic 

movements. 

0: 34 - 0: 40 Repeated circular breakings on the vowel V. The singer's voice is 

centred more in the nasal than the mouth cavity. 

0: 41 - 0: 58 Antonis changes to the vowel T while the sound continues to resonate in 

the nasal cavity together with repeated circular breakings. This is followed by a long 

glissando whose notes underscore the sorrowful mood of the piece. 
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0: 59 - 1: 01 Instrumental drone. 

1: 02 - 1: 21 Further marked use of the nasal cavity, repeated circular breakings over 

the notes of the scale, and a glissando which occasionally halts on certain passing 

notes foreign to the scale. 

1: 22 - 1: 43 Softer singing, creating an air of bereavement as the singer addresses the 

deceased Mariola. 

1: 44 - 1: 58 An exclamation to the deceased. Her name is uttered on the note C sharp 

which is foreign to the scale. 
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4.6 Conclusions 

Fundamental to Epirotic polyphonic singing is the combined involvement of 

the partis, the gyristis, the klostis, and the isokrates; there also some short roles such 

as the Khtis and the prologistis. Mostly a group would consist of at least three 

performers although there is no specific maximum number of people (It might vary 

from three to ten, twenty or thirty in a village). In terms of musical hierarchy these 

are: partis (leading voice), the gyristis or the klostis (improvisers who effect the 

polyphony), and the isokrates. With respect to the modality of polyphonic songs in 

Epirus, it is the pentatonic scale that is principally used. This is built up of the 

intervals of the major second and minor third and excludes all semitones: G-A-C-D-E. 

The polyphony, usually triphonic, begins once the partis has completed a 

preamble. The latter devotes considerable attention to clarity in the timbre of his voice 

and the breakings. He does this by employing an open-mouth technique which 

occasionally reaches the 'shouting' position of the mouth. The throat is relatively 

relaxed while the jaw-dropping is used in order to create the breakings. In addition, 

this role requires a less demanding flexibility of the larynx than that found in Pontic 

singing and the focal point (as perceived by the singers) is to be found in the hard 

palate (front in the mouth cavity). The partis introduces the main tune and the tonality 

of the song by employing forte singing of a simple vocal line with a few omaments. 

He leads the other singers but his melodic range spans no more than a fifth while his 

part resembles recitative or declamation. 

The gyristis sings the most demanding music, replete with breakings and rapid 

vocal movements. He accomplishes these by employing jaw-dropping which is the 

chief articulator of breakings in his singing action. He typically ends each phrase on 

the leading note thereby creating an unusual cadence. His vocal movements twist and 
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turn around the tonic while his vocal range is usually lower than that of the partis. 
Entering later than partis, his melodic lines may be understood as contrapuntal to the 

main tune. His function can be substituted by the klostis, whose idiomatic falsetto 

singing introduces the interval of the minor seventh above the tonic. Moreover, the 

rhythmic organization of his part is more complicated than that of the partis and the 

effect is reminiscent of yodelling. The existence of the falsetto in this role is for 

avoiding any monotonous sonic results. The rhythmic organization of his lines is less 

complicated when compared with that of the gyristis. 

The rihtis' musical contribution is confined to a short musical descent of a 

fourth below the tonic, projecting this musical phrase from a backward position, while 

the prologistis substitutes the partis in the preamble. The isokrates are those 

responsible for maintaining a stable tonic by means of a drone and for making the 

song sound homogeneous, and clarified -'like a bell'. They exhibit a nasal quality in 

their perfonnances. 

In monophonic singing, the vocal production in Epirus is less tense in the 

throat and the pitch is lower than in Pontic music. The focal point of the soloist's 

voice in Epirus is set back into the soft palate as well as in the nasal cavity. The tempo 

of Epirotic monophony is slow and the falsetto voice is rarely used. In Epirus, falsetto 

singing is used to embellish the polyphony and forms a definitive function of musical 

significance while in Pontic singing the falsetto is used as a passing vocal nuance in 

order to create breakings. Epirus' most demanding monophonic genre is the lament 

which requires great vocal and emotional effort from singers. The breakings follow a 

circular repeated pattern and are projected from a backward position while long 

glissandi indicate the painful character of the music. The velocity of the circular 

repeated breakings is augmented. 
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Chapter V 

'Personal experiencel 

5.1 Introduction 

In this chapter I draw for the most part on my own experience as a vocalist vis- 

a-vis learning processes and vocal production, particularly inasmuch as these relate to 

the articulation of the vocal sound and to the concept of bi-musicality. 155 1 begin with 

a personal account of how I learned to sing during my childhood and draw an analogy 

between the 'means' of vocal articulation and the learning process. I then consider 

certain of the bi-musical aspects of my singing world. The focal point here is the 

movement between Westem classical and Pontic vocal techniques, what 

consequences this might have for a performer and, indeed, how influential is that 

movement on the performance practice of both styles. 

In that there is a particular role that is played by the writer in both the research 

and the ethnographic text arising from it, I feel it necessary to interpose particulars in 

my life that relate to my own engagement with Greek folk music. And this for two 

important reasons: a) since personal experience is an important element in this thesis I 

consider it essential to relate indicative and formative aspects of my background, and 

b) to identify myself as one further source of information in this research and to allow 

others to evaluate the contexts of my assertions. 

Born in Veria, a small town in northern Greece, I began singing Greek traditional 

music from early childhood. Coming from a musical family, I soon appreciated the 

vital influences of my father and his father (both Pontic lyra players and singers) on 

155 The original spelling of the term was introduced by Hood with a hyphen (bi-musicality). However, 

later papers such as Cottrell (2007) have tended to eliminate this hyphen (as happened with ethno- 

musicology). 
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my own formation as a musician. Even now I experience much pleasure and joy when 

I listen to old cassette recordings, from my father's personal archive, of myself and 

my brother (aged eight and nine respectively) singing in Pontic with great gusto (see 

DVD Example 12). More than anything else it was my family's enthusiasm for music- 

making that instilled in me the urge and enthusiasm to become involved with the 

vocal and instrumental repertories of the Pontians. My father continues to complain 

somewhat sepulchrally, 'Our house, now without music since you went to London, is 

like a cemetery! '. 

In an environment such as this it was inevitable that music should become my life. 

At age nine, I enrolled at the local conservatory where I received lessons in piano and 

theory. These included soýfege (sight singing), dictee (musical dictation) and later, 

harmony. Although I pleased my teachers by achieving commendable grades, I 

remain uncertain as to whether this was a wise decision. At the conservatory 

experienced some confusion between Greek traditional and Western 'classical' 

repertories; this is an important matter which I discuss in greater detail below. 

At the same time I undertook lessons in Byzantine chant, a species of 

monophony whose execution requires a markedly different approach to that of 

Western art music. Although my engagement with this music resulted in a certain 

amount of respect from among my teachers, the traditional repertory received much 

admiration from my classmates. Thus, while I felt that Western classical music was 

the 'right' kind of music to be learned, Greek sacred and secular folk music actually 

'belonged' to us. This was paramount in my parents' thinking: 'If you want to be an 

educated musician you have to go to the conservatory'. Aside from this phrase they 

never commented on Greek traditional music or its learning processes; of course they 
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respected it highly, but not being 'official', indigenous music could never offer me a 

4 proper' job later in life. 

At secondary school I was responsible for the music at all celebrations. In our 

small hometown there were no music teachers at the state schools, but these occasions 

provided me with the opportunity to perform before an audience from a very early 

r age, familiarizing myself with what folk musicians colloquially name the 7ra-rapi 

(patari, 'stage'). Apart from these events I was constantly involved in local feasts 

called 7ravqy' ia (panigirya) which normally occur on a saint's name day. At such VP 

events I gained substantial experience in terms of repertory and performance of Greek 

traditional music. 

My efforts to absorb Greek folk music were rewarded in 1996 when I won 

first prize in a Pan-Hellenic competition in traditional singing. In fact I was asked to 

choose between classical and folk performance. But in spite of my extensive 

education in the Western style I decided, without a second thought, on folk music 

performance. Shortly thereafter I was awarded a scholarship from the Holy Diocese of 

Veria to continue music studies in London. 

The transition from a provincial education and lifestyle to the sophistication 

and charged pace of England's capital was not easy for me. It was not only the 

unfamiliarly high performing standards but I also felt that I would never be able to 

immerse myself in the music that I loved. Moreover, who in London would 

understand the music I was most impelled to perform? To my great surprise and 

pleasure I discovered that in this multi-cultured megapolis there were abundant 

opportunities and audiences for every kind of music. As a result I kept myself 

preoccupied throughout my university years participating in various events that 
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included Greek, Byzantine, classical and folk, master classes, musicals and recording 

sessions. 

I remember the first lesson I had with my vocal tutor; she perceived a folk 

musicality in me and subsequently influenced my musicianship to a great degree. One 

of the first things she told me was that the voice should not be trained before the age 

of sixteen or seventeen, as this coincides with the 'change' of the male voice and it 

could be dangerous for damaging the vocal folds. This struck me as peculiar as I had 

used my voice extensively since the age of eight. Today I feel rather lucky for not 

having damaged my voice. 

Although I completed my soýfege studies in Veria with distinction, it was only 

after my arrival in London that I discovered a new passion in my life: classical 

singing. I worked hard to acquire the right vocal technique and a proper 'classical' 

sound to my voice, which encompasses a three-octave range. I became fascinated by 

the idea that behind a vocal sound there is a whole hidden mechanism and by the fact 

that one should acquire a so-called 'image of the body' in order to visualize what 

happens inside us when we sing. 

Having become conscious of this vocal mechanism, I turned much of my 

academic attention to its exploration while at the same time drifting into a freelance 

musical career, parallel with my studies. At certain times and for purely financial 

reasons I was compelled to work in the Greek night clubs of London. On the one hand 

this provided me experience in stage performance while on the other I was obliged to 

sing every night to People from a variety of backgrounds. In the early part of the 

evening (up till 2 o'clock in the morning) the audience comprised doctors, students, 
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lawyers and families from the Greek London community. Later, however, gamblers 156 

and even what I took to be criminals came to listen to Greek music. Further 

biographical details would be redundant, but I would like to note a few points in order 

to revert to the ethnomusicological perspective of my thesis. 

The first is that I come from a musical family from my father's side; my 

paternal grandfather was an immigrant from the region of Pontos and an 

accomplished performer of Pontic music, while my mother's origin is half flAaXa 

(Vlach) 157 
and half 'Dopia' (local) 158 

. The second point is that growing up in a family 

with two different Greek musical backgrounds made a significant impact on my 

musical preferences. Although I am in a position to perform both styles of singing 

(Epirotic and Pontic) I consider myself more as a Greek Anatolian vocalist, as I grew 

up in a Pontic family. The third and final point is that learning Greek traditional music 

from an unbroken oral tradition and studying Western art music in a conservatory 

required different cognitive approaches which can only be characterized as bi- 

musical, a point to which I shall return below. 

156 They were easily recognised since they asked for songs which refer to gambling (no one else would 

order such songs). 
157 The Vlachs are an ethnic group spread around Balkans. One part of this group resident in Greece for 

the past two centuries, has established a strong community. Today, the Vlachs consider themselves to 

be Greeks, having their own customs and music. They are part of modem Greek history in that they 

fought for Greece's independence and contributed significantly to the growth of the economy. 
158 The term 'dopia' (Greek: vr6zia) originates from the word 'entopios' (Greek: EW67rios) which 

means the 'indigenous' or 'native'. In the case of my mother, 'dopia' refers to her Greek Macedonian 

origin. 
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5.2 Learning to sing Pontic music -a personal account 

Recollecting 

was at our little home (two rooms, and one outdoor toilet) in Mikri Santa 159 

(Illustration 20), a small village near my hometown, Veria, in northern Greece. We 

used to go there every summer for at least two months; my father would say: 'Here 

are our roots'. All the inhabitants (five to ten permanent residents during the winter 

and around 150-200 during the summer) are of Pontic origin and our family (on my 

father's side) eventually settled there after the move from Pontos, in the Black Sea 

region. Without a constant supply of water, all families went to the spring of 

r Xovpuinva (Hoursitina) in the middle of the village. 

If my home and family in Veria (we lived with my Pontic grandparents in a 

semi-detached house) created a quite influential environment for the development of 

my folk musicality, my village, Mikri Santa, provided me with major exposure to the 

musical world of Pontos. There are at least two Pontic lyra players and three or four 

singers in each family of the village. Inevitably there is extensive music making 

within this small Pontic Greek community. In my family the main musician was my 

grandfather, Makos Tsahourides (1917-1990), who sang and played the Pontic lyra as 

well. My father is also a singer and lyra player but since the death of his father he has 

stopped playing. He connected the sound of the lyra so much with his father that he 

declared playing the lyra without his father would be like 'drinking water when you 

are not thirsty'. 

No matter what the daily activity, it would be accompanied by music. For 

example, the distance between my home and the spring of Hourshitina was no more 

159 All inhabitants of Mikri Santa, 'Little Santa', originated from the area of Santa (in Pontos) and so 
the name was given in memory of the homeland. 
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than fifty metres, yet within this space at least three radio stations of Pontic music 

were loudly broadcasting from three different homes (including ours, of course). 

When Uncle Alkis 160 brought food supplies from Veria and all of us eagerly waited 

for him to give us a lift while he delivered the supplies, and music played an essential 

role in our entertaining drives. At the only tavern of the village people played and 

sang Pontic music, reinforcing themselves periodically with ruhrovpo (tsipouro, a 

Greek traditional spirit, like ouzo). 

On many occasions we would go to Uncle Yiankoulis' house, also frequented 

by another uncle, Panoulis, and my grandfather. I remember vividly when my brother 

and I first started learning to play and sing Pontic music; we were very careful not to 

make any mistakes. If a slip occurred, the music had to stop and be repeated until our 

'judges' heard the 'right' sound as inherited from their grandfathers and uncles. They 

would exclaim 'No, no, no! This is not the way Hrysanthos sings it', or 'You only 

have to listen Hrysanthos and Gogos' (the latter a celebrated lyra player) and other 

similar sentiments. 

Sometimes they were pleased with our progress but at other times they were 

quite severe. We were warned not to listen to any 'neo-Pontic' versions of songs 

because they were void of the flavour of the old kind'. As musicians themselves, they 

would interrupt our performances in order to play or sing the 'right' tune. We were 

advised to pay attention only to the melody and to some dynamics for guidance; the 

rest should be completed by listening to Hrysanthos and Gogos. 

For the traditional musical vocabulary that I was attempting to cultivate, 

singing in choirs as well as in small groups was of equal importance. It is difficult to 

160 Uncle Alkis was the personification of 'willingness to help'. He took care of all the greenery in the 

village; he was carried water, food, and any all sorts of supplies for every family. His lorry was used as 

a watering can for the trees. And he did these things freely. As he said: 'It is just because I love this 

place'. 
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estimate accurately the number of traditional choirs that exist today in Greece, but I 

imagine it to be in the hundreds. The first choir I joined (together with my family) 

was that of the Efxeinos Leshi (xqpo)61a rqg Evýclvov AcuXqg, the Euxeinos 

Association Choir), which was based in Veria; it promoted purely Pontic songs. The 

repertory was chosen carefully: only traditional melodies were permitted. The choir 

(sung in monody) consisted of about fifty members, almost all of them of Pontic 

origin. The lyrics were in the Pontic dialect and the music was performed by five to 

eight Pontic lyra players and one vraov'Ai (daouli, a large double headed drum) player. 

We appeared frequently in festivals and local celebrations and I was fortunate 

enough to have a solo part, accompanied by my brother, at the end of each 

performance. The choir was established and conducted by a professional Pontic singer 

(Kostas Karapanagiotides) who also was responsible for promoting the particular 

outlook of the choir. This choir still exists and is one of many cultural activities 

sponsored by the Association; others include folk dance groups, teaching the Pontic 

lyra, radio station programmes, publications, exhibitions and so forth. 

I was ten years old when we joined the choir and in that environment I became 

familiar with Pontic music and also expanded my repertory. Socializing with other 

choristers meant communicating in the Pontic dialect and learning about famous 

Pontic musicians, historians, actors, artists and other famous personalities. It was 

important to know something of the history of Pontos and why our grandfathers left 

their homeland in Black Sea region. Rehearsing Pontic songs with this choir was an 

education in itself I learned, for example, to differentiate between amateur and 

professional levels of performance: the music we sang was less ornamented than the 

professional styles I was used to from recordings. 
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In time, I learned to discern minor variations in the performance of some 

songs I already knew. This is what introduced me to the world of traditional music 

and its inherent quality of renewal and change through oral transmission. In time, 

discovered ways of transforming the skeleton of the music without depreciating its 

Pontic style. In addition I also began to experiment with improvisation, learning its 

diverse underlying principles. In terms of vocal production, I observed many practices 

that my uncles used, such as glottal stops, certain 'breakings' in the voice, the 

characteristic Pontic vocal timbre and varied accentuation in the vocal line according 

to the tempo of the music. 

Analyzing 

natural corollary of my musical development as a young singer was to 

replicate the vocal timbre of the experienced singers. Their so-called 'colour of the 

voice' had been echoing in my ears since early childhood and it was only natural that 

I would attempt, albeit unconsciously, to imitate the same; this was a priority. Vocal 

timbre partially defines the 'identity' of a vocal style or the characteristic vocal sound 

of a style; the production of such timbres depends mainly on the construction of the 

vocal folds, the air pressure from the lungs and the articulation of the laryngeal 

sounds which takes place in the mask. Vocal timbres are thus replicated by singers in 

a given tradition and there is hence a strong correlation between vocal articu ation 

(which is the technical 'means' of replicating vocal timbres) and learning processes. 

Thus, an analogy between learning processes and vocal articulation can be 

drawn; and this also implies that vocal timbres are capable of being decoded since 

they are distinguished, learned and performed by singers. I would argue that choosing 

voice timbre is an orthodox way of conceptualizing musical sounds, but as a singer, I 
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do not actually believe that vocal timbres can be decoded to the degree that they could 

be transcribed and subsequently performed. Singers 'do not have this kind of 

command over articulation' (Sundberg, 1987: 95). 

Understanding such sounds has been central to the work of 

ethnomusicologists. For instance, in Willoughby's 2000 article, The Sound of Han: 

P'ansori, Timbre and a Korean Ethos ofPain and Suffering, the author argues that the 

vocal timbre found in the Korean vocal genre of P'ansori'61 depicts pain, suffering, 

grief and melancholy. Using views from singers and listeners, such as taxi drivers, the 

author correlates the sentiment of Han (pain, suffering and resentment) with its 

'harsh' or 'rough' vocal quality. 

Although this article does not deal with the vocal techniques of Han, it 

provides useful information about the correlation between vocal timbre and the 

learning process. Referring to an extract from a Korean movie where a singer attempts 

to hand down to his daughter the musical tradition of Han, 162 the author captures the 

learning process of such 'painful sounds' and argues that these sounds can be 

performed correctly only if the singer 'learns what true suffering is' (2000: 21). 

From a different perspective, Cottrell argues that 'all those who subscribe to a 

particular musical tradition develop an ability to make timbral judgements on the 

musical sounds of that tradition,, however subconsciously such abilities may be 

exercised' (2004: 47). Although Cottrell deals more with instrumental timbre he 

suggests that self-conception and timbral judgements are interconnected in the 

learning process of a musician. 

161 Pansori is a Korean dramatic art form in which a singer accompanied by a drum (puk), sings and 
narrates an epic story. Although today only five pieces are normally performed, there were about 
twelve pieces during the I 9th century. The duration of a piece may last from two to eight hours and the 
singing that takes place is considered to be demanding not only in terms of duration but also of vocal 
effort. For more information, see: Jang (2001), Pihl (1994) and also Bo-hyong (1973,1978). 
162 

See also Jang (2001). 
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Fales in her 2002 paper The Paradox of Timbre provides three characteristics 

of timbre that are valuable for the present analysis: a) timbre is 'a link to the external 

world in containing the descriptive clues important for source identification and for 

deciphering aspects of the terrain between the source and the listener', b) timbre 

'functions as perceptualization's primary instrument in accomplishing its various 

objects' and c) timbre is 'a parameter of music that we experience phenomenally, but 

without informational consciousness'. However, the same author argues that although 

even gifted musicians might not understand scientifically the different facets of timbre 

they are able to use it successfully in order to make use of particular 'sounds or 

combination of sounds' which 'carry a power that others do not' (2002: 9 1). 

In an aurally inherited musical culture such as that from Pontos, an insider- 

performer's analysis makes possible an understanding of how musicians 

conceptualize folk sounds within their social envirom-nent (family, village, and 

neighbourhood). Musical sounds in a given group are revealed to people by other 

people's performances and this is what I experienced from the elders of my family 

(such as Uncle Panoulis, my grandfather, and so on). How my grandfather learned to 

sing Pontic songs or play the Pontic lyra was never spoken about, either to me or to 

my father. However, the agonizing 'adventure' of how he migrated from the land of 

Pontos to metropolitan Thessaloniki had echoed in my ears from childhood, reiterated 

through numerous stories where Pontic songs were always the focal point. 

My grandfather's engagement with this type of music, at the professional 

level, brought him close to some of the most famous Pontic singers, such as 

Hrysanthos. As such, it resulted in an extraordinary opportunity to learn about Pontic 

songs and it exposed all of my family to direct contact with Pontic music, since all 

gatherings took place in our home. This is how, unconsciously, I began to acquire 
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information about vocal timbre in Pontic singing. My grandfather still acts as a figure 

that connects me with Pontic music; in the same way that my father, Uncle Yankoulis, 

Panoulis and others were chief among those from whom I elicited, and continue to 

elicit, important facts about Pontic music. The central question, however, is: how did I 

come to my own conception of vocal sounds appropriate to the Pontic tradition? 

I came to know my grandfather in his late sixties. Because both of my parents 

worked for a living, my brother and I were mainly brought up in my grandparents' 

house. As a result, we met their friends, learned their customs, heard the Pontic 

dialect, and of course listened to Pontic music. Whenever my pappous (grandfather) 

sang, played the lyra or wrote down some new lyrics, we came close to listen or 

occasionally to write down the lyrics for him (his vision and general health had 

significantly been declined at that time). During this period of my life I listened nearly 

every day to Pontic songs and I could sing some of them from memory. 

As for myself and my brother, this activity was a kind of game. When my 

parents returned home and collected us from next door, we proudly sang to them the 

tunes we had learned. Later on I realized that these activities were more than random 

events, rather, as my parents still believe 'an early exposure to music [that] can make 

you a real musician'. We used to enjoy arguing about performances from an early age, 

imitating of course our parents whose judgements on singers, lyra players, 

authenticity, preservation of the tradition and other similar topics were serious themes 

for debate at home and in the rapkpva (tavern). Judging folk voices was also widely 

exercised; people used to comment on stylistic authenticity and how 'true was the 

vocal style they were listening to. 

In fact, what they were judging, beyond the linguistic element, was the timbre 

of the voice, that is to say, the sound characteristics of the voice, which are 
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determined through use of the vocal instrument. Although very few possessed any 

anatomical vocabulary to describe these sound characteristics, they were understood 

by most of us through terms such as 'bright', 'full-bodied', 'light', 'lyrical', 'flexible', 

4pure', 'tense', 'warm', 'rich', 'firm', 'aggressive', and so forth. Of course, behind 

such everyday terms lie more complex biomechanical processes. 

When vocal sounds are produced by singers, hundreds of pressure waves per 

second pass through the vocal folds. 'Any complex harmonic vibratory motion 

produces complex sound pressure waves that include a Fo [fundamental frequency] 

and an array of overtones' (Thunuan and Welch, 2000, vol. 11, pp. 410). The 

frequencies that are produced by the vocal folds, before they have travelled through 

the vocal tract, are known in voice science as voice source spectra. ' 63 Beyond that, it 

is the articulators of the vocal tract which 'shape' the sound pressure waves coming 

from the larynx during phonation. This is achieved by means of the articulators: 

tongue, lips, jaw, teeth, nasal and mouth cavities and soft palate. 

Thus, as the 'shape of the vocal tract is changed its acoustic properties [are] 

altered' (Howard, 1998: 330). The parts of the vocal tract that can be moved or 

articulated during vocal production are the tongue, jaw, lips and the soft palate (or 

velum). Those frequencies transferred by the vocal tract are called formant 

frequencies and are quite different in characteristics from the voice source spectra. 

From a technical point of view it is impossible for a singer to try to move one 

articulator while all others stay constant. As mentioned above there is no such kind of 

command over articulation. Therefore, if we think that we move one articulator this 

probably means that all others might change position or stay unchanged, making 

163 For more information, refer to Thurman and Welch, 2000 ('Bodymind and Voice', Vol. 11, chapter 
10) and also to Sundberg, 1987 ('The Science of the Singing Voice', chapters IV and V). 
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extremely complicated the process of examining scientifically (in a laboratory) 

articulation and its parameters. 

In order to proceed with this argument I will again resort to my own 

experience. When I began my involvement with Pontic singing I also started to make 

judgements. After fifteen years of involvement with Greek traditional music I realize 

that my judgements of vocal performances and performers were pronounced in order 

for me to find my own particular vocal 'sound' in this tradition. This could be done by 

examining other people's vocal sounds until I arrived at a desired level of my own 

performance. Through social interaction with musicians I replicated a vocal quality 

adapted to the standards I perceived from the society of which I was a part. 

remember a time when I disliked Hrysanthos' singing. To my mind, he 

overused the falsetto technique. This is not part of our tradition, I thought, and 

together with his 'notorious' personality, I found his entire contribution to the 

tradition relatively insignificant. It was only after I learned to perform this technique 

that I discovered Hrysanthos' sound masterful in command and 'pure' in traditional 

terms. His flexibility in the so-called 'breakings' of the voice motivated me to develop 

my own voice by imitating him; in this way, I developed both my listening skills and 

my vocal production. Forming one's own sound in folk musical genres is not an easy 

task, since one must adapt oneself to a musical genre and learn how to perform it. 

Although there is no standard sound quality that should be followed, I would argue 

that this sort of sound quality is essentially caught rather than taught. 

Thus, one is left alone to discover through one's own acoustic analysis and 

practice not only one's musical tradition but also those things which will help one to 

understand that tradition better. With regard to the singer's state, I shall now examine 

more closely the 'movement' between Greek folk music and Western classical music. 
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What changes in terms of voice, mind and other influential factors are central to the 

ensuing analysis, which begins by describing a personal musical experience. What 

follows should not be construed as a comprehensive description of bimusical changes 

in vocal performances in general, but rather an indication of the most significant 

features between these two disparate styles. 

5.3 Voice and bimusicality 

Recollecting 

December 2001.1 was a soloist with Goldsmiths' Sinfonia and Chorus,, 

performing music by Sir John Tavener. The rehearsals took place at Goldsmiths 

College, over an academic. The composer requested the soloist to be located in a high 

comer of the concert hall. The vocal line was not very demanding (apart from two 

prolonged top F sharps) but required long phrasing and energy so that the audience 

would understand the text. At that time I encountered other Greeks in the department 

who were part of the choir, but they were not aware of my background in traditional 

music. Ultimately, the concert was a success, according to the conductor, but I had to 

leave the hall immediately in order to travel to North London, where I earned an 

income singing at a Greek nightclub to pay my way as an undergraduate. 

It was a hard job. We began singing at II pm and the earliest we finished was 

four in the morning. Although, today, such places are very rare in Greece, for those 

who had left their country in the 1940s or 50s these venues reminded them of their 

childhood. They could feel free to enjoy themselves and to socialize. The main 

comfort I derived was the opportunity for me to sing some of the traditional repertory 

that I had grown up with. This helped me withdraw, at least mentally, from the 
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nightclub situation itself. Ironically, 1, too, realized that the music I grew up with is 

strongly connected to my own childhood memories and these were strong enough to 

transfer my mental state many years back 

On this particular Friday night, and to my considerable surprise, I saw all my 

friends from the choir entering the club where I was singing. If this was a nice 

surprise for me, for them it was rather a shock! When I finished my programme and 

sat with them, all I did was to answer their questions about how I could possibly 

manage two such diverse vocal activities on the same night. My response was 

spontaneous and instinctive: 'I usually get a dose of cultural adrenaline when I enter 

this place'. This is not without a grain of truth. 

Analyzing 

Several decades have now passed since the influential article on bimusicality 

by Mantle Hood (1960) appeared in scholarship as a 'source of inspiration' (Baily 

2001: 85). Academic approaches inspired by the topic of bimusicality have recently 

enjoyed a certain resurgence of popularity in the field. Scholars such as Baily (2001), 

Davies (1994), Titon (1995), Cottrell (2007), to mention only a few, have shown an 

interest in expanding Hood's initial notion of bimusicality. 

In their quite different ways they have raised significant issues on the 'distance 

between [the] two kinds of music' (Baily, 2001: 86) and have also posed questions 

such as 'is this musical phenomenon [bimusicality]... a fixed part of the [Afro-Latin] 

idiosyncrasy? Or is it momentary coexistence of two musical cultures - like the 

overlapping of two ceramic sequences as one fades out and another takes holdT 

(Davies, 1994: 146). Hood points out that: 'the basic study and training which 

develops musicality is known by several names: musicianship, fundamentals of 
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music, soýfeggio. ' (1960: 55) He also supports the fact that one should look for a 

cognitive understanding of the musical structure and performance (upon which a 

culture is based) in order to comprehend properly a musical culture. The last aspect 

requires 'rigid training since childhood' (ibid) in order to acquire the essential 

aesthetics of the chosen cultures subsequently characterized as bimusical. 

The term 'leaming to perform as a research tool' [Baily (2001)] takes us back 

beyond the 1960s. Scholars such as A. M. Jones (1934) asserted that in order to 

understand African rhythm one should join African bands and learn to perform their 

rhythmic patterns. Baily critiques Hood's paper by arguing that: 'Hood did not 

advocate learning to perform as a technique to be employed in ethnomusicological 

fieldwork. His argument was simply that training in basic musicianship is 

fundamental to any kind of musical scholarship' (2001: 85). 

In his paper 'Bi-musicality as Metaphor' (1995), Titon points out that 

'learning to perform' forces interesting results that we do not only notice but we also 

experience; in other words we become part of the event. Both Titon's and Baily's 

arguments and methodology offer skills and provide an understanding of the music 

making of another culture. It is commonly agreed that, as a performer, one has an 

insider's view of the essential elements of a musical culture. 

Inverting Hood's argument Judith Becker argues that, although 'Mantle Hood 

felt that the best way to understand another music system is to learn to perform it' 

something which he had done with his students in ethnomusicology, 'early on it 

became apparent that to play the music of another culture was only to glimpse the tip 

of the iceberg as far as understanding another culture is concerned' (Becker, 1983: 84). 

In addition she asks: 

Doesn't 'bi-musicality' extend to associative values as well as 'musical notes'? For 

those of us attempting to direct Gamelan ensembles in this country [North America], 
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we are compromised no matter which alternative we choose. Our students are not 
Javanese, our culture is not Javanese and although we play Javanese music on Javanese 
instruments, the meaning and ethos of the music must necessarily be very different 
here. The concept of bi-musicality has led us initially to a greater appreciation of 
Gamelan music as music, subsequently to a greater appreciation and understanding of 
Javanese culture, and ultimately to a kind of loss of faith in 'bi-musicality' as a 
practical aim for most American students (Becker, 1983: 85). 

Davies (1994) interestingly distinguishes the individual from the collective 

level of bimusicality as a cultural phenomenon. By referring to the example of 

Yemenite Jewish women,, 164 she proves that 'musicalities' may vary in number from 

individual to collective levels. Thus, apart from the bimusicality between African and 

European traditions which is vividly found during church ceremonies in a collective 

level of the society she witnessed that: 

I have observed certain men singing the Salve Regina in a most Hispanic style 
(antiphonal, modal, melismatic, tense vocal production, and high, even falsetto, register). 
They then turn around and play the drums, singing in a very different, Afro-American 

style (with African influenced membranophones and idiophones; rhythms of marked beat 

with a polyrhythmic integration of instrument and voices; call-and-response form; largely 

diatonic scales; and relaxed vocal production in medium or even low range) (Davies, 

1994: 157). 

The Yemenite example provides a direct link with the present study. By 

exploring the skills needed and insights that arise when moving from one vocal style 

to another, I hope to give an insider's approach to the understanding of vocal 

bimusicality and also provide a model in reflexive musical ethnography for similar 

research in the future. I am quite aware of the fact that I have undertaken two different 

patterns of musical education since my childhood, in that Greece is one of many 

countries which clearly borders both Western and eastern musical worlds; 1 65 

164 These present a mono-musical group in a bi-musical culture. 
165 This is not to imply that bimusicality in Greece is a unique phenomenon. Countries such as Mexico, 
Iran, and China, to mention only a few, might also be included, perhaps in a different perspective; thus, 

one could perceive such a concept as a widespread phenomenon. 
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The extensive use of quarter tones in Pontic music and their absence in most 

of the Western art repertory could draw many inferences, though this chapter will 

only deal with the impact on vocal production. It is a fact that most highly skilled 

musicians in Greece are well-trained in both musical systems (Western art and Greek 

folk) because flexibility between these repertories is commended and appreciated by 

other musicians, producers and recording companies. There have also been several 

efforts to institutionalize folk music in the manner of Western art music; a 

professional musician is likely to be competent in both styles. Yet, while this 

versatility is frequently met in instrumentalists it is rarely found in vocalists. 

To move from one vocal style to another entails a change in the diverse vocal 

mannerisms that characterize a style. These changes are best examined not only at the 

technical level of vocal production but also in conjunction with other factors that 

influence vocal techniques. Obviously these are closely bound up with aspects of 

musical cognition, but what is of particular interest here are those changes which 

exclusively influence the vocal decisions of a singer. That is to say, the collective 

adjustments of the vocal tract that are required to produce the correct sound and style 

appropriate to the performance context. 

Although the Epirotic vocal style constitutes a significant part of this thesis it 

does not form a part of my own enculturation in the way that Pontic style does; for 

this reason I will not refer to it in the remaining section of this chapter. Thus,, as a 

singer myself, I see two main categories as providing the most basic sources of vocal 

differences between Western classical and Pontic music styles: A) change in the 

musical system, and B) change of environment. 
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A) Change in the musical system 

By 'Change in the Musical System' I shall refer to the intervallic 

relationship' 66 found in Pontic and also Western art music. The actual scales used in 

Pontic and Western art musical systems (at least for the most part) employ the same 

number of notes (twelve to the octave) although the intervals between them differ. 

Subsequently, intervallic changes between the notes demand either different 

instruments or certain adjustments to instruments that will enable instrumentalists to 

pitch such intervals; in the same way, singers must also adjust their vocal production 

in order to perform these sonic events with precision. 

Changes of this nature provoke a variety of consequences in terms of 

repertory, playing techniques, aesthetics, music-making, organology and so on; 

however, it is because of my own engagement with voice that this project that will 

have as its focus the vocal production of those diatonic (Western) and microtonic 

(Pontic) scales and modes respectively. 167 Thus, the Phrygian mode comprises a 

commonly used musical complex in different Greek musical contexts. It is known as 

Plagios Protos Phrygios (one of the eight modes in the Byzantine musical system) 

among Byzantine chanters and Greek folk musicians. It consists of 72 quarter tones 

(12 quarter tones equate to a tone and six to a semitone) and the intervallic divisions 

between the notes include intervals smaller than a semitone, the so-called quarter 

tones. 1 68 

In contrast, the Phrygian mode (a term originating in Ancient Greek musical 

theory) used in Western art music consists of tempered intervals of tone and semitone 

166 By 'intervallic relationship' I refer to the extent of the 'distance' between two successive notes - not 
intervals such as the major second, the minor third, the perfect fifth and so forth. 
167 A 'scale' is a series of eight notes in tempered intervals (tone-semitone) while 'mode' is a collection 
of characteristic and conventional musical formulas. 
168 For more information on the division of the octave refer to Zonis (1973). 
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from E to E (all white keys on the piano). This differentiation of 'size' in intervals 

created a significant difficulty in my own performance practice since more precision 

is required in quarter tones. Greek musicians refer to such notes (quarter tones) as 'an 

about note' 
169 

or 4notes in the cracks' 
170 because such notes are supposedly found in 

the cracks between the keys of the piano keyboard. When I began Byzantine chant 

lessons at the age of 14,1 was first confronted by its theory. I actually learnt to sing 

quarter tones by replicating my teachers and also by singing Pontic music. When I 

needed to be corrected, I relied on imitative processes; I was told: 'listen [to them] 

and sing'. 

In the Pythagorean sense intervals mean 'distance', and for a singer the 'size' 

of the distance between one note and the next requires different positions of the vocal 

tract for its execution. The breakings of the voice that use quarter tones in Pontic 

music also require considerable skill to sing with accuracy, clarity and distinction. 

This is because intervals smaller than a semitone compel the singer to establish 

different focal points enabling him to perform them. Given also that Pontic singing 

demands a flexible focal point in the vocal tract, singers naturally tend to find the 

easiest and most effortless way to perform such lines. Speed is decisive in such vocal 

techniques; Pontic singing requires velocity in its breakings and so the vocalist is 

bound to find a flexible focal point which will enable him to sing quickly and 

accurately. 

By contrast, the major and minor intervals of Western art music are larger and 

correspondingly, they require a larger 'space' in the vocal instrument which has to 

adapt itself in order to maximize the precision and clarification of movements 

between the intervals. Although one might argue that small intervallic differences of 

169 N6, ra cyro nEpinou. 
170 N6-rr-; au; Xap%t66r,; - 
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this type might not require markedly different techniques, it is both the great speed 

and the existence of the breakings in quarter tones that give rise to such techniques. In 

my own performances I perceive these changes to be focused in the areas of a) the 

mask (mouth and nasal cavity) and b) the larynx. 

'Moving' the focal point forward or backward in the mouth cavity constitutes 

the first significant difference between Pontic and Western art vocalization. By 'focal 

point' I mean the moment (time) and place (space) where vocal energy, which comes 

from the larynx, remains in the mouth or nasal cavity before the sound is projected. 

Thus, singing operatic music, for example, presupposes the forward projection of the 

sound by using as a focal point (as perceived) of vocal energy the front part of the 

hard palate (illustration 12). The uvula in this case is raised up since this offers more 

space at the back of the throat and therefore more air can reinforce the sung melody. 

How far forward or backward one moves the uvula actually depends on which vowel 

is being emitted; for instance, the vowel T probably demands a fully forward position 

while the V remains a little further back, but still remaining in the hard palate. 

By way of contrast, singing quarter tones focuses on the soft palate and this 

means taking the sound backwards. Using this method I find it easier to sing quarter 

tones in that the command I have over the quarter tones is firmer and more controlled. 

The leaps can be more accurately articulated from the 'backward' position rather than 

the 'forward' where the soft palate is much more flexible, and by moving it upwards 

and downwards breakings are easily created. This point was reinforced in the 

interview with Drossos Koutsokostas, who asserted that: 'singing from the back 

makes it easier perform quarter tones with precision'. 171 Reversing these different 

focal points of vocal projection by way of experiment would make it extremely 

171 Interview with Drossos Koutsokostas, 12/9/2005. Original quote: Tp(xyoi)66)vr(x; (=6 ni(YO) EiVal Mo 

6KOX0 V(X 7EEtq T(X [t6pt(x 11E aKpipE10C. 
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difficult to perform quarter tones using one's operatic technique, and next to 

impossible to sing the operatic repertory by taking the sound backwards. 

Changing the focal point in the mouth cavity, however, is not the only 

difference I encounter when I sing Pontic or classical music. The larynx also plays an 

important role since, in the case of Pontic singing, it moves considerably while in 

Western art music it is meant to remain in its normal position. This is a critical point 

as the different positions of the larynx can be taken as indicative of the different 

cognitive positions adopted when singing in Western art and Pontic styles of singing. 

Occidental concepts of vocal production, particularly in operatic voices, combine the 

low larynx position with an expanded pharynx. This brings the vocal sound forward, 

and establishes what is considered to be 'right' or 'proper' for the timbre of voice and 

for the optimum condition of the vocal tract (see Sundberg, 1987: 84). Thus, when 

performing Western vocal music, I retain the larynx in lower than the rest position 

and thereby produce what is known an operatic or trained style singing. 

The moveable larynx in Pontic singing occurs in conjunction with the 

movement of the uvula, which also moves up and down during breakings, allowing 

for greater capacity to sing the idiomatic intervals and ornamentations. Moreover, to 

produce the breakings using only the larynx could soon be exhausting since this 

creates excessive throat tension. The only way to avoid this is by employing the uvula 

ocal point (soft palate), shares the tension an which in combination with the rear fd 

allows one to produce ornaments with less vocal effort. Moreover, speed in breakings, 

is not only considered essential in Pontic music but also constitutes one of the main 

criteria for evaluating such music: the faster the breakings are, the better a 

performance is considered to be. 
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Whenever I attempted to sing opera or lieder using Pontic technique, my voice 

sounded strained and highly tense. This is because using a movable larynx changes 

the timbre of the voice, producing a light colour, instead of the heavy fully-bodied 

sound typical of the operatic singing style, which subsequently stems from a lowering 

larynx. Classical singers would also argue that by taking 'back' the sound closes the 

throat, something considered to be inappropriate: an amateurish mistake. Of course, 

this 'open throat' technique is essential in Western classical singing to enable the 

singer to reach high notes, and to achieve a different quality of sound, which does not 

exist in Pontic singing. 

This is the essence of the polarization of two different performance aesthetics: 

on the one hand classical singers pay particular attention to the voice's timbre and 

clarity, producing a rich and warm vocal sound, while on the other hand Pontic 

singers concentrate more on ornamenting the vocal line. It is the absence of a fixed, 

composed, notated melody that gives freedom to Pontic singers for a personal and 

occasionally improvised approach to the performance of a song. On the one hand, 

Pontic singers ornament and improvise while on the other classical singers strive to be 

faithful to the composer's dynamics and melodic indications in notation. 

The Greek songs by Ravel (Chansons Populaires Grecques) written in 1904- 

6, provide an interesting example for the present discussion. Although Ravel was 

inspired by folk tunes of the Dodecanese (not a Pontic repertory), I use these songs as 

a parallel in order to demonstrate certain changes in the vocal production. I also base 

this choice on the fact that the vocal production used in the Pontic style is very similar 

to that remainder which is called the Hellenism of East (this includes all of Asia 

Minor, Thrace and the islands of eastern Aegean Sea). I already knew the 'original' 

version of these songs, but when I began to study Ravel's version with my vocal tutor 
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I noted two important vocal features which made me rethink the performance 

aesthetics of each style. The first was that I sound somewhat sharp on certain notes 

and second, I was instinctively 'moving backwards' in my vocal production. When 

accompanied by piano I realized that my quarter tone technique would sound out of 

tune, unpleasant, and stylistically irrelevant. 

Moreover, I needed to change how I moved from one note to another and this 

for two reasons: a) because traditional singing requires an exaggerated glissando 

technique, and b) because I needed to stop all habitual breakings of the voice. In this 

way one automatically produces another version of the piece but with concentration 

on the colour of the vocal sound. This is not to imply that short glissandos are not 

used by classical singers, especially for expressive effects. The difference in Pontic 

music is one of emphasis. The Pontic glissando technique is more exaggerated and 

much more an important part of the performance aesthetic, in that it signifies pain, 

sweetness, melancholy, love and so forth. 

The general absence of improvised breakings in Western classical singing is 

also a vital factor in terms of vocal production and interpretation. Producing breakings 

in folk styles requires a particular use of the larynx; classical singing involves the use 

of the larynx in its rest position in order to produce a 'rounded' and full sound. Any 

attempt to sing Greek folk music in this way would restrict the speed of the breakings; 

it would also sound stylistically inappropriate since this is not the expected vocal 

sound. With regard to Ravel's piece, his removal of the glissando phrases and 

breakings in the melodic line obviously moves the rendition in a new direction. 

V 
R. ealizations such as these appear to be rather obvious now but they were novel when 

I first encountered them. 
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It required great personal effort on my part to sing a traditional eastern melody 

in the Western art style. The change from one musical vocabulary to the other was 

effected not only by changing my technique but also by relocating familiar melodies 

into a new context. It was an environment that required altogether different techniques 

and unprecedented expectations from my vocal tutor. My familiarity with the 

4 original' version of these songs before encountering Ravel's settings was, in fact, the 

biggest obstacle to learning them in this new context. 

The vocal range of Pontic and classical music is significantly different. Much 

of the Pontic repertory in Greece is sung in the high range of the voice 172 without 

excluding entirely the low tessitura. One can detect the use of falsetto voice through 

the vocal 'breakings' used in Pontic style. Such 'breakings', which involve alterations 

between modal and falsetto voice, might, for example, indicate the presence of an 

untrained voice in Western classical singing. Moreover, Western classical singers are 

encouraged to bridge their passagio by smooth transitions of the voice, using one 

quality across the whole vocal range. For the Pontic tradition, however, the use of 

falsetto, as explained in Chapter III, would be part of a highly controlled vocal effort 

and therefore a highly admired performance. 

Differences between Pontic and Western operatic vocal styles are significant, 

and naturally each musical system is underpinned by a notation which developed to 

aid performance practice. I conceive the distinction between Pontic and Western 

classical singing by visualizing two axes, or might I say, by generating two cognitive 

spaces: one horizontal and the other vertical. The former applies to the Pontic 

tradition which concentrates on linear melody. The latter is the Western classical case 

where conventional harmony is represented vertically in numerous staves. Such 

172 This of course depends on the natural range of each voice. For instance, Hrysanthos' speaking range 
is much higher than Theodoros' because of their individual physiology and range of their voices. 
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images may arise from the notation of each style. On one side Byzantine linear 

notation and Pontic traditional music (which is occasionally notated in the Byzantine 

graphic linear notation) and on the other side Western classical vocal music, which is 

usually notated either in a four voice stave (for choral singing) or in a single stave (for 

solo singing) accompanied by instruments. 

B) Change of environment 

Greek folk music is traditionally performed in the open air or in venues such 

as houses and kafeneia (old-style coffee shops). As such, there are two notable 

parameters: a) the actual performance location may vary from the back yard of a 

dwelling to a simple room or an open-air theatre - either involves a change in the 

natural acoustic environment, and b) the frequent use of amplification systems which 

also results in a change in the actual vocal production and sound perception. Both 

aspects are crucial for the analyses of musical genres worldwide, since the 

environment in which music is performed is affected by technical, aesthetic and 

acoustic factors. Western classical music is generally performed in closed areas such 

as theatres and concert halls, normally without any amplification system. If required 

amplification is used as discreetly as possible in order to avoid any interference in the 

actual performance. 

Conventionally, Greek and other folk music traditions were never performed 

within a closed space, and this may in fact explain the fundamental differences 

between the above two parameters. The notion of an organized concert of pure Pontic 
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music was deemed untraditional by my co-workers, 173 all of whom referred to the 

6modern way of life' and the need for musicians to compete in the music business. 

Hrysanthos, moreover, pointed out that 'traditional [Pontic] music can only be heard 

as table songs with small groups of companions'. 
174 

Consider vocalisation in the open air and observe the difference when walls 

are placed around the singer. Sound waves produced by a vocalist usually 'travel out 

at a uniform velocity in all directions' (Taylor, 1965: 136) and the intensity of the 

sound falls off as the distance from the sound source (voice in this case) increases. 

The strength of these sound waves depends very much on the adjustable resonance 

properties of the vocal tract which has an enormous capacity for altering the impact. 

According to Benade, 'For every doubling of frequency there is a doubling of sound 

pressure in the room, provided the source strength is kept constant' (1976: 3 70). 

If, however, a surface is erected beside the sound source, reflected waves will 

be added to the initial velocity thereby increasing the volume. Moreover, the nature 

of the surface significantly reflects or absorbs the sounds. 175 The presence of a ceiling 

will raise the sound level rapidly and with the creation of a cube-shaped room the 

singer can be heard with minimal vocal effort. On the other hand, singing in the open- 

air creates problems for a Greek folk singer whose obvious concern is to be heard by 

others, whether musicians or listeners. 

Open air singing thus obliges the human resonators to open up and spread out 

the vocal sound, thereby increasing volume. But Western classical performances, 

173 Even at weddings, baptisms or local festivities, where music is an important part of the ceremony 
and a crowd is involved, what we might call an 'audience' does not exist in the sense that 'people go to 
listen to some music'. Music is more functional: either chant at the religious services or entertainment 
for the families and friends. It is not perceived as an unconnected value but as an artistic form which 
accompanies and lends distinction to such activities. 
174 Interview with Hrysanthos Theodorides, 31-12-2004. Original quote: 'Ilapct6oai(XKý [tOIXTIKý 

PPi(YK01)[tE [t6vo(YT(X CMTPWC9ý10L RE ýRKPtq 7E(XPft; '. 

175 For more information on the reflection of sound and room acoustics, see Benade (1976) and Drew 
(1935). 
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which usually take place in concert halls or theatres, employ techniques based on the 

acoustics of a closed performance space. When the accompaniment is a full orchestra, 

however, classical singers are also obliged to alter their vocal projection. The solo 

voice, when pitted against sixty or more instruments (as in the opening song of 'Das 

Lied von der Erde' by Gustav Mahler) is confronted by serious acoustical problems, 

as is the audience. 

In confronting these conditions, classical singers create sounds that can be 

heard over the full orchestra tutti: human resonators amplify the vocal sound reaching 

a level of 2,400-3,80OHz (Howard, 1998) where the voice can penetrate the dense 

orchestra sound wall. 176 (Future research might also involve voice technology tools in 

order to demonstrate the acoustical aspects of both Pontic and Epirotic singing. The 

results would be valuable for pedagogical purposes in the learning processes of these 

two styles). In terms of actual vocal production the difference between Western 

classical and Pontic singers comes down to two particular activities: a) use of the 

larynx and b) use of the mask (nasal and mouth cavity). 

In operatic singing, I tend to articulate the sound more into the mouth cavity 

than into the nasal cavity as this provides greater clarity and higher harmonics. The 

final vocal result is higher in volume and 'clearer' in timbre than in my Pontic 

singing. On the other hand, when I sing Pontic music I always employ a moveable 

larynx and articulate the sound more into the nasal than into the mouth cavity. In this 

case, the only features that enable my voice to be heard in an open-air environment 

are the high tonalities which I use for the Pontic songs: these automatically render the 

singing louder. 

176 For further information, see Sundberg (2001). 
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It is only recently that Pontic and other folk performers in Greece have begun 

to organize concerts in large venues and open-air festivals. As a consequence this has 

led to a demand for amplification systems in order for the singers to be heard over a 

crowd of (sometimes) thousands of people. The principal reason for using amplified 

sound systems arises from the fact that voice is relatively weak for producing a large 

enough 'disturbance' in the air. Even if I were to force my Pontic singing with greater 

than normal vocal effort, I doubt if the final result could be heard by a crowd of three 

hundred people. Taylor states explicitly that: 'What is required is the equivalent of a 

lever system to change the high-force-low-amplitude movement into low-force-high- 

amplitude movement' (1965: 68). 

Amplification also produces a series of other changes in vocal production of 

Pontic song: a) the breathing support is diminished; b) the tonalities of the songs tend 

to be lower than normal - as a consequence the high-registered character of Pontic 

music is in danger of being lost; c) the use of falsetto technique is reduced while the 

employment of various effects such as reverb or echo, tend also to distort the singing. 

All of these limitations are present in almost every outdoor performance. For these 

reasons the ideal Pontic performance (from the point of view of the Pontic Greeks) 

would be in small venues without electronic amplification. 

In Western art music amplification systems are rarely used except in large 

opera houses and concerts halls where the microphones are usually hidden in the 

floor, in the stage settings or even in the clothes of the singers. The orchestra may 

sometimes be amplified through direction microphones but even then the volume 

tends to be at acoustic level. In this environment there are few possibilities for 

interfering with the actual vocal technique which tends to remain consistent in all 

circumstances. Briefly put, although my operatic singing voice remains intact, 
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unimpeded by any amplification, my Pontic singing is affected by amplifiers that 

cause a number of adjustments in my normal vocal technique. 
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Chapter VI 

Conclusions 

This is a tri-faceted study. My aim has been: a) to examine vocal performance 

techniques as currently practised by singers in two widely-performed Greek folk 

vocal styles: the Pontic and the Epirotic; b) to reveal an insider's appraisal of vocal 

bimusicality; and c) to bridge the 'gap' between theory and practice in studies of 

vocal production. The necessary research was mainly conducted (i) 'in the field', (ii) 

by reflecting on personal experience, and (iii) through ethnomusicological/vocal 

analyses. The methodology for this ethnography consisted largely on the attitudes of 

co-workers towards Pontic and Epirotic singing. The categories and criteria subjected 

to analysis mirror the artistic conventions of the informants and also resonate with 

academic approaches in terms of performance practice. It is my hope that the present 

document will be a source of new information for Pontic and Epirotic singers and a 

departure point of interest- stimulation for non-Pontic and non-Epirotic singers and 

musicians. 

Specific areas for analyzing vocal sounds were chosen with anatomy in mind. 

As shown in Chapter 11, the data are designed and analyzed in a manner 

comprehensible to singers. They include the three mechanisms of the voice as treated 

by authors of Western classical voice studies: breathing, vibration and articulation. 

The crucial question of what distinguishes Greek folk song performance from 

Western classical singing is primarily exposed in the third mechanism, vocal 

articulation. Most Pontic and Epirotic singers tend to acquire this skill from the older 

generation, a common process in folk education all over the world. 
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Although the folk vocal music of Pontos and Epirus involve learning 

processes in performance practice that differ from the Western art tradition, I trust that 

these analyses will contribute significant theoretical knowledge to this field. By 

combining personal experience with scholarly research I provide additional validity to 

the arguments presented in this thesis and clarify how the vocal techniques are 

applied. I realise that by incorporating my own experience and by including my own I- 

voice in the composition of this work will likely influence the final outcome. 

Accordingly, I have attempted to introduce this 'individuality' as transparently as 

possible. 

In Chapter 1, therefore, I discuss my fieldwork and the methodology adopted. 

The role of the native performer-researcher, the choice of case studies, and the 

presentation of the text are considered in order to make clear my position on the 

matters raised. To these ends, I have,, at the outset of this research, attempted to clarify 

my position by using pertinent scholarly material to demonstrate that conditions of 

research such as these are capable of providing valuable conclusions, especially in the 

field of musical performance practice. 

Chapter 11 inaugurates the vocal analyses of the Pontic and Epirotic folk vocal 

style with reference to the Cantometrics project and its categorization of Greek folk 

song. Here, I draw attention to the distinction between Greek folk vocal monophony 

and polyphony while also reviewing the validity on the one hand of the Cantometrics 

findings and its imPortance in terms of research and on the other, the academic 

approach to folk song. In reviewing similar projects, I define my approach of analysis 

in this monograph. Additionally, I indicate those aspects of vocal production which 

are later examined in my analyses. In particular, I offer both anatomical and 

physiological explanations as to the manner in which vocal sounds are produced in 
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order to visualize the changes taking place within the vocal instrument once a specific 

vocal technique is applied. 

The picture of the Pontic vocal style that emerges in Chapter III may be 

summarized under two main headings: a) modality and charged ornamentation b) 

monophony and heterogeneity. Pontic singing is modal and highly omate; its modal 

construction and the 'voice breakings' are prevailing features in the melodic lines. It 

is also monophonic since it comprises only solo singing, and heterogeneous in that: 1) 

the vocal line incorporates improvised breakings of the voice, thereby making each 

performance unique and unrepeatable; 2) the orally transmitted nature of the species 

allows other musical elements to influence the actual vocal performance; 3) it adapts 

to new cultural demands: something that was proven after 1922 (the exchange of 

populations between Greece and Turkey) when Pontic Greeks left their 'homeland' 

(the land of Pontos) and came to the 'motherland', Greece. 

Epirotic folk vocal polyphony may be summarized under three headings: a) 

collective; b) homogeneous and c) interdependent. Epirotic singing is collective in 

that it is not only considered to be an artistic but also a social form of interaction 

within a given society. It is also homogeneous in that: i) all renditions of the tune 

follow a standardized vocal line throughout the song; ii) only minimal improvisation 

is employed, except for the vocalizations of the gyristis or klostis and, moreover, 

melodic resources are highly constrained (repeated phrases and predictable 

variations); and iii) vocal timbre is consistent in every performance by each role- 

singer so that the characteristic sound is immediately recognized by Epirotes and non- 

Epirotes alike. Ultimately, the Epirotic vocal style is interdependent since no single 

voice can be performed separately. Whenever one voice errs the entire song must 

begin all over again. 
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A significant outcome of this investigation is the fact that Pontic and Epirotic 

vocal styles are very much influenced, and finally formed from, the size of the 

interval from one note to the next. It is the intervallic 'space' that determines the way 

that the vocal instrument reacts in order to achieve precision. 'What' we sing is 

therefore to be considered as an important factor in the creation of 'how' we sing, 

giving rise to different categories of vocalizations in Greek (and not only Greek) folk 

music. Furthermore, a decisive factor in the formulation of this hypothesis is the time 

the singer takes to sing the two successive notes that make up the intervallic distance. 

Whereas Pontic interpretation requires rapid changes between notes and quick 

ornamentation, the Epirotic style is characterized by slower vocal movements over 

larger intervals and fewer vocal decorations. 

In Chapter III I also demonstrate that the soloist's imitation of the 

characteristic idiomatic figures of the Pontic lyra significantly influences the overall 

vocal technique. Typically, the moveable larynx and soft palate duplicates the 

movement of the finger tips of the lyra player. By contrast, the instrumental music of 

Epirus is mainly influenced by the folk vocal polyphony which itself has never been 

affected by instrumental changes. 

Pitch is also important in forming the vocal techniques in the songs of Pontos 

and Epirus. The higher the notes, the more intense the throat tension appears to be, 

thereby requiring extensive use of falsetto by singers in either tradition. While the 

Epirotes tend to sing the notes clearly and unbrokenly in their falsetto, the Pontians 

usually apply breakings thereby altering the sonic effect between modal and falsetto. 

Thus, the main elements of Pontic vocal style could be summarized as follows: 

- High registered singing with a corresponding preference for high registered voices 

- Use of a moveable larynx in order to create breakings 
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- executing breakings by means of the soft palate, lifting the uvula, and alteration of modal 

and falsetto voice, thereby resulting in occasional unstable intervals of the fifths and major or 

minor sixths 

- the focal point is located at the back of the mouth cavity (soft palate) where the singer has a 

better command over his execution of quarter tones 

-a favourable singer-audience relationship is crucial in order to form an appropriate 

psychological diathesis for the singer who responds according to the reaction of the listeners 

- singers tend to employ the movement of an abrupt 'twitch' where the upper body (mainly 

upper chest area) assists in producing different accents according to the tempo and lyrics 

- vocal breakings are heavily influenced by the Pontic lyra's trills, tremolos, and glissandi; the 

voice imitates the instrument's idiomatic sounds. 

Chapter IV deals with the Epirotic vocal style where a brief introduction on 

Epirus makes references to folk vocal polyphony in general. There follows a close 

examination of the polyphonic song of Epirus in which the functions of the soloists 

are explained. The monophonic singing of Epirus, also prominent, is not excluded 

from this discussion. For example, I make association between the leading voice of 

the polyphonic singing (partis) and the monophonic performances: vocal analyses are 

to be found in the same sub-chapter. 

The standard functionaries in Epirotic folk vocal polyphony are: the Partis, the 

Gyristis, the Klostis, the Isokrates, the Rihtis and, more rarely, the Prologistis. The 

Partis has the dominant role in this genre. He introduces the main melody upon which 

all others base their melodic lines. The roles of the gyristis and the klostis are 

distinguished by their contribution to the polyphony. In both cases they create a 

'contrapuntal' melodic line against Partis' and as such are considered to be the real 

harmony-makers in the entire team. These roles are highly demanding in that as they 

are required to improvise rhythmically and harmonically which they do by employing 
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the jaw (in the case of the Gyristis) and the falsetto voice (the Klostis). Their range is 

limited as it straddles only the tonic, leading note and, exceptionally, the fourth below 

the tonic. The Gyristis is also known for ending each verse on the leading note while 

the Partis makes a final on the tonic. Characteristic is the fact that both the Gyristis 

and the Klostis sing only in vowels embellishing the polyphony of the team. 

The main concern of the Isokrates (drone holders) is to keep the entire 

ensemble together. They sing the ison which is normally the tonic of the piece. It is 

meant to remain unmoving, stable and is sung nasally. If the Isokrates fail in their task 

of keeping the team together, the song is stopped and begins again. Although it may 

ap ear to be easy, holding the tonic of the piece firmly and unshiftingly over a long I- p 

period of time is actually a vocal challenge. 

Indeed, the very act of co-ordinated group unity is acknowledged to be one of 

the most difficult features in Epirotic folk polyphony. Especially exacting is having 

the choir maintain consistency and homogeneity in harmony, rhythm, and tempo, as if 

the piece were sung 'from one mouth, ' as my co-workers explained. The Rihtis has a 

brief role in this complex. He introduces a glissando phrase between the song's 

declaimed preamble as rendered by the Partis or Prologistis. This vocal phrase acts 

first as a breathing space for the entire team and, secondly, as an expression of painful 

memories, or grief, or daily toil, or sadness or nostalgia. The main aspects of the 

Epirotic polyphonic vocal style may be surnmarised as follows: 

- use of the middle range of voice, although in older days the tessitura was higher 

- use of a recitative-style to introduce the opening musical phrase 

- use of the pentatonic (non-semitonal) scale 

- polyphony appears to be less ornamented (than Pontic monophony) and therefore a less 

flexible larynx is needed 

- use of the jaw for breakings 
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- an expansion or 'spreading out' the voice in order to achieve greater volume and colour in 

the rendition 

-a 'shouting position' of the mouth to create more space in the mouth's cavity and to liberate 

the voice 

With monophony, the singers also 'expand' the voice which gives the 

impression of a somewhat 'unprocessed' vocalisation while their breakings tend to 

employ both the jaw and the soft palate. The style is soloistic and the flexibility of the 

larynx is less than that in Pontic singing. The actual notes of the breakings in Epirotic 

monophony create a circle of repeated notes which is also one of the most 

characteristic idioms of this genre. It is also believed that the most demanding 

monophonic singing in Epirus is the lament or dirge. 

Chapter V refers to my personal experience as a folk and Western classical 

singer. Its approach is comparative (between Pontic and operatic singing) and aims to 

explain aspects of the experiences and inner world of a bimusical singer. Being a 

bimusical artist who here provides pertinent autobiographical elements, I identify 

myself as one additional co-worker for this research project on vocal performance 

practices of operatic and Pontic styles. As such, mine is a 'schizophrenic' approach: I 

analyze myself through a mixture of recollection and investigation. In this way, I 

attempt to elucidate the researcher's point of view in detailing folk sounds. 

Drawing an analogy between vocal timbre and vocal articulation, I have 

focused attention on the way I learned to reproduce folk sounds during my childhood. 

My conclusion was that while vocal timbre is hard to transcribe, its value and 

performance through imitation is well attested and attributed to the singers of Pontic 

tradition. Moreover, timbre is equally perceived as one of the factors that define the 

self-conception of a singer and a path by which they find their optimum desired vocal 

sound. As a vocalist, I perceived two main categories of change when moving from 
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one to another style: a) change in musical system; and b) change in environment. 

Using these parameters it is my attention to provide an insider's view by pointing out 

the precision in producing the exact vocal pitch and the environment of a vocal 

performance. By observing the intervallic relationships that occur in the scales of 

Pontic and Western classical singing, I show how singers employ different kinds of 

vocalization to accommodate tonal movements. 

Pontic and Epirotic singing as practised by past and present generations of 

Greek singers has lately achieved remarkable popularity. Young artists, keen to 

become engaged with traditional songs, play a central role in the evolving formulation 

and sustaining of the styles. Born into a musical family, I am uniquely involved in 

preserving orally transmitted musical traditions in Greece. Engagement in this 

research has made me aware of some of the most important issues connected with the 

vocal techniques of Pontos, Epirus and Western art music. I believe that I have 

introduced new and significant perspectives in understanding the evolution and the 

ethos of these exceptionally beautiful repertories. More than anything else, through 

this scholarly investigation I have found ways of improving my performance skills. 

As a corollary, my enthusiasm and passion for this music has increased a hundredfold. 

Finally, having acquired an appreciation of both hitherto unexamined 

techniques in Pontic and Epirotic vocal styles, and the fully documented studies of 

Western song, I have come to understand new dimensions in approaching the form 

and structure of Greek folk song. It gives me much satisfaction to know that the music 

which has permanently imprinted itself in my life's journey will be accessible to a 

wide circle of readers. May my investigations constitute incentives for similar 'hands- 

on' research in this inexhaustible field of musical expression. 
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Appendix I 

This transcription is a 'skeleton) melody of the song AAqU1tOV(O Kai Xalpoual 

(Alismono kai hairomai, 'I forget and I rejoice'). The partis in the preamble (bars 1-5) 

is usually a man while in bar 7 (when polyphony starts) the role ofpartis is taken by a 

woman. One can also see the range and intervals of the gyristis within the polyphony. 

The role of Khtis can be also observed during his exclamation phrase in bars 5 and 6; 

after that, he joins the isokrates (bar 7 onwards). 

Alismono ke herome 
I 

PARTIS 

RIIMS 

GYRISTIS 

ISOKRATES 

PARTIS 

RUMS 

GYRISTTS 

ISOKRATES 
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This transcription represents some breakings of the voice which create an 

imaginable 'circle' of notes which is repeated (DVD Example 14). Although Mariola 

is a highly improvised lament (for both the singer and clarinettist) and this creates 

significant difficulties in transcribing this sort of performance, the following 

transcription offers an informative depiction of the notes sung during these breakings 

which create a feeling of 'circle' to the performer. These are indicated by the slurs; so 

we have: D-C-D-E, D-C-D-E. D-C-D-E or C-B-C-D, C-B-C-D, C-B-C-D. 

gliss. 
Voice 

re si 
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Appendix 11 

Studying the vocal production of Greek Folk Song has been a prime interest in 

this project. Although this project did not have as its objective the collection of 

musical material with regard to 'what' people sing but 'how' they sing, I considered it 

desirable to provide a brief account of certain important sources of collections, 

transcriptions, private and public anthologies as well as some internet sources. These 

categories of publication have also contributed to the final outcome of this thesis. 

Aside from the remarks of my co-workers and the specific musical tradition under 

study, I have integrated within my text elements from the following sources: 

A. EYTEPHH ('EFTERPE% 1830 by X. Xartofulakos) and HANAQPA 

('PANDORA', Constantinople, ed. 1,1843 and ed. 11,1846, by Theodore P. Fakaeos). 

These are two monumental publications of Greek art and folk music transcribed in 

Byzantine graphic notation. 

B. Publications by Fauriel (1824, transl. 1956 by D. Xatziernmanouel), L. A. 

Baurgault-Ducoudray (1876), A. Sigalas (1880), E. Stamatiades (1880), P. 

Aravadinou (1880), Hubert Perno (1903), G. Pahtikou (1905), N. Politis (1914,1920), 

K. Psahos (1910,1911,1923 and 1930), M. Merlie (1931), B. Bouvier (1960), S. 

Baud-Bovy (1935,1938,1956,1972 and 1984), D. Petropoulos (1959) and C. 

Peristeris (1950,1957). All are important resources for the Greek folk musical genre. 

C. Recent publications, such as Ta -cpayoV561a vj(; Zlt' vq(; (1997, 'Songs of Izmir') by VP 

G. Kostantzos; 'Greek folk songs in Byzantine and European notation' (1997) by G. 

Kakoulides; Pcoyiol avvOcTc(; Tq; H6Aq(; (I 7`ý-20" aio)vag) (1998, 'Greek composers 

in Constantinople, 17 th -20th centuries') by C. Tsiamoulis and P. Erevnides; and 'Greek 

traditional instruments' (ed. 11,1991) by Foivos Anoyanakis. 
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D. Also important is the vast musical archive preserved on the Holy Mount of 

Athos. 177 

E. Collections made by performers and scholars such as Kiriakides, Imellou, 

Mazaraki, Politis, Markou, Dragournis, Karras, Aidonides, Samiou, and so forth. 178 

Although these collections were crucial for saving and preserving the Greek 

traditional musical genre, it had the effect of de-emphasizing the study of a more 

theoretical and practical approach to Greek ethnomusicology which lacked thematic 

renovation. Beyond some individual papers, such as those by Tsagala (1981), Politis 

(1975: 287-293) and Kiourtsakis (1983: 46-61), it was Samuel Baud-Bovy (1935, 

1938,1956,1972 and 1984) who established the discipline of ethnornusicology in 

Greece with his exploration of Greek folk music within its socio-cultural context. 

More specifically, it was through fieldwork methodology (which began after 1930) 

that initiated rigorous academic criteria for exploring Greek Folk genre. 

F. The aforementioned diverse studies inevitably led to the creation of musical 

archives and research centres. According to Panikos G. Georgoudis (2004), there are 

three main archive centres in Greece: first, the Kkv-cpo EpEVvq(; EAA17VlKtl(; Aaoypa(pia(; 

(Research Centre for Greek Folklore) founded in 1918. From 1927 it became a part 

of the Academy of Athens. It holds a large amount of Greek and Cypriot recordings 

and it also publishes the scientific periodical 'Laografia' (laography = folklore) begun 

by N. Politis in 1909. Secondly, the ApXclo POVMKý(; Aaoypaýoiag 110V KEVTPOV 

MIKPaUla'TIKO)V U71OV&OV (The Centre for Asia Minor Studies, http: //www. mla. gr) 

177 According to the Byzantinist Christodoulos Halaris more than 250,000 Byzantine and secular 
musical manuscripts are to be found in the libraries of Mount Athos. For instance, we could refer to the 
17 th century musical manuscripts at the monastery of Iviron and MS 1428 at the monastery of 
Vatopedi, known as M6Axo), qkvq (Melpomeni). 
178 The number of studies in Greek Folk Song is very long; for this reason I recommend readers to 
Merlie (1935), Dounia (1949), Academy of Athens (1968, page Tl'- ta'), S. Baud-Bovy (1984) and 
Kiriakidou-Nestoros (1978b: 69-85) where detailed approaches to the subject can be found. 
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founded in 1930 as the lv';. ýoyog yla TqV UVILýOY17 EAAqVIKO)V 6q1-IOTlKO)VTpayov6lcbv 

(Association for Collection of Greek folk songs). 

This centre possesses a vast amount of recordings and transcriptions which has 

been used by scholars, researchers and composers (such as N. Skalkotas). The Centre 

has also published many papers in the field of ethnomusicology. Thirdly, the 

11CA0710m7maK6 Aaoypaýp1KO76pvua (The Peloponnesian Institute of Folklore) which 

has published some of the most well-known articles in Greek ethnomusicology, 

including S. Baud-Bovy (1984), and has also produced significant discographic 

material. Fourthly, the lyb), 
ýoyo 7rpo(; 6166OU17 T? 7g CAA17VIKý(; EOWKýi; 1,10VUlKý(; (The 

Association for the Promotion of Greek Ethnic Music) founded by Simon Karras has 

published important audio CDs and LPs of Greek folk music. 

G. Recent efforts have been undertaken to create an on-line music archive of Greek 

Folk Music. That includes the website of the Athens Music Hall (MkyapO MOVMKý(;, 

'Megaron Mousikis') at http: //www. mmb. oria.. ý-, r and the University of Cyprus 

(through the E. P. E. research programme) at http: //ucy. ac. cy/research/ethno. Finally, 

http: //www. polyphonic. w, r is a website on folk polyphony in Greece organized by 

AxElpog ('Apeiros'), an urban-based non-profit company. 
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Final recital 

One of the most exciting aspects in the process of completing this practice- 

based project is undoubtedly the final recital and its preparation, which constitute the 

major component of this examination process. My eagerness to demonstrate the 

techniques I have expounded in the written text combines with my passionate interest 

in performing the music with which I grew up. Although I have given numerous 

similar concerts, this one is more meaningful in that it must reflect all the techniques I 

have analyzed in my text in order to reinforce the validity of the thesis as a whole. 

Working on the thesis, I realized that the programme for the final recital 

should also follow a specific 'flow', similar to that in the text. Hence, the first half 

will be devoted to Pontic music while the second half to Epirotic music. Accordingly, 

the pieces have been carefully chosen either from the DVD Examples or from the 

wider repertory of Pontos and Epirus in order to offer the essential 'terrain' for 

performing and developing the vocal techniques of either style. This recital will also 

be accompanied by programme notes which outline both the poetic themes and 

provide general information of the recital's concept. 

Given that talking between pieces in a performance is a kind of 'vocal 

consumption' for the singer, I have decided to minimize involvement here by having 

other participants provide instrumental sections. In this way I can prepare myself for 

the following piece, and relax my voice without depriving the audience of useful 

information. The programme notes will include the lyrics in the original language, 

their translation into English, and a transliteration into Latin letters of the words for 

following during the performance. 

Finally, since this thesis on many occasions makes comparative remarks with 

Western art music, this concert will also include two Greek songs from the 
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Westernized Ionian folk song repertory. Although this style is not specifically alluded 

to in my overall analyses, nor was it a part of my fieldwork, it seemed appropriate to 

include these pieces in order to illustrate the vocal movements when shifting from 

mainland Greek folk to the Western classical vocal style. The Ionian tradition has 

been selected for two main reasons: a) it is the nearest Greek folk vocal style to 

Western art singing having been influenced by Italianate singing, and b) I have 

intentionally steered away from the standard classical operatic repertory at this recital 

(even though I have perfonned in this genre) because I feel that this would openly 

clash with the examples of Pontic and Epirotic singing that make up the remainder of 

my musical performance. 

Programme 

Pontic repertory (First half) 

1. Anastoro ta palea ('I recall the old times') is a time-honoured tune; the lyrics, 

added by Hrysanthos in the middle of the 20th century, recall the beautiful landscapes 

of Pontos which were unwillingly abandoned after the exchange of populations in 

1922, an event commonly known as the 'Asia Minor Catastrophe'. One of the most 

distinguished songs in the Pontic repertory, it is the Phrygian mode (approximating 

the Byzantine First Plagal Mode), and non-rhythmic, being based on the 

improvisatory skills of the soloist who rightly depicts in meterless sound the 

melancholic and nostalgic subject matter of the lyrics. Voice ornamentation is vital to 

the song's interpretation. The Pontic lyra player simply follows the singer's melodic 

line. 
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2. Aetents eparapetanen ('An eagle was flying'), a historic and heroic song 

dedicated to an unknown soldier, whose narrative depicts the tragic loss of heroes at 

war. It is based on the Pontic tradition of the 'Akritic' song cycles which stem from 

the Byzantine - Arab conflicts that continued from the 7 th to the early II th century. 

These events provided the context for a new kind of Byzantine heroic poetry written 

in vernacular Greek. The Akrites of Byzantium were at this time a military class 

responsible for safeguarding the frontier regions of the empire from enemies and 

freebooting adventurers who operated in the borderlands. This song is in 5/8, a 

rhythm also known as Tik dance. Its mode is the Byzantine Second Plagal. 

3. Imera'm ('My Imera') is a nostalgic song which extols Imera, a beautiful region in 

Pontos with rock-formed houses and a stone castle. It is sung in a 9/8 rhythm and is 

one of the first songs I learned (aged 14) with the 'Traditional Choir' of the Euxeinos 

Leschi in my hometown of Veria. The song also refers wistfully to aspects of love: 

the poet craves to see once more the house with the flower garden of his beloved. The 

song is in 9/8; its mode is the Phrygian (Byzantine First Plagal). 

4. Asin Togian erhoume ('I come from Tonya') is a lively song in 7/8 rhythm 

(2+2+3). The lyrics refer to a young man who is passionately in love with a 'lass'. 

Endowed with determined love and equipped with a knife in his belt, he seeks to fulfil 

love. The music is in the Phrygian mode, common in Pontic music. This is the only 

musical item in this performance recital that consists of two verses and two choruses, 

which is a more contemporary arrangement. Other Pontic songs typically are in 

strophic form. 
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5. Instrumental improvisation on the Pontic lyra, the prominent musical instrument 

of the Greeks of Pontos. 

6. Afe kori (Teave, 0 daughter') is a well-known wedding song. Greek wedding 

songs are often sad and melancholic in character since the girl must leave her home 

and family. The lyrics indicate both family loss and the creation of a new family: 

Leave, 0 daughter, your mother and make another mother, 

Leave, 0 daughter, your father and make another father, 

Leave, 0 daughter, your brothers and make other brothers. 

This song is written in the Byzantine First Plagal (Phrygian mode) and demonstrates a 

close relationship between the Pontic and Byzantine traditions in that the ison (the 

drone) forms the tonal centre that provides both harmonic and melodic 

accompaniment. Its rhythm is irregular and the singer establishes the tempo during the 

performance. 

7. Hamomilon ('The little apple tree') is a love song in 9/8 rhythm and in the 

Byzantine Second Plagal Mode. The lyrics refer to a little apple tree which is asked 

to explain why its branches are so withered. It replies that, beneath its branches, it 

witnessed a love oath which has now been broken. The singer, together with the 

Pontic lyra player, present the 'melancholic character' of the poetry with emotional 

expression in their music performance. This is achieved by extended vocal melodic 

lines accompanied by the long bowing phrases of the lyra. Of equal interest here is 

that the tonality of the piece, combined with the high poetry, invites the performers to 

explore a range of musical possibilities in the rendition. It is this freedom of 

interpretation that makes the repertory unique and engaging every time it is 

performed. 
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8. Taka't ('Courage'), a song composed by Hrysanthos Theodorides (music and 

lyrics), in 3/4 time. It refers to poor, wretched people whose courage, over time, has 

abandoned them. This is one of the most prominent songs in the Pontic repertory and 

constitutes a reference point for all Pontic co-workers in this thesis (following 

Hrysanthos' death). Hrysanthos wrote this song for himself 'metaphorically': he 

refers to his courage to live even though his life is ending; but Destiny, here 

personified, does not let him pass away entirely. Rather Destiny determines that 

Hrysanthos shall live on so that he can entertain and bring joy to the people through 

the sound of his voice to the accompaniment of the Pontic lyra. 

9. Lament for the fall of Constantinople, a historic song which depicts the tragic 

loss to mankind of the fall of Constantinople. It is in 9/8 rhythm and in the Byzantine 

Second Plagal Mode. The poetic theme refers to the St John Chrysostom (5 th century) 

who, from the heavens, mourns at this catastrophic event while being consoled by the 

singer. The poem concludes with the positive promise and wish that in spite of this 

catastrophe, the City's glory will shine once again. The mode is Byzantine Second 

Plagal. 

Epirotic repertory (Second half) 

1. Ti kako ekana o kaymenos kai me len oloi fonia ('What have I done that all 

consider me a murderer'), a love song. It can be found in polyphonic as well as 

monophonic form; here it is performed a capella. Its rhythm is asymmetrical and 

improvisatory while the character of the piece is somewhat sweetly melancholic. The 

lyrics include rhetoric questions: the singer wonders about the source of his love and 
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whether his adoration for a foreigner is a mistake. This song is one of only several 

(polyphonic) that can be performed to the accompaniment of an Epirotic orchestra 

(clarinet, violin, lute, and def) and one of the first I learned in this genre. Singing an a 

capella song, I make an suggestive link between the two halves of this recital. There 

is a tonal change from the modality of the Pontic repertory to Epirotic pentatonicism. 

Moreover, it provides an introduction to the significance of the partis' vocal 

techniques in this repertory (see chapter IV). 

2. Stis deropolis ton kampo ('In Deropoli's field'). A heroic song that makes 

reference to a mythical dialogue between a brave man and his horse. The latter asks 

the man to rise up while he replies that, being heavily wounded, he is unable to get on 

to his feet. This piece is sung polyphonically and includes the roles of partis, gyristis, 

rihtis and isokrates. As in all Epirotic polyphonic songs, its tempo depends on the 

partis' preamble and on the 'vocal flow' of the group. In this song I will sing the part 

of the partis for half the piece and then that of the gyristis in order to demonstrate the 

vocal techniques characteristic of each. 

3. Sikothite ofigo-ofigo ('Arise slowly and carefully'). A polyphonic song 

conventionally sung at the close of any social function, usually a wedding. Because 

wedding parties in northern Epirus can involve many hours of walking from one 

village to another, the moment of departure is usually decided with this song. The 

process could take some time since some of the more experienced singers would 

improvise lyrics about the hospitality they have received and the difficulty of the 

decision to set off on foot. Its tonal basis is the Epirotic pentatonic scale. 
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4. Pikrodafni ('Oleander'). One of the most popular Epirotic songs in Greece and the 

Diaspora. It is in 2/4 time and its poetic theme is based on a man's dream as he sleeps 

under the blossoms of an oleander. There, he dreams of his beloved who is now 

preparing to marry his rival, while he is invited to be the best man. There are many 

versions of this piece as it is one of the most frequently performed by Greek folk 

bands. The purely vocal polyphonic version is considered to be the 'original'. Its 

mood is sad and the pentatonic character of the music is pervasive. I will sing the 

gyristis'part which is considered to be the most improvisatory of all roles in Epirotic 

polyphony. 

5. Auta ta matia Dimo'm ('Those eyes my Dimos'). A love song performed 

monophonically although on occasion a gyristis' line can be added depending on the 

singer's imagination and ability. Whether or not the gyristis will perform at all will be 

decided spontaneously, on the stage, since eye contact in Epirotic multi-voiced 

singing is crucial on such occasions for the homogeneity and uniformity of rhythm in 

the piece. The song itself is characterized by long glissandi and a cheerful diathesis. 

6. Aleksandra ('Alexandra') refers to a woman (named Alexandra) who stands 

depressed, melancholic and crying. It is one of the most beautiful and artistic 

monophonic songs from Epirus. The vocal line demands both larynx flexibility and 

'beauty' during the breakings and ornamentations which entirely depend on the 

singer's ability to improvise. It is considered to be one of the most difficult songs in 

the Epirotic repertory, especially when it is sung at 5/4 slow tempo (as here). Folk 

singers have produced different versions of 'Alexandra', each time with different 

ornaments and vocal breakings. As examples of refashioning the performing 
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standards of the vocal line, 'Alexandra' and the next song, 'Mariola', constitute two 

of the most difficult Epirotic monophonic pieces in terms of performance practice. 

7. Mariola ('Mariola') is one of the most prominent laments in Epirus. Mariola is 

believed to be a real person from Veltista (in Grevena, north-central Greece). The 

composer of the song was an exceptional violinist at the royal court of Ali Pasha. The 

theme refers to a mythical dialogue between the singer and the deceased Mariola who 

is summoned to rise from her grave and look at the August moon. It is usually sung in 

the 'G-based' Epirotic pentatonic scale (G-A-C-D-E) and is asymmetrical. 

Improvisation and circular repeated breakings of the voice dominate in the singer's 

line. He expected to give a painful yet lively rendition of the musical setting. The 

musical instruments here are entirely accompanimental. 

8. Mpaino mes V ampeli ('I enter the vineyard'). A celebrated and lively dance song, 

known as Berati. It is encountered in Epirus and in other parts of the Greek Midlands 

and can be found in many rhythmic versions. It is usually danced in pairs. The 

rhythmic variation for this performance is 7/8 (3+2+2) while the melody is set to the 

Epirotic pentatonic form. The subject matter refers to the old way of living in rural 

Greece. More specifically, it refers to the work during the period of winemaking. The 

song is from the monophonic repertory, but there is usually an instrumental 

accompaniment. Both musicians and dancers agree that this is an enjoyable piece to 

perform. 

9. To kaykaki ('The small sailboat') is a love song from the Ionian tradition. The 

lyrics of the song are written by Andreas Laskaratos while the music is arranged by 

Nikos Tsilifis. As most of the Ionian folk tunes (known as the Greek serenades) the 
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melody is set to a major key (in this case F major) while the rhythm is in slow 3/4. 

The poetic theme draws a metaphor of the small sailboat which is lost in a sea of love 

without any sign of land. What is interesting in the Ionian folk music is the fact that, 

occasionally, composer and poet are eponymous. Moreover, the folk vocal style in 

this region of Greece is undoubtedly related to the Italian school of singing. The 

tempered scales (major and minor) of Western art music are manifest as well as the 

use of Western harmony. 

10.1 proti mas nyhta ('Our first night') is a love song and one of the most renowned 

tunes. The music was composed in the middle of 20th century by a celebrated 

composer-pianist, Dimitri-Mimis Plessas (from the Ionian island of Zakinthos) while 

the lyrics were written by Kostas Pretenteris. It is usually sung in D Major and its 

rhythm is in 4/4. This song constitutes an ideal exemplar which demonstrates the 

close musical relationship between Italy (operatic vocal style) and Ionian Islands (folk 

vocal style) since it is oftely sung in both Greek and Italian. In a similar vein, some 

tunes of Epirus and Pontos can be found in both Greek-Albanian and Greek-Turkish 

languages, respectively. 
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LIST OF ILLUSTRATIONS 

Illustration 1) Simple demonstration of the physiology of voice: the three 
mechanisms 
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Illustration 2) vocal instrument of the human body 
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Illustration 3) Location of the larynx 

Illustration 4a) Pharynx and the upper vocal instrument 
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Illustration 4b) Different use of the velum: directing the air to the nasal or mouth 
cavity; or to both of them. 
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Illustration 5) Political map: location of the region of Pontos 
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Illustration 6) Map of the region of Pontos. 

Illustration 7) Hrysanthos Theodorides 
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Illustration 8) Stathis Nikolaides 
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Illustration 10) Theodoros Eleftheriou 

11) Elias Petropoulos 
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Illustration 12) Use of soft palate and uvula 
These 5 photos are taken within I second. In such tiny period of time I captured 
myself singing high-registered Pontic melismas using as focal point the soft palate. In 
photos 3,4 and 5 one can see the lifting of the uvula during the modal voice-falsetto 
technique of melismas. 
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Illustration 13) Epirus 
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Illustration 14) polyphonic group of Aetopetra 
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Illustration 15) Vaggelis Kotsou 
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Illustration 16b) Anthoula and Vaggelis Kotsou 

Illustration 17) Drossos Koutsokostas 
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Illustration 18) Nestoras Katsigiannopoulos 

Illustration 19) Antonis Kiritsis 
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illustration 20) My village: Mikri Santa 
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